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ne night, during those drowsy
moments jusi before falling

asleep, senior editor Jane
Bosveid began chanting the phrase
"Tonight I fly." It's not someihing she usually

does. But on this occasion she was
hoping to induce a phenomenon called

lucid dreaming, the ability to determine

your own dream scenarios. On her first try

she wasn't quite specific enough and
found herself in a dream orbit—clinging

to the outside of a rocket.

Developed by psychologists Stephen
LaBerge and Jayne Gackenbach and
never before presented in a public forum,

lucid dreaming may improve physical

and mental health, promote personal

growth, and help you to tap your creativity.

A questionnaire follows: Your experiences
and responses will aid LaBerge and
Gacken bach's research.

Lucid dreaming is only one part of "The
Omni Experience." a 16-page magazine
within a magazine, following page 66. In

this reader's guide to innovative experi-

ments, we tell you how to comb junkyards,

scavenging for just the right parts to

build—and launch—your own rocket. Or
you may prefer to creaie a replica of

the voyager, the sleek airplane that flew
'

around the world on one tank of gas.
Do you secretly wish to rub shoulders with

erudite scientists, participating in unique
research projects? Well, you may choose
from a variety of experiments and fulfill

your desire to be a human guinea pig.

Even before she began working on "The

e OMNI

Omni Experience," Bosveid had discov-

ered French botanist Francis Halle's

intention to land—via hot-air balloon

—

atop French Guiana's tropical canopy, high

above the forest floor. Once there, he
would be able to study jungle flora and
fauna and gain invaluable knowledge
about the vanishing rain forests. With
Halle's approval, Bosveid dispatched
writer Kenneth Brewer to accompany Halle

and his colleagues. "Out on a Limb"
(page 56) is his exclusive report on the

adventure, which included unusual

expenses for a magazine article: mosquito

nets and repellent, as well as a
hammock. They were, after all, sleeping

in makeshilt shelters and bathing in

streams inhabited by six-foot electric eels

and other treacherous marine life. Even
so, they were only ten kilometers outside

Cayenne, the country's capital, which
afforded them .at least one luxury: Every
two days someone would drive into

town and bring back gourmet meals. "That

might take some of the luster off the

experience," Brower comments, "but it

was no less exciting,"

While Brower was cordially received on
Halle's expedition, Linda Murray, former
managing editor of Sexual Medicine
Today, found the doors to the International

Academy of Sex Research closed to

her. "Barring the press is a long-standing

policy, justified on the grounds that the

papers being presented haven't yet been
published," she comments. But she
had wanted only to hear the presentation

given by East German endocrinologist

Gunter Dbrner, whose controversial

theory—the biological basis of sexuality-
is the subject of Murray's article, "Sexual

Destinies" (page 100).

The work of author Wiliiam S. Burroughs
has often been criticized for its racy

passages, but Naked Lunch, his best-

known work, seems milder today than it

did in 1959, when it was first published. A
longtime admirer of Omni, Burroughs
was delighted by fiction editor Eiien

Datlow's suggestion that he write a story

for us. The result: "The Ghost Lemurs
of Madagascar" (page 48). His upcoming
book The Western Land will be published
later this year.

It seems as though everyone has a
book out. The most recent work by Fred
Hapgood ("Let There Be Life, " page
40) is The Evolution of Gender (William

Morrow). Bill Lawren (Konrad Lorenz
Interview, page 84) has completed his

book The Atomic General, to be published

by Dodd, Mead. And this month Harry

N. Abrams is publishing Stones and
Other Works, featuring the art of Alan
Magee, whose paintings have often been
featured in Omni.

Also scheduled for April publication is

Howard Waldrop's second collection

of short stories. Entitled All About Strange
Monsters o! the Recent Past (Uranus
Books), it includes "The Lions Are Asleep
This Night" {Omni, August 1986), recently

nominated for a Nebula award by the

Science Fiction Writers of America.DO
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Back to the Future

I found the predictions made by your

representative selection of great minds
["The Seers' Catalog," January 1987]

extremely disturbing. They claim that when
we enter the Information Age, individuals

will be better informed and so more
intelligent, better able to communicate
and therefore more social. Since these

devices will be equally available to every-

one, our society will become less materi-

alistic and more egalitarian.

If these implications for the future of our

society are true, then how does one
explain the alarming decline in literacy

over the past 30 years, the drastic increase

in violent crime, and the threat of nuclear

war? Of course it is wonderful to dream,
' "But we must also heal the sick, find new
sources of energy, and tacilitate interper-

sonal relations. If we choose to surround

ourselves with an ideal, make-believe

world, we will be stifled.

Eroica Mankiewicz

Los Angeles

In "The Seers' Catalog" Timothy Leary

thinks everyone will boot up to turn on. Tony

Verna expects an explosion in music

and video arts. George Will foresees the

triumph of conservatism. And so on.

About 20 years ago my brother and I

discovered some dusty magazines from

1947. One of the magazines predicted

helicopters in the garage and a 30-hour

workweek. I predict that 20 years from

now my daughter will still be waiting

for technoids to develop a free health-

care plan that includes sex therapy—with

no increase in the national debt.

Michael E. Marotta

Lansing, Ml

Quantum Leaps

Your interview with David Bohm [January

1987] was great. It's refreshing to see
that an expert in the field of quantum

mechanics can incorporate esoteric

doctrines into his own complex theories.

All loo often physicists forget that their

ideas aren't distinctly new—but David

Bohm comes to us as a modern practi-

tioner of the age-old craft of alchemy.

He's a gifted seer, able to see beyond the

surface of what we call reality.

Christine Natanael

Albio; .NY

I've always considered myself able to

grasp technical material, even if I have to

go through it a number of times. But to

read the interview with David Bohm
requires a thorough knowledge of physics.

Most of what he said was so abstract,

The rest made no sense at all. What was
understandable indicates that Bohm is

more of a mystic than a physicist.

Evan Levy

Los Angeles

Me and My Girl

I just finished reading Ursula K. Le Guin's

"Daddy's Big Girl" [January 1987]. I

loved it! It's one of the best allegories I've

read in years. I'd like to see more of Le

Guin in Omni.

William Kelso

Mercer Island, WA

Oh, What a Relief It Is

Congratulations to Dr. Donald Peterson

for his nonsurgical, nondrug approach to

headaches [ "Headache Srretch." Contin-

uum, January 1987]. Apparently Peterson

has just discovered this approach to

pain relief. But he hardly "developed" the

technique, and it isn't "unorthodox."

Those of us in health-care services

—

massage therapists, physical therapists,

chiropractors—use this technique daily.

Mary E. Collins

Minneapolis

A Little Night Music

I'm glad Terence Monmaney mentioned

music therapy in the story "Key Notes

on the Mind" [January 1987]. Musical

therapists don't get a lot of recognition for

their innovative approaches. A musical

Rorschach test, for example, has been
developed and is being used with sex

offenders in Pennsylvania. Please continue

to investigate creative art therapies.

Vaughn Kaser

Atascadero State Hospital

Atascadero, CADQ
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This month's Forum is devoted to readers'

responses to the December 1986 First

Word by Harold B. Finger, president and
chief executive ofticer ot the U.S.

Committee for Energy Awareness.

Since the Fifties, the federal government

and advocates of the U.S. nuclear power

program have provided the media and

the public with the same assurances,

misinformation, and myths about this

industry—namely, that there is a safe level

of radiation exposure.

In 1962 the Atomic Energy Commission

(AEC) hired John Gotman to establish a

biomedical division at the Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory. The principal work

was to investigate the overail impact of

radiation upon humans. By 1969 Gotman
and colleague Arthur Tamplin completed

their cancer and radiation calculations.

Three generalizations emerged: 1) All

forms of human cancer can be induced

by radiation; 2) an increase of radiation

produces a linear increase in cancer

incidence; and 3) children are far more

. susceptible to radiation-induced cancers

than older people are.
'"

In 1972 the AEC defunded Gofman
and Tamplin's project. This iactic has been

used repeatedly when scientists

researching the health effects of radiation

have shown cancers or genetic defects

within (legally) permissibly limits of

exposure. The Deparlment of Energy

(DoE) consistently discredits or refuses to

re-fund scieniis'.s whose conclusions

are at odds with DoE's nuclear program.

To set standards of exposure while

knowing that there is no safe level of

radiation is lo iorce the public to accept

radiation-induced cancers and even

death. This is a crime of contamination

and, in fact, premeditated murder.

Frank R. Schiavo

Environmental Studios LJe-pa.'tmeni

San Jose State University

San Jose, CA

It's so fashionable these days to take

potshots at nuclear power that it's heart-

ening to see the real story printed in a

national magazine. Not only does nuclear

power have Ihe cost safety record o- any-

large energy source, but it also gets us

out from under the environmental,

economic, and very real politics problems

of using oil to generate oioc-ncity. Harold

Finger is right on the mark.

J. Cordner Gibson, President

Citizens for Adequate Energy

Dean of Agriculture Emeritus

California Polytechnic State University

San Luis Obispo, CA

I would agree that we will need nuclear

energy. The point is that we don't need it

right now. Experts estimate that we have

200 years worth of coal reserves in

the United States alone. In addilion. new
technology is making lower-grade, high-

sulfur coal more desirable.

I am not suggesting that we ignore

nuclear energy until we run out of coal.

Research can be funded by selling nuclear

plants to those countries that have no

other choice but to use nuclear energy.

By Ihe time we need nuclear energy,

we will know what to do with nuclear wasfes

and will also know how to keep a litlle

boo-boo iro"" causing thousands ot

cancer cases 20 years later.

David Keilbarin

Albuquerque, NM

arc not idemica
.
Chernobyl and Three

Mile Island have nothing in common. His

attempt to salvage post-Chernobyl

credibility for nuclear power will impress

only the most gullible. Why can't Finger

and the U.S. Committee for Energy

Awareness admit fhat nuclear power was
put on the market before the bugs were

worked out?

Stephen Grant

Vancouver, B.C.

Finger's nuclear power snake-oil show
was wonderful! Thanks to his writing, Ihe

testimonials of a Mobel laureate, and

some faceless Soviet and OPEC officials,

I can feel good about tritium in my drink-

ing water, plutonium in the air I breathe,

and trucks and trains hauling rad waste

through my town. I'm sure my children will

thank me for trusling the experts and for

allowing them lo podc'c their wares.

Chernobyl? What's that?

Harold Bliss

Minneapolis

I would count myself as a proponent of

nuclear energy (carefully done), but

Finger's article gave me great pause. We
aren't "fortunate" to have nuclear power

available at this particular time. What

we did was reach a state of consciousness

that enabled us to put it to use. The idea

that Chernobyl is "irrelevant to U.S.

nuclear power plants" is the most danger-

ous kind of unconsciousness we can

have. We have reached the stage where

any single person can seriously injure

or destroy ihe earth.

Rich Winger 'er

Santa Clara, CA

I
am in favor of the intelligent, responsible

development of both our knowledge
concerning, and our use of, nuclear energy.

According to Harold Finger, the major

advantage of nuclear power is lhai it frees

us from our dependence on fossil fuel.

Bui the benefits from appropriate use of

nuclear energy far exceed those

mentioned by Finger.

While the events at Chernobyl have

aroused concerns about our atomic

energy policy, a more rational approach

would recognize that those events highlight

the continued need for effective confrols.

Danger that results from inappropriate

safety standards cannot be used as

a reason to stop the use of any technology.

Otherwise we never would have

advanced from horseback to carriage or

from automobile to airplane. Despite

early concerns in each of these cases,

man clearly has benefited from these

technological advances.

While I am in favor of nuclear energy I

believe we should use it with restrictions,

maintaining the highest safety standards

so that we can be the beneficiaries of

nuclear energy and not its victims.

Neil S. Goldstein

New YorkDO



BUG BRAINS

EARTH
By Bill Lawren

It's
the caterpillar's las! meal. The

cabbage leal, though green and juicy,

has been dusted with a chemical thai

goes straight to the insect's brain, shutting

down the release of a hormone that

starts the process of molting. When molting

is short-circuited, abnormal cells grow
in the outer skeleton and weaken it until the

skeleton ruptures. The caterpillar is then

vulnerable to bacterial infection; within

a few days it is dead.

This scenario is one possible outcome
of research in the emerging field of

insect neurochemistry, which could lead

to new methods of pest control. Insect

neurochemists hope to produce a new
class of safer insecticides that won't harm
other living things. 'As far as insect

control is concerned," says Alexej Borko-

vec, chief of the Insect Reproduction

Laboratory at the U.S. Department of

Agriculture (LJSDA), "this is the last frontier."

The focus of the enterprise is the

insect's brain, a surprisingly complex
organ that sends out chemical messengers
called neurotransmitters. "If we can
identify what these chemicals regulate

—

production of sex chemicals, molting,

egg laying—ihen maybe we can synthes-
- ize a chemicalthat will turn these

processes off," says J. E. Wright, program
director for the USDAs Research Service

for Entomology in Beitsville, Maryland.

At the USDA's facility in College Station,

Texas, researcher Mark Holman works
on neurochemicals that control Ihe diges-

tive systems of crickets and cockroaches.

Several of these brain peptides already

have been synthesized, but the animals'

natural enzymes neutralize them. Holman
hopes to develop better, synthetic chemi-
cals that can get by the enzyme barrier.

"Once we do that," he says, "we can
kill the insect by keeping it from digesting

its own food."

Other scientists hope to use neuropep-
tides to interfere with the insects' repro-

ductive system by isolating a substance
called .egg development neurosecretory

hormone. EDNH, which is built of neuro-

peptides, primes the ovaries of female

houseflies and mosquitoes, preparing

them for egg production. Terrence Adams,

18 OMNI

an entomologist at the USDAs Metabolism

and Radiation Research Laboratory in

Fargo, North Dakota, studies the common
housefly; Dov Borovsky. at Florida

Medical Entomology Laboratory in Vero
Beach, is working on the mosquito. The
goal of their research is to find a chemical

Eha! disrupts the hormonal process.

While Adams and Borovsky seek to

stop the reproductive machinery of the

female, the large! in Alexej Borkovec's

Beitsville lab is the male. "The basic idea

has always been to induce sterility in

mates," Borkovec says. "Females usually

mate only once, so if you sterilize a

female you've stopped only one repro-

ductive cycle. But a male can mate many
times; so if you sterilize a male, yo.u stop

as many as three or four cycles." Borko-

vec's Insect Reproduction Lab colleague

Marsha Loeb recently isolated a chemical
in the brain of the moth Heliotis virescens

that she believes triggers the production of

steroids in the testes and so stimulates

the production of sperm. When the

researchers identify and synthesize this

substance, they may uncover a way

Birth control for tr>e hugs of the future?

to '-endcr Ihe males sterile.

These projects, still in their infancy,

require important steps before a pesticide

reaches Ihe marketplace. Each substance
must be identified—that is, the sequence
of its amino acids must be pinpointed

—

and synthetic analogs must be developed
for that substance. The analogs will have
to be tested—first in a controlled, green-
house situation and then in the field.

But designing chemical analogs is only

the beginning. Researchers must
develop a way to get the chemicals to the

insect, which could include conventional

crop dusting, irrigation, or traps. Wright

foresees bacteria carrying chemicals into

the field, where they would be picked

up by certain insects. "If we could do some
high-powered genetic engineering, we
might even be able to get the bacteria to

actually manufacture the chemicals for us."

Surprisingly, the USDA may have at

least one knowledgeable environmentalist

on its side. "Some of these new
substances look very interesting," says
Diane Baxter, a biologist at the National

Coalition Against ihe Misuse of Pesticides

(NCAMP). "For one thing, they'll break

down more quickly in the environment than

conventional pesticides." Baxter is

cautious, however, about substances that

block insect neuropeptides. "Peptides

are simpler molecules than hormones," she
says. "They could be taken up by recep-

tors in other animals, even humans."
Jay Feldman, a colleague of Baxter's at

NCAMP. is more concerned, "The
Environmental Protection Agency's
monitoring of pesticide field tests has not

been up to par, and the USDA has
circumvented regulatory statutes in the

past. This doesn't make us very sanguine
about the possible open-air release of

these new subsiances."

The USDAs Wright believes pesticides

based on brain chemicals will be safe.

"Because these new systems will be
designed to atfack specific insect pests,"

Wright says, "we won't have to worry
about doing violence to other species."

But no one will know for sure if these

chemicals will be safe until the as-yet-

unborn products are tested.DO



ASTRO DOCS

By Dava Sobel

They were four months into the

mission when Billings, the thirty-

year-old mission specialist,

noticed a painless, swollen lymph node
under his right arm. He showed it io

Herrick, and the flight surgeon biopsied

the node. Herrick later reported his

diagnosis to Commander Kelsey: Billings

had Hodgkin's disease, stage 1A.

The astronaut was young and otherwise

healthy, and his chance of recovering

from this form of cancer was excellent

—

about 95 percent—provided he received

radiation treatments right away. Unfortu-

nately, Billings wouldn't be anywhere near

a hospital for two and a half years. He
was on his way to Mars.

He lived to see the landing but was too

fatigued with fever and pain to step onto

the planet. He died during the return trip,

about three months before reentry.

In this deadly scenario, it didn't have to

be Billings. Herrick could have had a
ruptured appendix. Kelsey might have
had a heart attack. The point is that many
astronauts carry secret time bombs
inside their bodies; medical problems
that do not show up in any screening

processes— diseases they would have
come down with anyway that are aggra-
vated by the hostile environment of space.
With the likelihood of longer space
missions for the future, the chance of

astronaut illness increases.

Preventing these grim scenarios is the

special interest of William M. DeCampli,

a surgeon at Stanford University Medical
Center who also has a Ph.D. in astrophys-

ics from Harvard.

He is one of a handful of space-medicine
experts looking beyond the Challenger's

debris to a time, perhaps 15 or 20 years

from now, when astronauts will journey far

from Earth long enough to require sophis-

ticated diagnostic and treatment facilities in

their cramped quarters.

Not all threats astronauts face are

external. DeCampli says. There are also

inborn threats. Wouldn't it be tragic to

overcome the technical obstacles of long

spaceflight only to have a mission

thwarted by something as mundane as a

kidney stone or a gallbladder attack?
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A manned mission to Mars, for instance,

is expected to require a round-trip of

three years. Assuming a crew made up of

four men and ihree women, aged thirty

to fifty-five, "medical statistics suggest that

at least one member would get sick

enough during a three-year period to

require hospitalization or surgery," he says

As a consultant to NASA and the Presi-

dent's National Commission on Space,
DeCampli has been mentally assembling
a first-aid package for long spaceflights.

"The shuttle medical kit already

includes a variety of emergency drugs,

including those for acute cardiac

problems," he notes. "But there is no
defibrillator to reinitiate an astronaut's

heartbeat if it should stop. Now, you could

argue that the shuttle crew needs to

carry a defibrillator no more than a Mount
Everest expedition needs to carry one.

I agree. But on long-duration missions, the

picture changes. I'd hate to see us

launch and then realize we forgot to put

something onboard."

The defibrillator DeCampli envisions is

smaller than a bread box. No one is

Could a gallstone disrupt a trip to Mars?

likely to question its value or complain
about including it. Other desirable items,

however, will pose formidable problems.

Far-flung astronauts, he says, will require

an operating theater or at least a portion

of the spacecraft—perhaps the biological

research area—that can be quickly

converted into a sterile field for emergency
surgery. And the crew might need a
second section that could be cordoned
off as an isolation unit if a crew member
develops a serious, contagious infection.

Diagnostic tools, DeCampli says,

would have to include some kind of X-ray

equipment, a microbiology minilab for

culturing specimens, and a facility for

blood chemistry work. His long list of

necessary drugs covers everything from
antibiotics to a selection of chemotherapy
agents and anticoagulants.

"I've been criticized for emphasizing
cancers," he concedes, "because the

probability is low. Nonetheless, it's a

nightmare to think about it happening
during a three-year mission."

Radiation treatment in space is out of

the question, for now at least, because the

equipment weighs about a ton and is

nearly as large as a standard-size

bedroom. But technology is changing so
fast that this and many other gigantic

tools—even the CAT-scan machine and
the magnetic resonance imager—could be
miniaturized over the next decade.

For the moment, the largest essential

item DeCampli says should be included on
a long spaceflight is an extra human
being. He argues that at least one M.D.
should be part of any mission.The tempo-
rary loss of any astronaut to illness would
be hard enough to work around, let alone
the need for another to nurse the sick

person around the clock. What's more,

according to DeCampli, it would be
unreasonable to expect nonphysician
astronauts to handle every medical situa-

tion that could arise.

"With a two- or three-year mission on
the horizon," DeCampli asserts, "the

space program needs a new perspective
on physiology, health problems, and
medicine in space. This may mean
inventing a whole new science."DO



HEAD COACH

ARTIFICIAL
IRJTELLIGErUCE
By Steve Ditlea

jF^Lrtificial intelligence is an oxymo-

X'^^^ ron—a contradiction in terms

—

m » like military intelligence,"

says Timothy Leary "It should be called

artificial stupidity because it emulates the

stupidity of the committee doing the

design and programming."
The former Harvard professor, who's

best known for proselytizing for the use of

LSD in the Sixties, has never been one
for understatement; and as he sees it, he
has reasons for scoffing at the contempo-
rary slate of Al. "There's only one natural

intelligence," he says, "the one inside

an individual's skull. The personal

computer is an appliance that lets us

enhance individual human intelligence."

Not surprisingly, Leary's passion these

days is creating software that can trans-

form a computer into, in his words, a

"teacher, coach, and personal manager."

Last year he released Timothy Leary's

Mind Mirror for the IBM, Apple, and
Commodore computers. Although he is a

programming illiterate, the programmers
who worked on the project based their

code on the mathematical models for

personality measurement that Leary
devised in the Fifties.

One of the first computerized psycho-
logical tests, it was routinely administered

throughout the country. Ironically, the

test was even given to Leary when he was
convicted of marijuana possession in

the Nixon Seventies, Leary answered the

questions in a way that would make
him appear docile and cooperative,

prompting his assignment to a minimum-
security jail, from which he soon
escaped. He was later recaptured and
eventually placed on probation.

Mind Mirror works by having users

respond to a series of personal attributes

(sad, ingenious, flaky, organized, cute,

tor example), which are flashed on the

screen. The users must rate themselves
(or their mates or families, a celebrity,

or even a fictional character) for each
attribute on a scale from (never) to 8
(always). Those data are then charted

onto four Mind Maps, which evaluate

energy levels, emotional attitudes, intel-
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lectual tendencies, and social status.

Since the program allows individuals to

view themselves as they see themselves

or as another person does, Mind Mirror

can be used as a clinical tool. The
California Family Services office in Burbank
already employs the program to help

families sort out their differences and
understand one another better.

But the range of options in Mind Mirror

is actually very limited. "We're using

eight variables per set ol responses and
testing for just sixty-four personality traits."

says Leary. His biggest project, a
personal-advocate program called Head
Coach, will be much more expansive,

but it won't be available until personal

computers with high-resolution graphics,

vast memory banks, and the ability to

speak and listen to the user hit the home
computer market.

"Head Coach will speak to you like

Sigmund Freud or Buddha or whatever
personality you create for it," Leary
explains. "You'll see Freud's face on your
monitor; he'll ask you questions, interpret

What's turning on Timothy Leary now?

your answers, and pull out a Freudian

witticism from time to time,"

Leary's program will record thoughts

that are important to the user, digitize

them, and allow the user to retrieve them
on demand. "You'll build molecules of

thoughts that can be read for a variety of

specialized applications, like interactive

tutorials, parent-child guides, or work
productivity manuals," Leary says.

He predicts that eventually such
computerized teaching and counseling
programs will replace ink-and-paper
books because each person will be able
to individualize every book he or she
reads. For instance, if you are studying a
chemistry book but are no good at math,

you could program the computer to

explain the mathematics in greater detail.

Head Coach will adjust to you. "Who's
going to be satisfied with wood pulp after

that?" asks Leary.

As speculative as some of Leary's

ideas may seem, they point the way toward
the first truly user-friendly computers.
With the imminent arrival of powerful new
personal systems based on the super-
fast, 32-bit Intel 80386 chip or its rival, the

68030 from Motorola, Leary is one of

the few software designers talking about
using this power to change the way
computers and humans interact.

Computer industry analyst Will Zachman
ot International Data Corporation (IDC)
agrees with Leary that computer systems
will gradually adapt to the user. He
questions, however, whether the 80386
chip will have the graphics capabilities to

execute Leary's programs. "We may
have to wait till the next generation of

computers, five or six years from now,"
says Zachman.
As for what Head Coach and other

personal databases will mean for the future

of human psychoanalysts, Leary is fatalis-

tic. 'As we move from the industrial Age
into the Information Age," he says, "every
professional will lose his or her job. The
old job classifications will disappear.

Everybody will be his or her own psychol-
ogist and accountant. That's where Head
Coach will prove itself invaluable,"DO



THE BIG THRILL

nniruD
By Connie Zweig

uring the past year, Milwaukee

journalist Roger Salick has

skydived from 12.500 feet, flown

into the eye of a hurricane aboard a

weather reconnaissance plane, raced

a hydroplane at 60 miles per hour with his

face 18 inches above water, and saddled

up a bucking buffalo.

Salick embodies what University of

Wisconsin psychologist Frank Farley calls

a Type T personality—a perpetual risk

taker and avid adventurer whose life

is molded by the "thrill factor." Farley

believes the same mechanism thai

motivates people like Salick to perform

reckless and death-defying feats also may
explain other risk-taking behavior, both

good and bad; why people win the Nobel

prize; become wealthy entrepreneurs or

juvenile delinquents; or drive under the

influence of alcohol.

Salick, who writes a biweekly column

called "Thrillseeker" for The Milwaukee

Journal's Sunday magazine, asks readers

to pose daring challenges for him to

attempt. At the world championships for

off-road racing, for instance, someone

proposed that Salick accompany a driver

in a race. "This is the most violent mecha-

nized sport I've tried," he says. "We
were in giant trucks with sixteen shocks,

going one hundred miles per hour on

a dirt track. We collided with another truck

at ninety miles per hour. He lost control,

and we hit him broadside. He rolled over,

and my driver just kept going, didn't

even hit the breaks. It's when I'm pushed
beyond the familiar parameters, when

I

don't know the outcome, that I get a

visceral rush, a real kick," Salick says. But

Farley has another explanation; "Type

T's are predisposed io pursue adventure

because they actually need more stimula-

tion than the rest of us to get revved up."

According to the bearded investigator,

who also conducts a monthly seminar

on psychology trends for members of the

U.S. Congress, it seems that the human
brain seeks to maintain an optimal level of

activity, called arousal. "If arousal is too

high or too low," Farley says, "we try

to adjust it to a middle ground. We do this

unconsciously, of course, by choosing

environments or experiences that are

Risky business: "It's when I'
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) pushed beyond :::e famii-nii pjiwne'ers !!'iai I get a rush."

either soothing or stimulating. Type T's

may be born with a low ability to become
aroused. They are typically not too

responsive to stimuli."

Besides genetic makeup, Farley

speculates that there are a number of

variables that help form the Type T

personality: birth and early-infancy

experiences—exposing a child to, say,

early swimming lessons or a loi of visual or

tactile stimulation; the type of food in

the home—feeding a child too much sugar

or protein; and the effects of hormones
such as testosterone.

Farley, who immigrated to the United

States from Canada in 1966, is now in his

late forties and stands over six feet tall.

He has been fascinated with stimulation

"and all its variety and intensity" since

he first began studying human moiivation

three decades ago. "I'm a moderate

Type T" he says. "The study of thrill seekers

is my thrill." Today, Farley sees "risk

taking as a central core of both creativity

and violence." Many great scientists,

he believes, "live life on the edge of

uncertainty, just like criminals."

At the opposite end of the spectrum is

the Type I (little f) personality. These
people try to keep stimulation to a

minimum, clinging to certainty and
dreaming of a pension after retirement.

Based on his studies, Farley estimates that

Type T's make up about 25 percent of

the population. "There are more big

T's than little t's." he says. 'And the big T's

exert an inordinate amount of creative

influence in our society.

"

Critics of his theory argue that typing

people merely pigeonholes them. The
nuances and complexity of human
behavior can't be explained this simply.

"But this is not a typology," Farley is quick

to point out. "It's a continuum, and Type
T is toward one end."

Farley and his colleagues have studied

hundreds of people, using both physio-

logical measures of arousal—skin-

resistance tests, perception tests—and
psychological measures of arousal. Farley

uses standard maze tests and personal-

ity questionnaires ("I would rather be
a cowboy/cowgirl than a shepherd"/"! have



a strong need for excitement"). When a

Type T person is given a booklet of maze
tests, for instance, he usually varies his

route through each maze. The Type t

personality, however, usually follows the

same course through each maze.

Farley has also developed an index of

the arousal value of mental and physical

stimuli—works of art, natural and man-

made environments, crimes, and sexual

activities. He can tell if the Type T person is

more of a physical thrill seeker or a mental

risk taker.

Journalist Salick and daredevil Evel

Knievel are examples of the physical thrill

seeker. Mental Type T's— artists, scien-

tists, and entertainers—pursue novel

ideas and move easily from one thinking

mode to another, such as Irom the abstract

to the concrete. He calls this skill "trans-

mutative thinking"—a characteristic of

many Nobel prize-winners, who derive

intense stimulation from their investigations.

"What distinguishes anyone engaged in

intellectual pursuits trom real mental

T's," Farley says, "is the amount of mental

risk involved, the degree to which they

pursue novelty and the unknown."

Nobel winner Francis Crick, codiscov-

erer of DMA structure, has moved from

one unknown area of interest to another.

"He moved from molecular biology to

the study of the origins of life and then to

dreams," Farley says. "He doesn't get

bogged down in details but loves the

uncertainty ot the big problems."

Mental T's and physical T's share a

common cluster of traits. They have more
experimental tastes, prefer novelty to

routine, thrive on conflict, and perform

extremely well in unstructured work

situations. They enjoy more variety in their

sex lives and reporl that they are happier

than Type t's.

Mosl recently, Farley tested financial

risk takers and compared them with

those averse to laking financial risk. He
found a link between entrepreneurial

behavior and thrill seeking. "The financial

risk lakers," he says, "listed success
and competence as their first goals, while

the risk avoiders listed happiness. The
risk takers were less lonely, more sell-

motivated, had fewer emotional problems

at home, and, curiously, tended to believe

more in God."
But the big T has a dark side, which

Farley calls T- . Many criminals and
juvenile delinquents fit into this category.

According to Farley, juvenile delinquents

possess more Type T trails than nondelin-

quents of the same age, gender, race,

and social class. In a study of imprisoned

male delinquents. Farley and colleague

Maria Astorga found that escape rates

were seven limes higher among T's than

t's. "The escape rate .s interesting because
of the risk and excitement of escape,"

Farley says. "The hunt seems tailor-made

for people with big-T motivation."

Farley's findings also may help to

explain why some Vietnam veterans have
not been able to readjust to life after

their relurn: These vets found the high-

stress life of combat more suitable to their

temperaments than everyday life.

Some Type T people can switch from

being very creative (T+) to being very

destructive (T-). Farley thinks that the late

Saturday Night Live slar John Belushi

seems to have slipped from a T+ pattern

as a creative, improvisational comedian
into a T- pattern of lethal drug abuse.

A change in the other direction, from T-
to T+ , may have even greater social

implications. If a Type T child is identified

early enough, his or her potential can
be channeled into positive creativity. "Many
people in education are aware of individ-

ual differences among students." Farley

says. "But they focus on differences

in abilities, not personalities. If we could

tailor experiences *o their simulation

needs, then kids could maintain a motiva-

tion for learning and not need to turn to

delinquent or criminal acts."

Farley points to Outward Bound as an
organization that deals successfully

with delinquent adolescents. And
VisionQuest. a Tucson-based program for

hard-core delinquents, teaches them to

break wild horses, go ocean sailing,

and survive on wagon trains traveling the

West Coast. "Preparing these youngsters
in routinized trades—to become carpen-

ters, plumbers, or electricians— fails

to satisfy their T tendencies, which spiral

into unemployment or criminal behavior."

Farley also has conducted studies of

drunk drivers and has found a link between
driving speed and the need for stimula-

tion. In the United States 25,000 people a
year are killed in alcohol-related car

accidents. Farley and his colleagues found

that driving accidents were twice as
high among big T's as among little t's.

"Mosl of this debate centers on creating

stricter laws or technological improve-

ments, but no one asks, 'Who is causing

this mayhem?' My hunch is that personality

is at the core," Farley says.

Almost every state has a mandate for

counseling groups for people convicted of

driving under the influence of alcohol.

"But the counseling typically has no focus,"

Farley says. "It needs to address the

needs ol Type T's by providing healthy

forms of risk taking as a prevention."

In his home counly Farley is putting this

idea into effect.

The Type T personality may be an
American archetype. "America was
explored by dreamers and adventurers-
strong-willed individualists. They took

enormous risks, were excited by the

unknown, and left their homes to create

environments ideal for Type T's, such
as freedom from excessive government."
Farley believes these traits have been
bred into generations of American risk

takers, who either reject social convenlions

as avanl-garde artists and scientists, or

defy legal conventions, such as the ban on
drinking and driving.

"Immigrants tend to be Type T people,"

Farley says. "In a recent study of Indians

who-applied for immigration to Canada
and the United States, there were more
Type T people among the immigrants

than in the control group that stayed at

home." Wave upon wave of American

immigrants have kept the Type T force

alive in this country. "The implications of

this are enormous," Farley says. "There's

going to be another great age of explora-

tion in the next century: the exploration

of outer space and inner space, the stars

and the brain. If the creative force of

the Type T can be mobilized, the United

States will remain a strong leader.

Compared with cultures such as Japan
and China, which revere tradition and
order, the United States certainly fits the

profile of a Type T nation. "DO
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IS THE COMPUTER BUSINESS DYING?

I

the personal computer (PC) business dying? I was surprised

when Omni asked me to address this question, because to

those intimately involved, the business has never seemed more

exciting. The problems you read about—stores going broke,

second-tier products failing to find a market—are simply the signs

of a vibrant business that has become businesslike and that re-

quires standard business skills for success. It's no longer enough

to build a better mousetrap; now you must build a better mouse-

trap company. In fact, to someone writing about the technology

and the companies that sell it, the PC business has never seemed
more vibrant. A new generation of hardware is about to bring

forth a new generation of software, with contributions from an-

other newly commercial technology— artificial intelligence.

But let me first explain why there's a question about the health

of the industry. Over the past few years, starting with the arrival

of IBM's personal computer in 1981 ,
US. customers have bought

more than 10 million of the things. Naturally, many of them are

sitting around un- (or under-) used. Contrary to the ads, they're

not all that easy to use.

A lot of computer owners wonder what to do with them. That's

why the aftermarket—software, add-in boards, networking to link

together computers already bought, training classes, and other

products and services to make existing hardware more valu-

able—will probably do better than the primary market over the

next few years There may be more cheap computers sold this

year and next, especially with volumes driven up and prices driv-

en down by entries from the Far East. But the prosperous part of

the business will be in the aftermarket and in a smaller market

that exploits the new technologies described above.

One constraint restricting the value of personal computers has

been their inability to perform more than one task at a time: A
computer can either do spreadsheets or write letters, either run

a database or help you manage your schedule. Yes, you can

switch from one program lo another, but that's inconvenient, and

computers are all about convenience. The personal computer

has been an appliance, dedicated to a single task, and that task

alone has had to justify a price of several thousand dollars.

The personal computer is about to become an assistant, not

just an appliance. It will accomplish several things at the same
time.-switching from the middle of one task to another. Not only

that, but it will integrate those tasks. Suppose, for instance, that

you want to write a letter. If you just type dear, your computer will

ask you right away, do you want to write a letter? if yes. type y

AND IDENTIFY THE PERSON OR GROUP YOU WISH TO ADDRESS. YOU COUld

type art department or any other group your computer knows

about or dave. you know several daves, the machine might re-

spond. DO YOU MEAN DAVE BOORSTIN. ESKRA, IGNATIUS. LIDDLE, NOR-

MAN. RAGMAN, WARSH. WINER. OR SOME OTHER DAVE -

? PLEASE SELECT

by pointing. When you've selected the right Dave, the system will

search its files for information, including the last letter you wrote

to Dave; his customer liles, if he's a customer; his birthday, if you

have that kind of information; and so forth. Now you're prepared

to write your letter, beginning with a warm thank-you for his par-

ticipation on your last panel of industry experts (the system got

that information Irom your calendar; and you copied it, complete

with the lengthy panel title, right into the letter), a reference by

name to his wife, and so forth.

All of this, of course, doesn't just happen, It has to be pro-

grammed; or, coming soon, the system has to learn it. It's just

like training a secretary; You can tell him what to do. or you can

let the secretary watch you for a couple of months and pick it up

by himself. If you always write letters to people who appear in

your calendar, the secretary or system could automatically start

setting that up for you. Or you might want to write letters only for

certain kinds of events. Of course, each individual has a private

calendar in addition to his public one, and varying degrees of

accessibility, depending on the identity of the caller. Indeed, the

great social blow of the next decade may be the discovery of

your priority ranking in a (former) friend's computer.

These capabilities are all technologically possible and are being

worked on in secluded cubicles right now. But don't expect to

be able to buy them for a couple of years yet. The technology is

here: Now the programmers have to get to work to use it. Com-
puters could afford to be difficult to use when only a few people

relied on them for certain tightly defined tasks. The trick is now
to achieve lesser gains in a far wider variety of tasks performed

by almost everyone.—ESTHER DYSON.

Esther Dyson is editor and publisher of Release 1.0, a leading news-

letter about the personal computer business.
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TRIANGULAR
BACTERIA

Ever on the lookout for new
"superbugs"—bacteria with

commere i a! potential—Koki

Horikoshi of Japan's Institute

of Physical and Chemical

Research has unearthed a

one-celled organism with

three sides and three sharp

corners in a salt field 150

miles outside Tokyo.

Triangular bacteria were
unknown and unexpected in

a world of round and sau-

sage-shaped bacteria before

Horikoshi's find, although

British researchers had hap-

pened on some square

ones several years ago, The
triangular newcomer is red

in color, like other salt-loving

bacteria, and quite flat.

Very little else is known about

It "This is an absolutely

newborn baby, " Horikoshi

says. "In a year or so, we'll be

able to say if it's a good
boy or a good girl."

The bacterium as yet has

no name, since its genus and
species will be determined

by learning the sequence of

amino acids in its DNA,
and that job is months from

completion—Dava Sobel

Giant sequoia fares): Thanks to a new grafting method, fruit grows nr,d ioresrers should be able to

clone trees at a very fast rate to restore dwindling redwood torests and avocado groves.

The first triangular bacterium:

Totally unexpected.
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CLONING GIANT
SEQUOIAS

A grafting technique that

took years of research to

perfect apparently can re-

verse the aging process

of the West Coast giant se-

quoia, according to scientists

at the University of California,

Riverside. Plant specialists

there, such as Toshio Mura-

shige and Elfati Mahdi,

are now running lab experi-

ments on rejuvenation tech-

niques for citrus, maple,

and eucalyptus trees, as well

as the adult avocado.

"Fruit growers and forest-

ers should be able to clone

superior trees at a very rapid

rate in tissue culture," says

Murashige, describing his

test-tube technique. Previ-

ously, he says, it took as long

as 30 years to develop

disease-resistant trees over

several generations. Now.

using established tissue-

culture fechniques and clones

of superior tree specimens,

duplicates can be propa-

gated in a matter of months.

In the California research,

miniature test-tube versions

of avocados and giant se-

quoias were stimulated

to revert to their juvenile state

in a series of four grafts, in

which tiny branches were cut

from trees and grafted first

onto juvenile seedlings. Each

branch of adult material was
later graffed three more

times onto fresh juvenile root-

stock and then placed in a

test-tube medium, from which-

it rejuvenated.

This is the first time plant

scientists have developed so

reliable a method of rejuven-

ating adult trees, according

fo Murashige and Mahdi,

whose technique makes it

possible to asexually dupli-

cate or clone thousands

of trees in a few months in-

stead of a few decades. The
technique is expected to

have far-reaching conse-

quences in agriculture and

long-term plant develop-

ment.—George Nobbe



THE EPIDEMIOLOGY
OF GUN DEATHS

Americans are in a domes-
tic arms race. Approximately

120 million guns are in pri-

vate hands. About half of all

homes contain one or more.

While most gun owners

are sportsmen, three quarters

of them keep guns at least

partially tor protection, and
Drs. Arthur Kellerman and
Donald Reay oi the University

of Tennessee wondered if

these guns were really doing

their job.

The two epidemiologists

reviewed all gunshot deaths

that occurred in homes in

King County, Washington,

which includes Seattle and
Bellevue, between 1978

and 1983. Kellerman and

Reay wanted to determine if

gun owners were dispatch-

ing desperadoes or shooting

themselves in the foot.

They found that King

County gun owners were
shooting themselves, rela-

tives, friends, and acquaint-

ances with alarming fre-

quency. At the same time,

criminals werrt virtually

unscathed.

Of the 743 firearm-related

deaths studied, 398 oc-

curred in the home of the gun
owner. Of these, 333 were
suicides. Fifty of the remain-

ing 65 were homicides, 12

were accidental deaths, and

3 were of undetermined

cause. Of the homicides, only

two were of intruders killed

by homeowners.
This means, conclude

Kellerman and Reay, that King

County gun owners took

the lives of friends or ac-

quaintances 12 times more
often than those of intrud-

ers—and that they killed a

member of the household 18

times more often than they

killed a stranger. For each
self-protection homicide

there were 1.3 accidental

deaths, 4.6 criminal homi-

cides, and 37 suicides.

The Tennessee researchers

think it's lime to ask if keep-

ing firearms in the home
protects a family or places it

in greater jeopardy.

"More Americans are killed

by firearms every two years

in the United States than

died in the entire history of

our involvement in Vietnam,"

says Kellerman. "It's a major

public health problem."

—Paul McCarthy

THE REAL TRUTH
ABOUT PIZZA BURN

In the February 1986

Continuum, Omni cited Yale

biophysicist Harold J. Mo-

rowilz for answering one

of the great questions of sci-

ence: Why does pizza burn

your mouth so badly? In a -

paper entitled "Thermody-

namics of Pizza," Morowitz

theorized about pizza's

insulating properties and
identified the melted-mozza-

rella layer, or MML, as the

major culprit in pizza bum.

Scientists at the National

Bureau of Standards in

Boulder, Colorado, took issue

with the Omni article and

have now refuted Morowitz's

hypothesis with an elaborate

series of experiments. Chem-
ical engineers Rich Noble,

Ray Radebagh, and Doug
Way claim that the tomato-

sauce layer, or TSL, is the true

source of pizza sizzle.

Most diners, say the re-

searchers, have enough
sense to leave pizza alone

while the crust is hot and the

cheese is bubbling. But

once these outer layers cool,

pizza's triangular shape-

encourages a big first bite.

-..
;

' .-

Science s> work: A pizza wired

up by the Boulder Seam.

Tomato sauce oozes out like

magma and sears the roof

of the mouth.

"Tomato sauce has a

stupendous heat capacity,"

says Way. Thus, even when
cheese and dough cool to an

edible temperature, tomato

sauce, with its much higher

heat capacity, remains too hot

to swallow.

The Boulder researchers

baked 12 pizzas in an isother-

mal chamber {an oven),

varying the relative positions

of sauce and cheese—on

top, in the middle, or absent,

Using thermocouples (fancy

thermometers), they moni-

tored the baked pizzas'

temperatures and then fac-

tored in heat capacities.

As the researchers ex-

pected, the four hottest piz-

zas all had tomato sauce

in the middle. Pizzas without

sauce, such as those with

double cheese on dough or

cheese between layers of

dough, simply weren't as

warm.—Shelley Schlender

"Undoubtedly the desire lor

food has been, and still

is, one of the main causes of

great political events.

"

—Bertrand Russell
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TOTEM POLES
AND SOUTHPAWS

The left-hander often thinks

that the world is conspiring

against him. Now University

of British Columbia psycholo-

gists Leslie Marrion and
Lome Rosenblood have
proof. They have shown that

right-handedness is not

as universal as many scien-

tists would have us believe.

Surveys of contemporary

North American Caucasian

populations and of Western

Europeans have found 6
to 8 percent with southpaw
predilections. Ancient Egyp-
tian tomb drawings show
about 10 percent of the fig-
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ures using the left hand,

while examination of 5,000

years of Asian, European, Af-

rican, and American graphic

art has resulted in similar

conclusions.

There have been tantalizing

exceptions, however. One
study found that 55 percent

of a sample of French Stone

Age tools were for left-hand-

ers; another, that one third

of North American Indian

stone implements were made
by lefties.

Even so, it is generally

thought that all cultures are

90 percent or more right-

handed. -Some scientists think

handedness is passed on
genetically, while others

believe it is acquired through

social and cultural pressures.

Both sides agree that the

incidence of I eft-handedness
will be slightly higher in

aboriginal and hunting socie-

ties, where there is less

pressure to conform, and
lower in agricultural and
technical societies.

In their own backyard

Marrion and Rosenblood
looked at nineteenth- and
twentieth-century tolem-pole

art carved by Canada's
Kwakiutl Indians. Their survey

found 56 percent ambidex-

terity, 24 percent left-hand-

edness, and 20 percent

right-handedness. According

to the two psychologists,

these findings call into ques-
tion the notion of universal

right-handedness.

Taking this a step further,

Marrion compared a present-

day group-of Kwakiutl to a

matched Caucasian sample
living in the same area.

She found 17 percent left-

handedness in the Indians,

compared with 7 percent

in the Caucasians. What's

more, 6 percent of the Kwa-
kiutl could use either hand,

compared with only 1 percent

of the whites.

"This is the highest inci-

dence of left-handedness

ever documented in a con-

temporary study," says
Marrion. "It refutes one of the

major theories of handed-
ness."—Paul McCarthy

MARGINALIA

Ever since Johannes
Gutenberg devised movable
type in 1436, readers have
been scribbling in the mar-

gins of their books, blithely

annotating some exceedingly

old and valuable volumes.

At the Smithsonian Institu-

tion's Dibner Library, for

instance, a 1513 commentary
on Aristotle's Physica bears

the Latin observation Omni
homo mendax, which means
"Every man is a thief." The
nineteenth-century British

physicist Oliver Heaviside,

who theorized the existence

of the ionosphere, penciled

in the comment "This is a

splendid paper" after he fin-

ished reading an 1888 work
by Heinrich Rudolf Hertz,

after whom the hertz—
the unit of measurement of

radio-wave frequency

—

is named.
A 1718 edition of Newton's

Opticks, a 1508 German
tome on the medicinal value

of plants, a 1540 account
of the revolutionary theories

of Copernicus, an 1839 trea-

tise on astronomy, an 1837

history of the steam engine-
all fell victim to the marginal-

izer's scrawl, often anony-

mous, much to the chagrin of

today's bibliophiles.

"Everybody writes in

books," says Ellen Wells, chief

of the Smithsonian's special-

collections branch. "It's a

way of creating an image so

the reader wilt catch some
important point," she ex-

plains, adding that such mar-

ginalia may have been a

forerunner of the book index,

which simply did not exist

in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries.—George Nobbe



Russian folklore holds that thunderstorms soon after a planting help create good harvests. Now
Soviet scientists have shown that lightning causes acid rain, which acts like a fertilizer.

LET'S HEAR IT

FOR ACID RAIN

There may be a cheerful

side to acid rain: Scientists in

the Soviet Union have shown

that one form of acid rain

can actually increase agricul-

tural yields.

The discovery started with

a piece of folk wisdom.

Russian farmers had long

noted that harvests were

always good during years in

which thunderstorms had
occurred soon after planting.

This made sense to the sci-

entists at the Novosibirsk

Research Institute of Geology,

Geophysics, and Mineral

Raw Materials, who knew that

lightning tends to spice the

air with nitrogen ions, which in

turn dissolve in rainwater to

produce weak solutions

of nitric acid, Once the rain

, falls, the nitric acid reacts in

j
soil fo release other mineral

nutrients—acting, in essence,

just like nitrogen fertilizers.

The Soviets tested this no-

tion in the lab by irrigating

one set of tomato plants with

ordinary water and another

i
set with water to which a

' small amount of nitric acid

had been added. The first set

,
withered and died, but the

j

plants watered with nitric acid

grew robustly. The nitric

acid solution, says institute

I Deputy Director VasilyBga-

tov, "extracted from the

natural minerals all the nu-

trients the plants needed."

Bgatov thinks that farmers

who thus mimic "natural" acid

rains could dramatically

reduce fertilizer costs and
increase yields.—Bill Lawren

SPERM AND STRESS

The conventional wisdom
on semen quality is thai

the less mental stress, the

better. Relaxation makes the

sperm count go up. But

this is based primarily on

one 1933 study of German
prisoners on death row, ac-

cording to Dr. Marilyn Poland

of Wayne State's School of

Medicine in Detroit.

Poland and her co-workers

had also heard that the

quality of semen provided by

medical sfudents in a donor

program decreased at ex-

amination time—a high-

stress period—and then re-

turned to normal. Poland

decided to find out just how
stress really affects sperm.

Surprisingly, when the

researchers compared the

semen of medical students

with that of nonstudents

matched for age and marital

status, they found the non-

students had a stable sperm
count year-round, whereas

the sperm count of the medi-

cal students tended to shoot

up at exam time.

A follow-up study has

shown that frequency of

ejaculation, alcohol and drug

use, and illness cannot

account for Ihe excess

sperm. Poland emphasizes

this is all "very preliminary,"

because her team is still

examining the extra sperm to

determine if they are nor-

mal.—Paul McCarthy

^m /
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SEALED WITH A KISS

Poets know that kisses are

"the blossoms of love.

"

Science, however, hasn't yet

improved on Santiage y
Cajalc's definition a century

ago: "an interchange ol labial

microbes."

Now Bubba Nicholson,

thirty-two, a graduate student

ot ethology (animal behavior)

at the State University of

New York at Syracuse, is

trying to move science for-

ward. In the British Journal ot

Dermatology, he proposes

that nature's underlying

purpose in a kiss is to transfer

an addictive substance

and chemically bond the
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ere/y a,

participants. Love, he says,

might well be nothing more
than an addiction to a chemi-

cal—specifically, the sebum
of another person,

Sebum is produced by the

sebaceous skin glands,

which are "too numerous and
active in man to be
dismissed as trivial, yet their

role remains obscure." Such
glands are tound throughout

the skin surface but cluster

especially en the scalp, face,

neck, nipples, the contact

surfaces of the sex organs,

and the inside, of the lips.

The theory would explain

why human lips are so well

developed and the fact that

serious osculation is a suck-

ing action. Nicholson writes

that lips are ideally suited

for "ingestion of sebum from

the skin surface during

amorous contact."

Nicholson points to Chi-

nese research showing that

eagles and other birds bond
through a sebum mechanism
when they make nuptial gift

exchanges. The suitor chews
a piece of food, preens,

then feeds the mate. When
the suitor's sebaceous glands

are removed, this results only

in the suitee pecking at the

donor and flying off. Nichol-

son himself plans research

on rock doves and ultimately

on humans to prove his

point.—Anthony Liversidge

HOT ROCKS

Everyone on Earth is sitting

on hot, dry rock. Since the

top layers of the planet

are poor conductors, heat

produced by the slow decay
ot radioactive elements in

the crust builds up in under-

ground rock iormations.

Now scientists at Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New
Mexico have developed
a commercially competitive

technology to exploit this

abundant energy source

—

without producing pollution.

The environmentally benign

system works somewhat
like a radiator. Nothing is

burned, and the only tluid

involved is water. A well

is drilled into hard, hot rock;

then cold water is pumped
down under pressure. The
water forces open cracks in

the rock, which form a reser-

voir The water in the reser-

voir draws heat from the

rock. The heated water as-

cends to the surtace through

a second, low-pressure

well. The hot water can be
used to generate electricity, to

heat buildings directly, or to

provide heat for manufactur-



ing processes. After the heat

has been extracted, the

water is pumped back down
the well again.

The researchers tested

an 8,500-foot well in the

Seventies and a commercial-

sized, two-and-a-half-mile-

deep system last June. The
water heated in the June
test carried about ten mega-
watts of thermal power

—

and the reservoir wasn't even

filled. The scientists think

they will be able to double the

system's energy output

during a yearlong test run,

beginning next summer.
Twenty megawatts of thermal

energy, converted to electric-

ity, could meet all the power
requirements ot a community

of 3,000 to 4,000 people.

The Electric Power Research

Institute in Palo Alto, Califor-

nia, has already examined the

economics of the system

and found it could be com-
petitive with other energy

sources.

Hot-rock systems can be
built economically for a small

community or a large one,

and they can be built com-
paratively quickly. And locale

is no problem: Every nation

in the world is rich in hot

rocks,—Leah Wallach

LOST CONTINENTS
INSIDE THE EARTH

The inside of the earth, as

any sixth grader can tell

you, is a roiling, liquefied

mass of superheated rock

and metal; and as such,

it bears virtually no similarity

to the comfortably solid

surface on which we live. But

new research by a pair of

geologists at MIT has turned

up at least one surprising

analogy between inner and

outer Earth: Parts of the

inside, say Thomas Jordan

and Kenneth Creager, may
feature massive, mobile

structures roughly similar to

the continents on the surface.

Jordan and Creager bor-

rowed from modern medicine

a technique called comput-

erized axial tomography and

used CAT scans to peer

inside the inner earth in much
the same way a neurologist

scopes inside a human brain.

With this tool they were able

to profile the planetwide

vibrations set up by large

earthquakes; they used that

profile to draw three-dimen-

sional maps of the earth's

interior.

The maps revealed sur-

prisingly definite areas

thousands of kilometers

across, in a region that Jor-

dan thinks lies along the

boundary between the earth's

liquid-iron core and its man-
tle, the next layer up. Just

as our surface continents are

chemically distinct from

their neighboring layers

—

denser than the air above but

lighter than the rocky lithos-

phere below—so these

inner "continents" seem
chemically distinct from both

the mantle above and the

core below.

Jordan can't yet offer a

precise chemical description

of the "slag" or "scum" that

composes these inner conti-

nents. "This is the first time

we've tried to do this mapping

so deep inside the earth,"

he says. "I'm sure the earth

will have some surprises

for us."—Bill Lawren

CHEATBIRDS

From early childhood we
humans are taught that

cheating doesn't pay. Yet

sociobiologists know that in

the rest of the animal king-

dom, the cheaters are often

the winners. Now comes
news of two species of birds

who earn their livings in a
particularly tricky way: by
cheating their neighbors with

false alarms.

Field zoologist Charles

Munn of the New York Zoo-
logical Society's Wildlife

Conservation International

Division spent months in the

Peruvian Amazon studying

the white-winged shrike-

The lying bird, says one field

zoologist, gels the worm.

tanager and the bluish-slate

antshrike. These two species

live in complex, mixed com-
munities of birds, in which

they play the role of sentinels,

sounding loud alarm cries

at every appearance of

a hawk. But, Munn observed,

they also sounded the alarm

in a very different situation:

when racing another bird to

catch an insect.

Munn, who verified his

observations by playing re-

cordings of both true and
false alarm cries and watch-

ing the reactions of the

"victims," thinks that the

shrikes' false cries of "hawk"

may distract the competing

birds just long enough to

give the shrikes a split-sec-

ond advantage in the bug
chase. But don't the victims

eventually catch on? "They
probably do," says Munn. Still,

he maintains, it's to the

victim's advantage to check
out any alarm cry that the

shrike sounds. If it's false

after all, all he loses is one
bug. If it's true, he could lose

his life.— Bill Lawren

"Man is as old as his

connective tissues."

—Alexander A. Bogomoletz
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COMET WILSON

"I don't normally go looking

for comets," says twenty-

four-year-old Caltech gradu-

ate student Christine Wilson.

But last August she found

one anyway while working at

a summer job making photo-

graphic plates for a space

map. Comet Wilson, report-

edly as bright as Halley's,

was discovered with Mount
Palomar's 48-inch Schmidt
telescope, which Wilson was
using to make the map.

The comet's perihelion,

or closest proximity to the

sun—and its optimum view-

ing time— is on April 20-

21, 1987, when it will be
roughly 110 million miles away.

When Wilson made the

sighting, it was 320 million

miles from the sun. "It's really

whipping," marvels Wilson.

It will have traveled 210 million

miles in approximately eight

months. Astronomers are not

yet certain whether Comet
Wilson is making its first

appearance in our inner solar

system, because it's a "long-

period" comet. Wilson says

her namesake's orbit is about

10,000 years or more.

Her discovery was acci-

dental, unlike most comet
sightings made by the world-

wide legion of amateur and
professional astronomers. "It

was a smudge, sort of fuzzy

looking, and it looked like

there was a coma [the com-
et's head], and it was sprout-

ing a tail," she recalls. "It

was elongated, so I knew it

wasn't a star or an asteroid. It

was so bright I thought an

amateur cguld have discov-

ered it with a four- or eight-

inch telescope," she says.

—Doug Garr

CALCULATING BEAUTY

For the first time, the beauty

of the female face has been
mathematically quantified,

according to University

of Louisville psychologist

Michael Cunningham.
"Most people know what a

'ten' looks like and what a
'one' looks like," says Cun-
ningham, "but psychologists

haven't really known why
people make the judgments

that they make or what sort

of factors influence them."

So Cunningham asked 150

white male American college

students to rate the attrac-

tiveness of 50 women, 27 of

whom were finalists in the

Miss Universe contest, from

pictures of their faces. Why
Miss Universe contestants?

Explains Cunningham, "We
wanted women who were
considered attractive by their

own cultures."

Here are the various

"equations" for beauty that !

Cunningham came up with:

• Eye width should be
three tenths that of the face

at eye level.

• Chin length should be
one fifth the height of the

face.

• The distance from the

center of the eye to the

bottom of the eyebrow should

be one tenth the height of

the face.

• The height of the visible

eyeball should be one
fourteenth the height of the

face,

• The total area of the nose
should be less than 5 per-

cent of the area of the face.

"The ideal mouth is 50
percent of the width of the

face at mouth level.

Very small differences in

the ratios, Cunningham found,

can make a significant differ-

ence in attractiveness. For

instance, if the ratios and
percentages varied by more
than ten points, the subjects

in the study found the face

to be less attractive.

"Without getting very

technical," he concludes,

"we can safely say the larger

the eyes, the smaller the

nose, the smaller the chin,

the bigger the cheekbones,

the larger the smile," the

more attractive a female face

seems.—Michael Dale

"As far as we can discern,

the sole purpose ofhuman
existence is to kindle a light in

the darkness of mere being.

It may even be assumed that

just as the unconscious

affects us. increase in our

consciousness likewise

affects the unconscious."

—Carl Jung

"Unfortunately it has been
our experience that there is a

distinct affinity between
fools and censorship. It

seems to be one of those

treading grounds where they

rush in.
"

—Heywood Broun





QThe computer could generate living

configurations: evolving, reproducing, squabbling over

territory, writing learned Ph.D. theses*

at monitors or printouts; some were aop?.' -

enily asleep. Occasionally one would bend
over a keyboard, produce a cascade of

strokes, lean back, cross his arms, reach
up, and slroke his beard. The white noise

thrown out by fans swallowed the sound ol

conversation. Coca-Cola bottles lay

everywhere. One could come and go, night

after night,. and nothing changed. Inside

the consoles, of course, behind the dis-

plays, these hackers were furiously de-
signing Ihe tools and toys of today's com-
puter culture. But of that a casual visitor

usually saw no sign.

Once, though, I did get a peek. I had
glanced in passing at a display screen and
seen, not the expected lists of alphanu-

meric codes, but fields of half-famili

forms—bustling about, full of purpose, al-

most alive. The hacker manning the ter-

minal pointed to a stream of figures march-
ing diagonally across the display. "These

The forms created by computer programs
known as ceiiuta? automata simulate snow-
flakes, wiping breams, waamei patterns, gal-

axies, and even the complex behavior oi life.

are fjliders." he said. Almas: anylhng can
happen when they collide."

Soon the point was demonstrated.
Clouds of dots boiled up out of a computer
collision like a spray, of fireflies; then the

fireflies' transformed into a twinkling tap-

estry of torms. There were blocks, tubs,

loaves, beacons, boats, snakes, toads,

canoes, ponds, and much more—each

with its own spec a! behavior and name.
"Good Lord," I said. "What is this?"

"Life," he replied.

Apparently this "life" was a type of com-
puter program known as a cellular autom-
aton. Over the next few yea's, that esoteric

term kept coming up, Problem was, the

context was never the same. One day I

would catch a reference to cellular autom-
ata as a window onto other realities: four

months later, as a medium for the incuba-

tion of artificial life; a year after that, as an

explanation for cosmology itself. Some
people invoked the name of automata in

heated arguments against God and free

Will. One scientist even claimed the whole
universe was a cellular automaton being

run by a massive cosmic computer.

I never could figure out exactly what cel-

lular automata were, though, until I went
back to their birthplace: the nuclear weap-
ons lab at Los Alamos. New Mexico, In the

early Fifties few research facilities owned
computers, and those that did controlled

their use carefully. Los Alamos research-

ers, however, not only had computer time

for their work—they also had time to do a



little recreational poking around. One of

those who took advantage of this was a
mathematician named Stanislaw Ulam.

In those days computers had virtually no
memory capacity and therefore were un-

able to handle programs composed of

more than a few instructions. To deal with

this technical constraint, Ulam created a

graphic image that could be modified by

a fairly simple rule.

After the image was modified, Ulam ap-

plied his rule a second time, and the image
was modified again, on and on. He called'

this series of images recursively defined

geometric objects..

Here is a highly simplified version of how
such a program might work. First imagine

a row of lines, each separated from its

neighbors by spaces, or ce//s.

Next assume that each cell can be in

one of two states; on, signified by an as-

terisk; and off, signified by emptiness.

In the example below, the fifth cell is in

the on state, while all the other cells are off.

This is the graphic imago wc are going'

to modify. It is known as the starting posi-
" tion. We also need a modifying instruction,

or rule. The one I suggest is called the

compare-your-neighbors rule. It goes like

this: If the two neighbors of a cell differ,

then that cell is to be set to on. II a cell's

neighbors are identical to one another. Ihen

that cell will be set to off. When the rule has
been applied to each cell in the above fig-

ure, the results look like this:

A second application of the compare-
your-neighbors rule yields

If we apply the compare-your-neighbors

rule eight times, writing each new result

under the last, we get this:

Thirty-two applications yield this ex-

traordinary picture;
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As simple as this cycle seems, it none-
theless displays the central mystery of cel-

lular automata: that simple, .repetitive rules

can produce elaborate structures. Ornate,

evocative, absorbing patterns can come
from what seems like nowhere, as if some
external intelligence weie propelling it all.

Soon after Ulam discovered his "ob-

jects," he showed them to another Los Ala-

'•Myriad forms

emerged. Some oscillated like

motors powering

an unseen operation. Some
pulsated like

amoebas. Others defended
- themselves against

attack and then grew tired.^

mos mathematician, ihe genius John von
Neumann. At the time, one of Von Neu-
mann's many interests was whether ma-
chines could reproduce. If they could, it

would signal profound similarities be-
tween mechanical objects and life.

Von Neumann had begun by trying to

design a robot, or automaton, that could

make a physical copy of itself. But the proj-

ect became mired in details for which Von
Neumann had no patience, such as keep-
ing track of the parts his reproducing robot

would contain. Then Ulam suggested thai

Von Neumann use these recursively de-
fined objects to make a computer pattern

that would automatically generate a sec-

ond, identical to itself. If done in enough
detail, such a model might prove the con-

cept in theory, which was all Von Neumann
cared about, anyway.

Von Neumann adopted the suggestion,

and this time he succeeded. While he never

actually ran his program on a computer,
his brilliant argument was accepted as the

first demonstration that a collection of very

simple mechanical elements can automat-

ically reproduce.

His proof also bestowed upon Ulam's

objects a new name; They were now called

cellular automata.

Von Neumann's proof was hideously

complex. And to the internationally re-

nowned mathematician John Horton Con-
way of Cambridge University, the reason
was clear. Von Neumann had been using

his automaton to create_a pattern he had
more or less determined in advance.

"Whenever he wanted to make sure the

form changed in a particular way, he just

added some nsrructions idling it to do so,"

Conway explains. "Complexity was the in-

evitable result."

Conway, now the John von Neumann
professor at Princeton, thought it would be
interesting to start with a simple rule that

could be applied over and over again, Ihen

wait for useful pallerns to emerge. In other

words, Conway understood, in a way that

even Von Neumann had not, the special

power of automata; their mystical ability to

find patterns on their own and bring Ihem
to the surface. He suspected that if you
found the right rule and ran it long enough,
sooner or later you could generate almost

any form you mighl wanl.

After experimenting with dozens of dif-

ferent rules, Conway came up with one lhat

was slightly more complicated than com-
pare-your-neighbors. Compare-your-
neighbors acted on a one-dimensional field

of cells arranged along a single, straight

line; each coll had j.isl rwo neighbors, one
to the right and one to the left. But Con-
way's automaton was based on a two-di-

mensional field of cells. Each cell had not

two neighbors but eight: the tour lying di-

rectly above, below, to the right, and to the

left; and the four touching the center cell

diagonally, from the corners.

Nonetheless, his rule was simple
enough: If a cell is off, il turns on if and only

tf three of its neighbors are on. Once on, it

stays on it and only il two or three of its

neighbors are on. Conway found that this

rule produced a spellbinding abundance
of forms.

For instance, if it is applied to the follow-

ing pattern, in which three cells are on at

starting position A, the result is B;

If it is reapplied again and again, a
hacker watching its progress on the com-
puter screen will see it twinkle:



This pattern, which Conway called the

blinker, is the simplest possible enduring

lorm to emerge from his rules.

Yet another form emerges when the

starting position consists of five cells turned

on within a six-by-six cell grid;

if you apply Conway's rule repeatedly,

you get a boomerang-shaped pattern

known as (he glider (the representation be-

low is approximate):

The discovery of the glider was a turning

point in the history of cellular automata. Until

then the forms that had emerged from the

various automata rules, not counling Von
Neumann's monster, were essentially static

(the blinker, for instance, blinked in one spot

on the display monitor). But the glider pat-

tern could literally make its way across the

computer screen in four directions: from

northeast to southwest and back, and from

northwest to southeast and back. Given

enough lime, gliders could cross any range

of cells, no matter how large.

As Gonway worked, myriad moving
forms emerged. Some patterns oscillated,

like motors powering an unseen operation.

Some pulsated like amoebas, extending

electronic arms resembling pseudopodia

to the far ends of the screen. Yet others

defended themselves against attack and
then grew or died. The resemblance to liv-

ing matter was so strong that Conway
called his game LIFE. (Not life, which is

what I'd thought I'd heard at the Al Lab, but

LIFE.) Devotees of the game dubbed Con-

way's simple rules "genetic laws. " Conway
explained that cells could thrive only il they

were neither starved (surrounded by fewer

than two neighbors) nor overcrowded
(surrounded by more than three).

To Conway, gliders were the most im-

portant forms to emerge from LIFE, be-

cause he believed they could be used to

make a pattern of light that could compute.
A stream of gliders, he reasoned, would be
analogous to the stream ol bits that carry

messages through silicon circuits. And by

combining gliders in different ways, differ-

ent messages could be sent. In short, glid-

ers could perform the logic operations.that

computers now execute via circuitry.

Conway was frustrated in his study of

would emit pulses of gliders. The MIT Al

Lab heard of his problem and, led by an

exceptionally imaginative mathematician

named Bill Gosper, ultimately found the

necessary component, which Gosper
called a glider gun.

Conway now had all the parts he
needed. He coufo, he said, build a LIFE

configuration automaton that would per-

form any calculation, exactly like the com-
puter itself. Let's say he wanted to find what

ten squared was. He could create a form

such that if ten gliders were fired in, 100

gliders would come out; if five gliders were

fired in, 25 would come out.

When Conway realized his automaton
computer was theoretically possible, he
moved on to other areas. The hackers at

MIT, however, were hooked. Describing his

fascination, Gosper says, "If you're a math-

ematician, every time you discover some-
thing neat, you later learn that Gauss or

bOnce, in

self-parody, he wrote up

a plan for

solving the problem of

haircuts with a

robot the size of a flea. The

robot flea would live

permanently on the scalps

Newton knew it in his crib. With LIFE, you're

the first guy there."

Not only did the hackers build the glider

gun, they also found a phantasmagoria of

other forms. In one striking configuration,

eight guns emitted gliders across the

computer.screen in intersecting beams. As
the gliders smashed together, large au-

tomata "spaceships" emerged. In yet an-

other configuration, the patterns resem-

bled "biological cultures" inhabited by
multiplying computerized "bacteria."

Many Al experts scoffed at these games
as a frivolous waste of time. But to devo-

tees of LIFE, by now hacking away in al-

most every computer lab in the West, the

discoveries were profound.

Since the days of Newton and Leibniz

scientists had used equations to model the

behavior of natural phenomena. But while

equations work well in explaining systems
that are controlled by a few forces—the

orbits of the planets, say—they are noto-

riously bad at predicting such complex
behavior as traffic patterns, cell growth in

embryos, or the flow of water around a rock.

These systems are determined by many
local, interacting forces, and broad equa-

tions reflecting a single physical law can't

predict their behavior well at all In auto-

mata, on the other hand, large-scale pat-

terns emerge precisely from many local in-

teracting causes. They work the way nature

works. Given the right rule and starting po-
sition and a large enough computer, hack-
ers reasoned. one.rnight be able to model
complex phenomena.

At the very least, cellular automata cer-

tainly blew a hole in the idea that the elab-

orate structure of the universe was an ar-

gument for God If patterns as intricate and
riveting as these could emerge in no time

at all from something as simpleminded as
the LIFE rules, then accounting for rain-

bows and butterflies in this universe could

not be the problem some had thought.

While all these ideas were buzzing
through the Al Lab on the eighth floor of

545 Technology Square, somebody only a
few doors away was pursuing a different

view of cellular automata. Ed Fredkin, a
professor of computer science, is a calm,

soft-spoken gentleman with an easy laugh

and warm, brown eyes—none of which
should be taken to suggest that he doesn't

push his ideas as aggressively as any
member of the MIT faculty. Once, in self-

parody, he wrote up a plan for solving the

problem of haircuts (Fredkin is usually too

busy to go to a barber) with a robot the size

of a flea. The robot flea would live perma-
nently on the scalp, where it would contin-

uously crawl around in search of grown-
out hairs. Whenever the robot flea found
one, it would shimmy up it, trim it back, and
mark the date of the operation a! the base
of the hair with a bar code. Typically, Fred-

kin took this idea and pushed it so far and
dealt with so many aspects—including how
the robots might deal with the dandruff

problem or how they might protect them-
selves during baths—that the concept be-

gan to look faintly plausible. Time maga-
zine picked it up, and Fredkin was even
called upon to explain the concept on The
Merv Griffin Show.

But the barber robot was as ordinary as
a phone book next to Fredkin's notion of

automata: He suggested that the universe

itself was a vast cellular automaton run by
an enormous computer.

"When I read physics," he says, "I see
many problems going unanswered. For in-

stance, Newton's second law says that an

object set in motion will continue in a
straight line. The texts say, essentially,

'That's just the nature of inertia.' But what
sort of answer is that? Someone program-
ming an object to move in a straight line

knows that straight lines don't just happen.
You have to give the system a way of cal-

culating them out. To me it seems more
reasonable thai the basic stuff of the cos-

mos is information and that the universe

moves along by performing calculations on
that information. And the most plausible

candidate for that program seems to be a
cellular automaton."

Just as a hierarchy of triangles emerged
from the compare-your-neighbors rule, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 116



THE

GHOST LEMURS

OF

MADAGASCAR
BY WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

For millennia, they

existed with little to fear. But time is

no longer on their side

TI he first name .of the

libertarian pirate Captain Mission, or Misson, is

lost lo history. All thai we know of Mission comes
from the book A General History ol the Most
Notorious Pirates, published in London in 1724

and written by one Captain Charles Johnson
(although one historian attributes this lo Detoe).

The memoirs of Mission, handwritten in French,

were saved by a member of the crew who sur-

vived Mission's last ship; and after passing

through several hands they were translated by

Johnson and included in his book.

Mission came from a wealthy Provengal fam-

ily and studied humanity, logic, and mathemat-

ics at the University of Angers in the late sev-

enteenth century His first commission was a

French man-o'-war called the Victoire, mount-

ing thirty guns and commanded by a distant

cousin. They sailed first to Naples, and Mission

traveled to Rome, where he met a young priest

named Signor Caraccioli. While Mission was
making his confession, he was surprised to dis-

cover the young priest shared his own disgust

for Ihe hypocrisy of earthly power, temporal and
spiritual. Caraccioli threw off his frock and
signed on to the Victoire.

The frigate engaged and defeated two Al-

gerian vessels, Caraccioli receiving a thigh

wound. Other engagements were successful.-

The Victoire crossed the Atlantic, and off Mar-

tinique in the Caribbean they were set upon by
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tain Opium Jones. The first broadside killed

the captain, second captain, and three

lieulenants, whereupon Mission com-
manded the men, Caraccioli at his side,

and they repulsed the English. Mission was
named captain by the whole crew, and for

their pirate flag they raised a white ensign

with liberty painied on it. After many other

adventures on the Guinea coast and West
Africa, joined now by a captured English

ship and crew, they helped the Queen of

Johanna wage war on the neighboring is-

land of Moheli, both islands lying between
Mozambique and the great red island,

Madagascar. They took a Portuguese ship

and decided to settle down permanently

on Madagascar. Here, around 1700 ad.,

on a remote harbor at the north end of the

island, Mission built two great octagonal

forts; and with his band of several hundred
French and English pirales, renegade sea-

men, and freed slaves, he established the

free colony of Libertatia.

Together with his lieulenant Caraccioli

and the converted English pirate captain

Thomas Tew, Mission formulated a set of

articles by which the settlement might live

in peaceful democracy. These articles were

remarkably like the ideas of Rousseau and
the French and American revolutions of the

late eighteenth century—and preceded
them by more than sixty years. There would
be no capital punishment, no slavery, no

imprisonment for debt, and no interfer-

ence with religion or sexuality. Signor Car-

accioli divided the men into groups of ten,

called States, and the position of Lord

Conservator was established, as well as

an annual plenary meeting. This first meet-

ing lasted ten days. Tew was made Admi-
ral, Caraccioli Secretary of State, and Mis-

sion became His Supreme Excellence the

Lord Conservator,

On a cruise off southern Madagascar,
Captain Tew and some English sailors he
had recruited were marooned when they

drank rum punch too late on the last night

as the tide rose and carried the noble Vic-

taire out to sea, where she cracked up on
the rocks. The crew was lost, and Tew
pitched a makeshift camp where he would
wait to be rescued.

The word lemur means "ghost" in the

native language. There were taboos
against killing them, and Mission had im-

posed an article that prohibited the killing

of ghosts, on penalty of expulsion from the

settlement. If any crime deserved the death

penalty, also prohibited under the articles,

then this was thai crime.

He was seeking a different lemur spe-
cies, described by a native informant as

much bigger . . . like a calf or a little cow.

"Where are the big ghosts?"

The native gestured vaguely inland. "You

must be careful of the Evil Lizard that

changes its colors. If you fall under its spell,

you too will change colors. You too will turn

black with anger and green with fear and '

red with sex."

"Well, what is so wrong about that?"
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"In a year you will die. The colors will de-

vour your skin and flesh."

"You were talking about a Big Ghost.

Bigger than a goat. . . . Where are Ihey?"

"When you hear Chebahaka, Man-in-lhe-

Trees. then big one not there. Her cannot

be where noise is."

"Her?"

"Her. He. For Big Ghost is the same."

"So him is where Man-in-the-Trees isn't?"

"No. He is when Man-in-the-Trees is si-

lent." This occurred at dawn and sunset.

Captain Mission strapped on his dou-
ble-barreled flintlock, which he kept loaded

with shot charges, and thrust a short sword

through his belt. He picked up his staff and
walked out through the settlement, stop-

ping here and there to talk to the settlers.

They had found an excellent red clay for

bricks and were constructing two-story

dwellings with second-story balconies

supported by heavy hardwood pillars.

These buildings had been joined to form a
tier, with the dining and kitchen areas in the

» He took a

small amount of the crystals

with a sip of water

from his goatskin water bag.

in a few minutes he

experienced a shift of vision,

as if his eyes were

moving on separate pivots.^

two downstairs rooms and the sleeping and
dressing areas upstairs. The balconies

were connected and were used for sleep-

ing hammocks and pallets. These struc-

tures faced the sea, and steps led down to

the bay, where a number of boats were
moored. Mission was heading inland, up a
steep path that leveled off at five hundred
feet above the sea. He stopped, leaning

on his staff, and looked back. The steep
climb had not touched his breath or brought

sweat to his face. He saw the settlement,

the freshly molded red bricks and thatch

already timeless as houses in fairyland. He
could see the shadows under the pier, the

lurking fish, the clear blue water of the bay,

the rocks and foliage, all floating in a lim-

pid, frameless painting.

Silence descended like a shroud that

would crumble to dust when he moved.
Now a cat's-paw. of wind frisked across the

bay and up through the ferns, bringing to

his face a breath of panic. Little ghost paws
rippled up-his spine, stirring the hairs at the

nape of his neck, where the death center

flares* briefly when a mortal dies.

Captain Mission did not fear panic, the

sudden, intolerable knowing that every-

thing is alive. He was himself an emissary
of panic, of the knowledge that man fears

above all else: the truth of his origin. It's so

close. Just wipe away the words and look.

He moved through giant ferns and
creepers in green shade without need of

his cutlass and stopped on the edge of a

clearing. A moment of arrested motion, then

a bush, a stone, a log moved as a tribe ot

ring-tailed cat lemurs appeared, parading

back and forth around one another, tails

quivering above their heads. Then whisk—
they were gone, drawing the space where
they had been away with them. In the dis-

tance he could hear the cries of the sifaka

lemur the natives called Chebahaka. Man-
in-the-Trees. With a quick motion he caught

a grasshopper and knelt by a moss-cov-
ered log. A tiny face with round eyes and
large, trembling ears peered at him ner-

vously. He held out the grasshopper, and
the little mouse lemur fell upon it with chirp-

ing squeaks of delight, holding it in his tiny

paws and nibbling quickly with his tiny

needle teeth.

Mission moved toward the sound, which

was louder and louder. The Chebahakas
saw him and let out a concerted shriek that

pierced his eardrums. Suddenly the sound
stopped, with an impact that threw him to

the ground. He lay for some minutes in a
half faint, watching the gray shapes swing

away through the trees.

Slowly he rose to his feet, leaning on his

staff. Before him stood an ancient stone

structure, overgrown with creepers and
green with moss. He stepped through an

archway, stone slabs under his feet. A large

snake, of a glistening bright green, glided

down the steps leading to a basement
room. Cautiously he descended to an un-

derground room. At Ihe far end an arch

opened to admit the afternoon light, and
he could see the stone walls and ceiling.

At Ihe end of the room was an animal

that looked like a small gorilla or a chim-

panzee. This surprised him, since he had
been told there were no true monkeys on
the island. The creature was motionless and
black, as if formed out of darkness. He saw
also a large pig creature of a light pink color,

lolling on its side against the wall to his right.

Then, directly in front of him, he saw an
animal that looked at first like a small deer.

The animal came to his outstretched hand,

and he saw that it had no horns. Its snout

was long, and he glimpsed sharp teeth

shaped like little scimitars. The long, thin

legs ended in cablelike fingers. The ears

were large, flaring forward; the eyes, lim-

pid amber in which the pupil floated like a
glittering jewel, changing color with shifts

of the light: obsidian, emerald, ruby, opal,

amethyst, diamond.
Slowly Ihe animal raised one paw and

touched his face, stirring memories of the

ancient betrayal. Tears streaming down his

face, he stroked the animal's head. He knew
he must get back to the settlement before

dark. There is always something a man
must do in time. For the deer ghost there

was no time.



Faster and faster downhill, tearing his

clothing on rocks and thorny vines, by dusk
he was back at the settlement. He knew at

once that he was too late, that something
was horribly wrong. No one would meet his

eye. Then he saw Bradly Martin, standing

over a dying lemur.

Mission could see that the lemur had
been shot through the body. He felt a con-

centration of rage, like a hot, red wave, but

there was no reciprocal anger in Martin.

"Why?" Mission choked out.

"Stole my mango," Martin muttered in-

differently.

Mission's hand flew to the butt of his pis-

tol. Martin laughed. "You would violate your

own article, Captain?"

"No. But I will remind you of Article

Twenty-three: If two parties have a dis-

agreement that cannot be settled, then the

rule of the duel is applicable."

'Aye, but I have the right to refuse your

challenge, and I do." Martin was an indif-

ferent swordsman and a poor pistol shot.

"Then you must leave Libertatia, this very

night, before the sun shall set. You have no

more than an hour."

Without a word, Martin turned away and
walked off in the direction of his dwelling.

Mission covered the dead lemur with a tar-

paulin, intending to take the body into the

jungle and bury it the following morning.

In his quarters Mission was suddenly

overcome by a paralyzing fatigue. He knew
that he should follow Martin and settle the

matter, but—as Martin had said—his own
articles. ... He lay down and fell immedi-

ately into a deep sleep. He dreamed that

there were dead lemurs scattered through

the settlement, and woke up at dawn with

tears streaming down his face.

Mission dressed and went out to get the

dead lemur. The lemur and the tarpaulin

were both gone. With blinding clarity he
understood why Martin had shot the lemur

and what he intended to do: He would go
to the natives and say that the settlers were
killing the lemurs and that when he ob-

jected, they turned on him and he had
barely escaped with his life. Lemurs were
sacred to the natives in the area, and there

was the danger of bloody reprisal.

In a prerecorded and therefore totally

predictable universe, the blackest sin is to

tamper with the prerecordings, which could

result in altering the prerecorded future.

Captain Mission was guilty of this sin. He
threatened to demonstrate for all to see that

three hundred souls can coexist in relative

harmony with each other, their human
neighbors, and the ecosphere of flora and
fauna. Big Ben strikes the hour, in a muted,

ghostly room, the custodians of the future

convene. Keepers of the Board Books:

Mektoub, it is written. And they don't want

it changed.

"If three hundred men—then three thou-

sand, thirty thousand. It could spread
everywhere. It must be stopped now."

"Our man Martin is on target. He is quite

reliable."
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A woman leans slightly forward. An ar-

resting lace of timeless beauty and evil, an

evil that stops the breath like a deadly gas.

The chairman covers his face with a hand-

kerchief. She speaks in a cold, brittle voice,

each word a chip of obsidian: "There is a

more significant danger. I refer to Captain

Mission's unwholesome concern with fe-

murs." The word slithers out of her mouth
writhing with hatred. .

Mission had smoked opium and hashish

and had used a drug the Indians of South

America called yage. Tnere must, he de-

cided, be a special drug peculiar to this

huge island, where there are so many
creatures and plants not found anywhere
else. After some inquiries he found that

such a drug did exist: It was extracted from

a parasitic fungus that grew only on a cer-

tain spiny plant found in the arid regions of

the south. The drug was called indris. which

means look there in the native language.

With the promise of five gold florins on de-

tWith a

quick motion Mission caught

a grasshopper and
knelt by a moss-covered log.

He held out the

grasshopper, and the mouse
lemur fell upon

it with squeaks of delight.^

livery, he obtained a small supply from a

friendly native. The drug was in the form of

greenish- yellow crystals. The man, whose
name was Babuchi, showed him exactly

how much to take and cautioned him

against taking any more.

"Many take indris and see nothing dif-

ferent. Then they take more and see too

much different,"

"Is this a day drug or a night drug?"

"Best at dawn and twilight."

Mission calculated an hour till sun-
down—enough time to reach his jungle

camp. "How long does it take to work?"

"Very quick."

Mission set out walking rapidly. Half an
hour later, he took a small amount of the

crystals with a sip of water from his goat-

skin water bag. In a few minutes he expe-

rienced a shift of vision, as if his eyes were
moving on separate pivots, and for the first

time he saw Lizard-Who-Changes-Color It

was quite large, about two feet in length,

and difficult- to see, not because it took on

the colors of its surroundings but because
it was absolutely motionless. He moved
closer to the lizard, who brought one eye
to bear on him and turned black with rage.

Evidently Lizard-Who-Changes-Color did

not like to be seen. His colors subsided to

a neutral orange-yellow, mottled brown.

And there was a gurkha lizard on a limb,

as if carved from the bark. He winked a
golden eye at Mission.

Despite the need for vigilance, Mission

was spending more and, more time in the

jungle with his lemurs. He had converted

the ancient stone structure he had found

into a dwelling. It was completely envel-

oped by the roots of a huge, bulbous tree,

as if held in a giant hand. The open arch in

the second room was festooned with roots.

There was a paved floor. He had covered
the entrance with mosquito netting and ar-

ranged a pallet on the floor. Brushing the

floor, he was surprised to find few insects,

certainly no venomous varieties. The stone

steps were worn smooth, as if with the pas-

sage ofmany feet, perhaps not human feet.

Who, or what, could have built this struc-

ture, and for what purpose?

Since his first encounter he had located

a troop of the larger lemurs. These lemurs

were too big and heavy to be comfortable

in arboreal conditions and lived mostly on
the land, in an area of grass and scrub
where the forest thinned out, a mile from

his campsite. Ideal grazing land. Mission

realized with a shudder. The creatures were

so trusting and gentle and open to human
affection. Mission hurried on. He wanted
to reach the ancient stone structure before

twilight, and he hoped his special lemur

would be there. He often slept with the le-

mur beside him on his pallet, and had
named the lemur Ghost.

As he walked up, Ghost gave a little chit-

tering cry of welcome. Mission took off his

boots and hung his outer garments on
wooden pegs driven into chinks in the stone

wall. The only furniture was a table of rough-

hewn planks supported on two logs, with

an inkpot, quill, pens, and parchment. In

one corner was a small keg with a spigot

for water, some cooking ulonsils, an ax, a

saw, hammers, amusket. Powder and shot

were kept in the footlocker. Mission sat at

the table beside his phantom, his Ghost,

contemplating the mystery of the stone

structure. Who could have built it? Who?
He poses the question in hieroglyphs . .

.

a feather ... he chooses a quill pen. Water
... the clear water under the pier. A book
... an old illustrated book with gilt edges.
The Ghost Lemurs of Madagascar. Feather

... a gull diving for garbage ... the wakes
of many ships in many places. A feather of

the great bird that lived here once, and the

sacred lake two days' walk west, where
every year a heifer is sacrificed to a sacred
crocodile. Still the who? eludes him. He
wonders if there are other, similar struc-

tures on the island.
. . . Where?

A loaf of bread . . . water ... a goose
tied to a stake. Looking through the eyes

of Lizard-Who-Changes-Color from one
end of the island to the other. The appalling

answer comes back: nowhere, none. Why
appalling? He doesn't know yet, but he

knows. When?



A reed ... a loaf of bread ... a bird

wheels in the sky. A woman plucks feath-

ers from a fowl, takes a loaf of bread from
an adobe oven. The split between the wild,

the timeless, the free, and the tame, the

time-bound and binding, the tethered, like

the tethered goose of where? The tethered

who will forever resent their bondage.
The structure was built at the one time it

could have been built, before the split wid-

ened to an impassable chasm.
The concept of a question is reed and

water. The question mark fades into reeds
and water. The question does not exist.

Strange creatures are fitting stones to-

gether. He can't see them clearly, only their

hands, like gray ropes. He senses the im-

mense difficulty of an unaccustomed task.

The stones are too heavy for their hands
and bodies. Yet for some reason they must
build this structure. Why?
There is no why. Mission is there. Look

there.

Ghost stirred beside him and belched a
sweet scent of tamarind fruit. Despite Ba-

buchi's warning, Captain Mission knew he

must learn more.

He lit a candle and poured a very large

dose of indris crystals into his hand and
downed them with a cup of water. He re-

membered the dream gorilla in the base-
ment room, the strange pig creature, and
then the gentle deer lemur. Mission lay

down by his Ghost. He wasn't sure he
wanted to see what the indris would show
him, knowing that what he saw would be
sad beyond his endurance. He looked out

through tree roots as night sopped up the

remaining light like a vast, black sponge.
He lay there in the gray light, his arm

around his lemur. The animal snuggled
closer and put a paw up to his face. Tiny

mouse lemurs stole out of the roots and
niches and holes in the ancient tree and
frisked around the room, falling on insects

with little squeals. Their tails twitched above
their heads; their great flaring ears, thin as

paper, quivered to every sound as their

wide, limpid eyes swept the walls and floors

for insects. They have been doing this for

millions of years. The twitching tail, the

trembling ears mark the passage of cen-
turies. The little squeak of triumph was
heard before the birth of man.
As the light drained into the sponge of

night, the room grew ever brighter. He
could see for miles in every direction: the

coastal rain forests, the mountains and
scrub of the interior, the arid southern re-

gions where the lemurs frisk in the tall, spiny

cactus. They gambol, leap, and whisk away
into a remote past before the arrival of man
on this island, before the appearance of

man on Earth, before the beginning of time.

An old picture book with gilt-edged lith-

ographs, onion paper over each pic-

ture.
. . . The Ghost Lemurs of Madagas-

car in gold script. Giant ferns and palms,

bulbous tamarind trees, vines, and bushes.

In a corner of the picture is a huge bird, ten

fat feet high, a plump, dowdy, helpless" bird,
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obviously flightless—never get that off the

ground. This bird tells one that here is a
time pocket. There can be no predators in

this focest, no large cats. In the middle of

the picture is a ring-tailed lemur on a branch

looking straight out at the viewer. Now more
lemurs appear, like a picture puzzle.

.

The Lemur People are older than Homo
sap, much older. They date back sixty mil-

lion years to the time when Madagascar
split off from the mainland of Africa. They
might be called psychic amphibians—that

is, visible only for short periods when they

assume a solid form to breathe, but some
of them can remain in the invisible state for

years at a time. Their way of thinking and
feeling is basically different from ours, not

oriented toward time and sequence and
causality. They find these concepts repug-

nant and difficult to understand.

One might think that a species that leaves

no fossil record is gone forever, but Big

Picture, the history of life on Earth, is there

for anyone to read. Mountain landmasses

^Faster and
faster downhill, tearing his

clothing on rocks

. and vines, and by dusk he
was back at the

settlement. He knew at once he
was too late, that

something was terribly wrong.^

and jungles glide past, some slowing, some
accelerating, vast rivers of land on the move
or stagnating in wide deltas, whirlpools of

land like saws splitting off islands, a great

fissure, the landmasses rubbing against

each other, then splitting, flying apart faster

and faster
. . ..slowing down to the great

red island, with its deserts and rain forests,

scrub mountains and lakes, its unique an-

imals and plants and the absence of pred-

ators or venomous reptiles, a vast sanctu-

ary for the lemurs and for the delicate spirits

that breathe through them, the glint in the

jeweled eyes oT a tree frog.

Above the wild time of Moving Lands,
whole continents gliding past each other,

gathering silent speed like trains; and any
enterprising young man could get a few
acres on the move and join up with other

folks—going our way? There were acci-

dents aplenty, volcanoes and earthquakes
of every magnitude, plugs of molten rock

suddenly thrown into the air, and vast,

steaming sump holes and boiling lakes.

When attached to Africa. Madagascar
was the ultimate landmass, sticking out like

a disorderly tumor cut by a rift of future

contours, a long rift like a vast indentation,

like the cleft that divides fhe human body.

The rift is a mile across in places, and in

others narrows down to a few hundred feet.

It is an area of explosive change and con-
trast, swept by violent electrical storms, in-

credibly fertile and yet barren. The first

People of the Rift were a race apart, fren-

zied entrepreneurs.

"These prices is too good to last, folks!"

An ominous tremor shakes the bargain-

ing table.

The People of the Cleft, formulated by
chaos and accelerated time, flash through

sixty million years to the split. Which side

are you on? Too late to change now. Sep-
arated by a curtain of fire. Like a vast, fes-

tive ship launched by fireworks, fhe great

red island moved majestically out to sea,

leaving a gaping wound in the earth's side,

bleeding lava and spurting noxious gases.

It has lain moored in enchanted calm for

sixty million years.

Time is a human affliction. Not a human
invention but a prison. So what is the

meaning of sixty million years without time?

And what does time mean to foraging le-

murs? No predators here, not much to fear.

They have opposing thumbs but do not

fashion tools: They have no need for tools.

They are untouched by the evil that flows

in and fills Homo sap as he picks up a
weapon—now he has the advantage. A
terrible gloating feeling comes from know-
ing you've got it !

Lemurs don't need it. Six minutes, sixty

million years— no difference. Nothing is

happening. A feeling ol desolation closes

round the human essence at the thought.

How long have the lemurs paraded before

each other in their sad and perfect beauty?
How long have the singing gibbons sung
their timeless song, as little gibbons cling-

ing to their backs, attempted to sing too?

Beauty is always doomed. "The evil and
armed draw near.'" Homo sap with his

weapons, his time, his insatiable greed, and
ignorance so hideous it can never see its

own face. 'Just let me club down some seal

pups, cut an Injun's hands off, burn a Ni-

gra's balls off and watch 'em pop, then we'll

all feel a lot better."

These are unsightly tricks.

"Whaddaya think this is. a beauty con-
test?"

A lemur frisks toward the man, and he
slashes it viciously, leaves it bleeding, sob-
bing, dying. "Try and bite me, will you . .

.

lucking animals!"

Man was born in time. He lives and dies

in time. Wherever he goes, he takes time

with him and imposes time.

Captain Mission was drifting out faster

and faster, caught in a vast undertow of

time. "Out, and under, and out, and out," a
voice repeated in his head. . .

.

Erase the concept of a question from

your mind. The Egyptian glyph is a reed or

feather and water. The question dissolves

in reed and water as a poet writes on water.

Who? The water the feather the book. Wipe
COM IJvJEDON PAGE 118
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bAbove me was the enormous,

silent, geometrical vessel, the red spokes of

its pontoons slowly freewheeling.^

straight, lianas corkscrewed, lianas taut,

lianas slack, lianas ihin as siring, and lianas

thick as hawsers; an orchid or two, a but-

terfly, a flower: and at intervals all along the

boundary, the slender, high-forking trunks

of the tropical forest, pale as lightning

against the dark storm front of foliage

The Land Rover sped across the sa-
vanna, on a course parallel to the brooding
line of trees. It seemed to me, riding with

my arm out the window on the passenger
side, that this was a landscape divided by
Occam's razor. To our right stretched the

grassy parsimony of the savanna, terrain

William of Occam would have approved
of. To our left rose the tangle of "beings and
hypotheses multiplied beyond necessity"
thai the old philosopher had warned about.

Inside the Occamistic badlands of the
tropical forest, a few teet from the sunlit sa-

vanna, the shadows were the color of night.

Occam's razor had just made its cut.

It was from here that the inventors of Le
Radeau des Omes, "The Raft of the Tree
Crowns," had designed their improbable
craft to fly. At the Land Rover's wheel was
one of those men, the first among equals,

Professor Francis Halle of the Institut de
Botanique at the University of Montpellier.

Preparing lor lakeolt: The rslt is stretched out
along a river (top leftj; the balloon, inflated (bot-

tom right): a iron! triangle of the rati is raised to

protect the balloon from the trees (top right). The
rait clears the torest ifeetops (bottom led end
opposite page) ana begins itsjourney to arbris-

sage. or treetop landing (pages 60 and 6t).
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Halle is a tall, blond, balding botanist of

forty-eight. This morning he wore a T-shirt

and a Panama hat, and he was hunched
slightly forward at the wheel, intent on the

double tire track through the savanna
ahead. There was something owlish about
the professor and something aquiline, too.

Halle, a man who regularly departs the

lectern for expeditions into the jungle, has
more than a little Indiana Jones in him. It

was here, in French Guiana, that the idea
of exploration of the tropical forest canopy
by hot-air balloon first came to him.

"You're a specialist in jungle plants?" I

asked him.

"I don't know what is jungle," he an-
swered. "It's a" word of the media, the mov-
ies. In French the word jungle is very c<-

nematographique."'Theu, not to be too hard

on me, he smiled and added, "Yes, I'm a
specialist in forest plants."

Between us sat Gilles Ebersolt, second
of the three principals in Ihe creation of the

treetop raft. Ebersolt had designed the

raft's pontoons and the nets of ils floor. He
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<mThe crowns of the forest stood

all about the professor, cresting like ocean
waves arrested in mid-roll.^

knew nothing about plants He had nol sot

eyes on a tropical forest until two days be-

fore He was twenty-nine years old. blond

—

like the professor—bul with an abundance
of hair Today he wore a red T-shirt, a pair

of olive-drab shorts, very baggy and dirty.

and jungle boots—tropical forest boots—
of canvas and rubber.

"I like in English Ihe word canopy," Eber-

solt said, "because in French the word
canape means a place where one sits back
very comfortably." Ebersolt did not know
couch, the English lor canape, so he gave
a demonstration in mime, leaning back in

the Land Rover as if in sinful luxury. In fact,

the black seat of the Land Rover was spare,

hard, and powdered with the red dust of

French Guiana
Professor Halle smiled. His colleague

had stumbled upon an auspicious con-

nection, for sure. It would be wonderful in-

deed if Ihe canopy was canape to the tree-

top Faff: In Fact, no one had any idea how
the trees would receive that novel vessel.

Francis Halle was born in Ihe village of

Seine-Port, near Paris, in 1938. His father,

Pierre Halle, was editor of an agronomic

journal and later a director of the Agricul-

tural Common Market. His mother was an

amateur botanisl and horliculturisl. Fran-

cis, Ihe youngest Halle, saw all five broth-

ers and one sister become agronomists

and tropical botanists before him. In the

family home at Seine-Port there was a

tropical museum: two rooms devoted lo the

shells, bones, and masks that his siblings

had sent back from Indochina. Africa, and
the West Indies. Francis became, small

surprise, a tropical botanist himself. After

studying biology at the Sorbonne, he mar-

ried. Then he spent the next six weeks in

French Guiana, (raveling by canoe, with-

out wile, up Ihe river Mana into forests un-

known to science, collecting plants He did

his doctoral research in the Ivory Coast,

studying a primitive species of Ihe Rubi-

aceae, the family of plants that includes

coffee. He lived eighl years in Ihe Ivory

Coast and became director of the botani-

cal gardens at Abidjan, learning the coun-

try from its northern savanna to its south-

ern rain forest and its western mountain

tree-fern forests. His children were born in

the Ivory Coast, and they grew up equa-

Onco the '-ill has nostt:::! sareiy '" lie treetnps.

the balloon is deflated {too 'iota) and rolled up
(bottom right). Then the scientists begin their

research. An eniomoioais 1 pr--ozres a trap tor

butterflies /opposite oaoel Another shows a
night'*; r.ate.h nf invests '- Frnnr..-. Hatto il-pp !r-U).

and a botanist cpiteets samples /bottom toll)



torially. Halle's life since has been a tropi-

cal odyssey—Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Mex-
ico. Malaysia, Indonesia, Ethiopia, the'

Congo, Madagascar, Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Sudan, Chad, Senegal—with brief

sojourns back in his native land.

In the space of Halle's career—in the

middle part of. the second half of this cen-

tury—have come ihe two great revelations

of post-Darwinian tropical biology. The lirst

was the discovery of the vast and unknown
province of the tropical forest canopy. Sci-

entists had long guessed that the canopy
was rich, but its great height and the brit-

tleness of its upper story had frustrated at-

tempts at study. No one guessed how rich.

No one suspected that the canopy in its

variousness would prove to equal a whole

other world here on Earth.

The rain forest between the tropics of

Capricorn and Cancer is various enough
in its understory, where its trunks emerge
from the ground. A botanist on foot, Alfred

Russel Wallace pointed out, must, on iden-

tifying one specimen of tropical hardwood,

walk half a mile among hundreds of trunks

before he finds a second tree of the same
species and succeeds then only if he is

lucky. That ground-floor multifariousness is

compounded in the canopy, where each
tree is host to dozens ol bromeliads, ferns,

orchids, mosses, liverworts, and lichens.

In 1960, when Halle was at the Sorbonne
and I at a California institution, Garfield Ju-

nior High, we were taught that the insects,

the most speciferous class of earthly or-

ganisms, might number as many as a mil-

lion species. We were living in a fool's par-

adise, an Occamist's heaven. Terry Erwin

of the Smithsonian was "among the first to

disabuse us. In the early Seventies Erwin

developed techniques for fogging fores!

trees with insecticide, then counting what
dropped to the ground. In Panama, tram

19 specimens of a single species of tree,.

he collected 1,200 species of beetle alone.

Extrapolating from those experiments and
from others in Peru and Brazil, Erwin has
estimated that there are between 10 million

and 30 million insect species in the tropical

canopy. Half of Earth's species may live in

the tropical crowns. 'We have identified, it

turns out, less than one tenth of the plants

and animals on Earth.

For Halle, whose special interest is the

architecture of trees, the canopy was par-

ticularly attractive. For the most part, bot-

anists understand the models by which
young trees grow, but the final changes,
those that come when the trees reach the

canopy, are unknown. Until a good treetop

technology was invented that would lei

botanists observe and make measure-

ments atop given crowns over time, the

construction of the roof of the forest would
remain a mystery, and the architecture ot

Halle's own oeuvre would be incomplete.

In. 1973, near the village of Saul in central

French Guiana, Professor Halle sat with

several of his students on the floor of the

forest, gazing up wistfully at the canopy,

as generations of tropical botanists before

them had gazed. At that moment, under
the trees of another forest, Terry Erwin's

befogged insects were pattering like rain

in his trays. By now—through assorted

systems employing ladders, towers, cat-

walks, and modifications, of spelunking and
mountaineering techniques, and by the

proxy of monkeys trained as collectors

—

botanical science, too, had taken a peek
at the canopy. Each of these methods left

a lot to be desired, but tropical scientists

knew at least that the canopy was where
the forest lived and flowered and kept its

secrets, that up there in the treetops was
where they wanted to be. Halle and his stu-

dents began dreaming up unlikely meth-

ods for reaching the canopy, then laughing

at their creations. Halle suggested explo-

ration by hot-air balloon. He and his stu-

dents chuckled. Halle began sketching out

the balloon idea, and suddenly it ceased
to look funny.

The second great revelation of late-

twentieth-century tropical science is that

its subject matter is vanishing. Tropical for-

est is disappearing faster than any earthly

ecosystem has disappeared in human his-

tory According to the U.S. National Acad-
emy of Sciences, 50 million acres of tropi-

cal forest—an area the size of England,

Scotland, and Wales combined—is elimi-

nated or seriously degraded every year.

Tropical forest, which early in human his-

tory covered 12 percent of the planet's sur-

face, now covers less than 8 percent. By
the end of this century, at the present rate

of destruction, a fifth of the remaining for-

est will be gone; and by 2050 tropical for-

est will exist only in relict patches, like those

hard-to-reach places a man misses while

shaving his face.

Professor Halle is one ol those who be-

lieve that if the destruction of tropical forest

is to be slowed, the forest must be known.
If the governments of Brazil and Indonesia

are to be convinced of the value of their

forests; if the World Bank, which currently

finances many projects contributing to

tropical deforestation, is to be persuaded
to desist, then scientists will need to un-

derstand the forest and describe in depth

what is at stake.

We have only a glimmer of an idea about
what the tropical forest holds for us. Sev-

enty percent of all plants identified by the

National Cancer Society as being useful

against cancer grow only in tropical rain

forests, yet fewer than 1 percent of tropical

forest species have been analyzed for their

chemical compounds. Vincristine, made
from the leaves of the rosy periwinkle, a
rain forest plant, offers the victims of lym-

phocytic leukemia a 99 percent chance of

remission. What other cancers have their

remission or cure in the forest? Cortisone

is derived from wild tropical yams, as is

diosgenin, the active ingredient in birth-

control pills. Curare, a muscle relaxant vital

in delicate surgeries, comes from the trop-

ical forest, as does reserpine, which is used
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Like fellow Nobel laureate Einstein,

Konrad Lorenz, the father

of ethology, has never been afraid to

speak his mind—even when
it caused his enemies to rise up and

attack him like rabid beasts

IRJTERV/IEUU

The geese are gone now, the famous geese that used to

squawk and waddle after their bemused patron as if he
were their mother Gone is the colony of screaming jack-

daws that roosted in the eaves of the house in the Austrian foot-

hills—so many birds that one night the weight of their excrement
brought down the ceiling. Gone too is Gretl. the wife, mentor, and
debating partner who took the budding scientist's hand when
both were six years old, and did not relinquish it until her death
74 years later. Even the Danube is gone, diverted out of sight by
a new dam. Yet the great house, a Gaudi-esque monument to

the scientist's surgeon father, is anything but a mausoleum. Out-
side, descendants of the Chows that inspired the affectionately

observant Man Meets Dog still herald visitors passing through
the iron gate. Inside, despite the best efforts of a small squadron
of housekeepers and secretaries, it is obvious that the animals

still reign supreme. Dogs roam the mahogany stairway; canaries

and African whydafis trill their tireless symphonies; teeming
aquariums and shark jawbones vie for attention with walls of

weighty books and man-size portraits.

Through this comfortable chaos moves Konrad Lorenz. At

eighty-three and walking with crutches, he nevertheless exudes
health and vitality. His massive, Teutonic face conveys an
impression ol unquenchable energy: His cheeks glow above the

well-trimmed white beard, and his remarkable eyebrows rise north

on his forehead like a forest of exclamation points.

It must have been obvious very early that something excep-
tional would come of Adolf Lorenz's second son. By the time

Konrad was six, he and Gretl had all but "joined" a group of

ducks living in the nearby marshes, cavorting with them so nat-

urally that soon the ducks look to following them around. Over

PAINTING BY GOTTFRIED HELNWEIN
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the course of his childhood, the Altenberg

house filled with Konrad's animals: birds,

fish, even a lemur, whose behavior the boy
noted carefully, filling reams of journals with

his observations. He also began giving his

father a series of precociously erudite lec-

tures on evolution. "My father never si-

lenced me," Lorenz recalls. "I found this

slightly disappointing, until I realized he had
known all along."

To satisfy his father's wishes, Konrad took

a medical degree. But he soon returned to

natural science, joining the anatomy fac-

ulty at the nearby University of Vienna. His

beloved animal studios seamed little more
than, a fascinating hobby until he stumbled
on the work of ornithologist Oskar Hein-

roth, who had dared to describe birds not

merely in terms of their appearance but also

in terms of their behavior. "When I read

Heinroth," Lorenz says, "I realized I'd been
doing science, not just amusing myself."

Lorenz never looked back. He estab-

lished his colony of jackdaws at Altenberg

and began filling German scientific jour-

nals with observations on their behavior.

These and later studies, of greylag geese,

convinced him that many aspects of ani-

mal behavior—courtship rituals, territori-

ality, and especially aggression—are ge-
netically programmed and virtually

unchangeable aspects of the animals'

makeup. This notion flew in the face of be-
haviorists, including Ivan Pavlov and B, F
Skinner, who argued that all animals are

born with behavioral blank slates and must
learn everything they do. Controversial

enough when applied to animals, Lorenz's

ideas became virtual anathema when he

suggested fhaf many of them might also

be true for man. Outraged at the notion that

man might unwillingly be subject to many
of the instincts ruling animal behavior, Lo-

renz's many antagonists went on the attack.

One opponent, the psychologist Abraham
Maslow, even declared that "anyone who
believes in instincts is a fascist."

But Lorenz stuck to his guns. In the elab-

orate mating dances of his greylag geese
he saw the smiles and coquetry of human
courtship. As his jackdaws established

clear-cut territories and defended them
against attackers, he saw human burglar

alarms and electric fences. He compared
the spontaneous aggression of coral reef

fish with teenagers cruising the streets

looking for fights. He carefully docu-
mented his assertions in hundreds of sci-

entific papers and several books, includ-

ing the lamous 1976 work On Aggression.

At the same time, he enchanted millions of

general readers (and infuriated many of the

stuffier of his scienlilic colleagues) with

such plainspoken animal books as Man
Meets Dog arc King Solomon's Ring. In so
doing, he helped define and develop an

entirely new branch of science: ethology,

the study ol animal behavior.

Perhaps buoyed by the approval of the

general public, alarge segment of the sci-

entific world ultimately came around—to

such a degree iha' n 1973 Lorenz and Niko
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Tinbergen, with whom he had collabo-

rated during an important stretch of his ca-

reer, were awarded the Nobel prize for

medicine. By Austrian law the prize con-
ferred on Lorenz the status ot a one-man
institute, so that he could return from See-
weisen, Germany, where he had con-
ducted much of his postwar research, lo

establish now animal colonies at his pa'.cr-

nal home. In Altenberg he mounted such
a viable research facil'iy ihai smdents from

around the world have come here to apply

their own perceptions to the lives and be-

havior of Lorenz's animal friends.

Today the Konrad Lorenz Institute con-

tinues to make contributions to ethology.

The geese are not gone but merely have
been transferee to s larger facility in a high

Alpine meadow. Down the street from the

house, Lorenz's assistant Alex Eller is out-

fitting two huge new aquariums to amplify

his studies on aggression in coral reef iish.

The master himso i whit: joking that he has
"had the good luck to live long enough to

^Because
the aggressive urge exists

doesn't mean
you have to succumb to it.

. Many highly

aggressive men, inciuding

priests, sublimate

the urge into fighting evil3

become obscure and then be redscov-
ered," is equally busy. The Waning of

Humaneness, an assessment of the dan-
gers facing modern man,' has just been
published in English. Next year he will

complete what he calls his "labor of love":

a massive monograph on the behavior of

wild geeso. 'And if I run out of intelligent

things to do," he told interviewer Bill Law-
ren, "I'll write my autobiography."

Omni: Why did you dislike the English

translation of the title of yoi,' famous book
On Aggression? [The literal translation

would be "The So-called Evil: A Natural

History of Aggression."]

Lorenz: Everybody think:-; o
!

aggression as

murder and kiting. I triad lo counteract thus

by quoting Mark Twain, who describes the

first light between Tom Sawyer and his an-

tagonist Alfred Temple in this way: First Ihey

look at each other; then they walk around
each other; then ihey threaten each other,

each pushing the other with a shoulder. The
first person to speak then :-;ays, "I can lick

..you." So I say let's call this l-can-lick-you

behavior. You could also call it aggressiv-

ity, as the French do, but / can lick you has

fewer syllables. In the end. you see, what
a man wants to do through aggressivity is

not to murder another man bul to give him

a good licking.

Omni: Doesn'l On Aggression suggest that

aggressive behavior is so biologically

deep-rooted that it will emerge even if an
animal or human isn't provoked?
Lorenz: Well, if colloquial language has a
term for a phenomenon, that oncnorncnon
usually exists. Take the English term lack-

ing for trouble. Young men really do go out

looking for iroube. and I hi;, same behavior

has been shown to exist in many fish. A
male fish can be lured into a maze just by
seeing another male. And he learns that

maze jusl as quickly as if you had lured

him with food or a female. This spontaneity

of aggressive behavior has been demon-
sliated in many animals.

Just because I have strong, sponta-
neous sexual urges, however, does not

mean I jump on every beautiful girl in Ihe

street, tear off her clothes, and copulale

with her. Everybody has this urge, but no-

body does it. Because Ihe spontaneous
urge exists does nol mean lhat you have
to succumb to it. This leads lo what Freud

calls sublimation, finding an ideal substi-

tute on which to express your urges. I know
many highly aggressive men. including

some priests, who sublimate this aggres-

sion into fighting evil.

Omni: Is il wise, or even possible, to dimin-

ish the human capacity for aggression?

Lorenz: If I were complolelv unaggressive

I wouldn't even wasnor cress. I'd lack am-
bition and pride in my work.

I
would be

every man's slave. Some aggressivity Is an

unavoidable and necessary aspect of hu-

man behavior, il only as a motivator.

Omni: Some crilics claim that by calling

aggression an innate feature of human be-

havior, you condone or even invite it.

Lorenz: It's a damned lie! I have to know
the horse I am riding. If it has a tendency
to bolt in a certain direction. I have to know
about the symptoms, to prevent that bolt-

ing. I assure you that aggressivity is much
more easily ma---leiee I nan sexuality. Much
more human sulfering is caused by falling

in love than by murdering. Again, this is

sublimation. A poem of Kipling's says, "Few
lips would ever be open in song if they

found a sufficiency in kissing. "You can do
much less about love than you can about
aggressivity, Falling in love needs no rein-

forcement: Jusl put yourself in a position

where you're exposec to she slirnulus, and
bang—it clicks, and you've had it. Then
once you've had it, it's very difficult to get

rid of; it's irreversible.

Omni: There's a theory that warfare is a
reproductive stralegy, an attempt by the

old and powerful to kill olf the young and
thus afford themselves more reproductive

opporluniiies. What do you think?

Lorenz:' Well, some animals do that. Ac-
cording to research such as that of Sarah
Hrdy, male langur monkeys kill some ba-

bies in order to bring females more quickly

into reproductive readiness. And in other



monkey species an incoming male tyrant

kills all the children of his predecessor to

make room for his own progeny. In lions,

when a new ruler arises, he kills all the

newborn babies, which makes the females

more reproductively receptive lo propa-

gating his own genes, Yet other recent in-

vestigations of monkeys have seen none
of this kind of behavior. While I myself find

it difficult to believe that animals do this, I

also suspect myself of having very emo-
tional reasons for not believing it!

Omni: Does warfare occur among animals

other than man?
Lorenz: War between tribes, even geno-
cide, has been clearly demonstrated by
Jane Goodall in chimpanzees. Her rec-

ords are reliable beyond a doubt, and she
speaks of warmongers. A chimp begins
eliciting social or collective enthusiasm by
raising his shoulders and yelling and
dancing. Then, with all the signs of collec-

tive enthusiasm, the band of chimps goes
out to kill one of the neighboring tribes. They
begin by killing the leader, and then they

kill the whole tribe,
I was shattered by

GoodaH's observation. We used to think that

only man could be as bad as all that.

Omni: Can ethologists become so person-
ally involved with their animals that they lose

objectivity in reporting their behavior?
Lorenz: Jane Goodall had a chimp named
Passion who ate babies. Now, Jane Good-
all had forbidden all her co-workers to play

with the chimps, to avoid getting person-
ally involved. Then she found herself de-
fending the babies by throwing sticks at

the murderer She could not stop herself.

!

don't think that's going too far. There is such
a thing as correct anthropomorphism.
Omni: Are the activities of the mountain
climber, race-car driver, or professional

soldier some sort of displaced courtship

ritual—showing off for women?
Lorenz: They are probably done as an end
in themselves. There is certainly a yen for

danger. Even when the danger is incurred

by running away, there's an enjoyable
stimulus lo being threatened. As soldiers

during World War II we did all our war-
mongering by running- away, by trying to

get out of Russia, And it was great fun.

Omni: Do animals engage in birth or pop-
ulation control?

Lorenz: Well, territoriality effects a certain

amount of population control. Often ani-

mals do not breed until the pair succeeds
in establishing a good, rich territory. Rab-
bits will actually reabsorb embryos that are

already conceived when they are too
crowded. Many rodents refuse to breed
when overcrowded, Wolves have a very

beautiful method of birth control. Basically,

it's dependent on food supply. If there are
plenty of rabbits about, the wolves don't

congregate into packs, and every female
reproduces. Wolves living exclusively on

moose, however, need a pack of sixteen

to twenty to down their prey. In this pack
only the alpha [lop] female breeds: the

whole pack raises a single litter a year. This

is birth control, definitely.

Omni: Do you advocate birth control?

Lorenz: It's the difficulty of the medical man,
but everything your humanity impels you
todo—saving premature babies, lowering

infant mortality, every boon medical sci-

ence offers humanity— is a curse on the

species. The solution is birth control, of

course, but it poses grave dangers. Sup-
pose responsible people practice birth

control while criminals have litter after litter.

But the moment you institutionalize birth

control, the state becomes an instrument

of very cruel, authoritarian control. You are

-.ak no a page from Hitler.

Omni: Do you also see signs of corse. ous
ness in higher animals?

Lorenz: There are just hints of something
you might call reflection. I've seen a chimp
sitting, holding his hand between his eyes
and the light and then letting the light

through again. This flash of recognizing his

hand as his own looks very much like self-

exploration. And that is something very like

the dawning of conceptual thought. The
exploratory behavior of a young chimp is

so human, you cannot help hoping to raise

him above the threshold of abstract
thought. You are deeply disappointed when
it stops developing—when it becomes only

an ape after all.

Omni: Do you think that cultural evolution

in any way mimics biological evolution?

Lorenz: Certainly! But cultural evolution is

much more daring because it chooses

patterns whose success may be doubtful.

Biological evolution takes a long time be-

fore choosing a pattern to develop. So cul-

tural- evolution is also more shortsighted.

Erik Erikson coined the term pseudo-
speciation: When two human groups com-

pete with one another, they behave as
"

their opponents were actually a competing

species. This is what the Germans did with

the Jews, and it's shortsighted.

Omni: Is it useful lo view politics in biolog-

ical terms? Can aggressive foreign poli-

cies be seen in terms of territoriality?

Lorenz: Territoriality can assume the most

incredible and sublimated forms. It can

even refer to theories and attitudes, which

are defended by much the same motiva-

tional processes as physical, geographi-

cal territory. I notice in myself a slight twinge

of territoriality when I find somebody else

working on the same animal. That's quite

ridiculous: If someone else writes about the

greylag goose, what's the problem? Why
shouldn't another man see quite different

things and achieve quite different results

in "my" animal?

Omni: Is monogamy advantageous as a

reproductive strategy?

Lorenz: There is a great riddle here: What

is the selection pressure toward an animal

becoming monogamous when the male

and female do not execute parental care

together? Many species of fish spawn and

then just let the spawn drill. They don't give

a damn what happens to the babies. Yet

these same fish live monogamously on the

same spot of rock for perhaps nine years.

In species where there is parental care,

monogamy has indubitable value. Choos-

ing a mate based on qualities like health,

beauty, or intelligence has a survival value.

A gander courts by chasing away other

ganders, thereby showing courage and

faithfulness. So he displays during court-

ship properties that will prove highly valu-

able in the family father. But all this choice

for monogamy is lor nothing if he's promis-

cuous afterward. It you statistically inves-

tigate human behavior—who does it with

whom—you conclude that man is as mo-

nogamous as a greylag goose—but not

more so. Greylags are known to change

mates at any phase in the reproductive

cycle. An incubating female may fall in love

with a wandering gander, who must van-

quish the female's husband. His motivation

is to gain a family, not copulation. Years ago

I asked my co-worker Helga Fischer to find

out how many pairs of our greylags were

entirely monogamous. She found only six

pairs out of about seven hundred. I must

have looked disappointed, because she

said, "I don't know what we expected. After

all, geese are human."

Omni: Do you think pornography encour-

ages sexual aggression and violence?

Lorenz: Pornography is a very interesting

phenomenon. It's difficuli lo analyze. But

you know, all kinds of instinctive activity can

go wrong in some way, and in a highly do-

mesticated creature Like mar :ne hKelnood

of something going wrong is always very

great. I think my answer to pornography is

that these people do not really know about

sex. It gives the impression of being writ-

ten or painted by old-world virgins. So in a

way, pornography is ea y dealing with bi-

ology very little. It may be an outlet of frus-

trated drives or something like that—but

with the accent on frustration.

Omni: Do you still believe that homosexu-

ality might be a good thing in an overpo-

pulated world?

Lorenz: It might be. Anything preventing or

counteracting overpopulation is welcome,

A "normal" homosexuality exists in many
birds and fish. If you put two pigeons to-

gether, they invariably pair: They build a

nest; they copulate, Only when no eggs
are laid, you realize both are females. In

geese you have the unexplained phenom-

enon of male pair formation: Two ganders

may form a friendship and live exactly like

a pair, except for copulation, Copulation is

unimportant: Pair formation ceremonies

keep the two together, and they may be

faithful to each other for ten years. This is

a sort of homosexuality. Dogs in the street
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may just take another male as a substitute

object to mount. So i! you ask whether ho-

mosexuality occurs in animals, the answer
is yes, in a thousand different ways.
Omni: Wasn't Robert Ardrey, the author of

African Genesis and The Territorial Imper-
ative, responsible for bringing your work to

the attention of many Americans?
Lorenz; Reading his work,

I always had the

feeling I was sitting in a car being driven

much faster than I would drive on the same
stretch of road—a car driven by some-
body who was not aware of certain weak-
nesses of the brake, of which I was most
painfully aware. He gave food to all my an-

tagonists. Because he went further than I

did into the unproved, Ardrey was the most
discrediting factor I could imagine.

Omni: Is there any difference between
ethology as you practice it and sociobiol-

ogy as sociobiologists practice it?

Lorenz: Oh, yes I see a vast amount of

ignorance in modern sociobiologists, es-

pecially in their observations of animals.

They just don't know animals, so at least

eighty percent of their data is wrong. Be-
cause none of them have ever read the im-

portant people in ethology, like Oskar
Heinroth or Charles Otis Whitman, they've

reinvented everything that Heinroth and
Whitman already knew. Let me read you
part of a letter from a friend of mine, a pro-

fessor at UCLA who has just read some
sociobiology texts. "What disturbs me," he
says, "is the complete laxness of the statis-

tical argumentation. Anything can be ex-

plained in that way if it applies only to ma-
chines and not to real animals." And his

views are considerably milder than minel

But there may be some merit to sociobiol-

ogy in that it has put a final end to behav-
iorism. In the end, I think sociobiology will

be short-lived.

Omni: Walt Whitman once wrote, "I wish
that I could go and live with animals. They
are so placid and serf-contained." Have you
ever felt that way?
Lorenz; Oh; animals are not placid. They
are much like us. You know, we have cases
of genuine hate in greylag ganders. There's

one gander who now hates my technical

assistant Paul Winker and identifies Winker
with his car. This gander was homosexu-
ally connected with his brother. When the

brother attacked Winker's car on an icy

road, Winker couldn't avoid bumping into

the goose and killing it. The surviving gan-
der is now recovering from his grief and
becoming aggressive again, and he now
attacks Winker. If Winker defends himself

too energetically, the gander shifts his at-

tack to the Volkswagen. He recognizes that

Volkswagen a good kilometer off and in-

terrupts whatever he's doing. with a yell

whenever he sees it. So the gander's hate .

for Winker and his Volkswagen has sur-

vived his loss.

Animals are just as ornery as humans,
perhaps more so.. As a medical man with

a certain ability"to visualize pathological

behavior, I might see that on the whole,

crazy or neurotic animals are rarer than
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crazy or neurotic men. Such a case as the

gander I just described occurs once
among hundreds, and all the rest conform
to pattern. But I wouldn't say that animals
are nobler. We know of a pair of domestic
geese in which the gander loved the goose,
watched her nest, and defended her, He
behaved in every respect like her hus-

band—except in copulation. He copu-
lated with everyone expept his wife.

Omni; What is your opinion oi Stephen Jay
Gould's notion of punctuated equilibrium,

the idea that evolution moves by fits and
starts, not slowly and gradually?

Lorenz: It's the greatest discovery since

Darwin. It came as a sort of relief to me
because things as I had seen them were
just too stable. There were no recent signs

of the sort of gradual changes Darwin had
talked about. But Gould's explanation that

things often remain stable for long periods

before taking another jump dissolved my
last doubts that Darwin had been right,

Omni: Your latest book, The Waning of Hu-

<ml never

suspected that I was
something

entirely different from

other animals.

I always felt deeply

that I was
a part of evolution.^

maneness, is very pessimistic about the

future of humanity. What's wrong with us?
Lorenz: It takes very little .intuition to see
that the greatest part of humanity is neu-
rotic, and the neurosis can be seen as a
striving for power, position, or money The
human mind is in a very insecure position

because selection now definitely works
against intelligence. The evolutionary fac-

tors exerting selection pressure on char-

acteristically human properties, like reflec-

tion or philosophy, are no longer at work.
The philosopher lacks the reproductive

advantage, and'-the man with the com-
puter has it. Luckily, computer work hasn't

got much influence on the number of chil-

dren produced.
Omni: What's the source of neuroses?
Lorenz: They stem from intraspecific com-
petition. Competition among several dif-

ferent species serves to drive evolution

onward. But when competition involves only

members of the same species, it becomes
quite blind. .Culturally ritualized behavior

patterns have a way of becoming holy, and
this is very, very dangerous. Enthusiasm
consists of a certain motor pattern: A man
makes a heroic face or rotates his arms

slightly outward and look;; like a statue.

People see this, and holy shivers run down
their backs. You lose respect for this "holi-

ness" if you know it is exactly the same at-

titude the chimpanzee strikes when he acts

the warmonger and attacks. The behavior

then elicited is often closely akin to out-

crops ol racial hatred. Hate is always dan-
gerous. It makes you very stupid. Human
collective enthusiasm is a two-edg'ed
sword. Without enthusiasm about any-
thing, you're no good at all. But if you're

particularly susceptible to collective en-

thusiasm, then you're a danger to human-
ity. The danger comes when there is no
mammoth, no saber-toothed tiger left to get

enthusiastic about. Then a demagogue
comes along and resorts to making young
people enthusiastic about killing Jews. The
difficulty is to lind real enemies olher than

one another. For instance, the poisoning of

the environment is a very real enemy and
could be made the goal of a war on pollu-

tion. So the solution Is to be selective as to

what you become enthusiastic about.

Omni: But what if our political leaders re-

main collectively enthusiastic about war?
Lorenz: That's why humanity goes on
rushing into destruction, into catastrophe.

You know, I have a friend who says that the

only hope for the human race is a minor
catastrophe, one that destroys only half the

human race. Then the other half will be-

lieve it. It might be the only way to awaken
man to the dangers.

Omni: How can humans get back on the

right track? -

Lorenz: I'm not' sure how to reverse the

trend, but all these problems are in-

creased by overpopulation and can be
solved only by education. The only mira-

cles in the world are that the periodic sys-

tem of elements somehow resulted in the

creation of life and that the game that dif-

ferent forms of life play against one another
drives evolution upward. It's imperative that

We bring children into close contact with

the miracle of evolution. I experienced the

importance of being on close terms with

many animals when I was five. I never sus-

pected that I was something entirely differ-

ent from other animals. I never saw the po-

lar differences other philosophers see
between animals and man. I always felt

deeply that I was a part of evolution.

Omni: In spite of everything, do you think

humans can change for the better?

Lorenz: Our largely innate moral attitudes

might be taken as a guide for cultural evo-
lution. Our innate sense of values counter-

acts our baser impulses, and this sense of

moral responsibility is the sole factor di-

recting human evolution toward the super-
human, toward the truly humane human
being. A devout Quaker friend of mine de-
fines religiosity as a man's consciousness
of being, responsible to a unit much greater

and more valuable than himself, of which
he is a part. This feeling of personal re-

sponsibility for evolution is what I hope will

remain with me when I've forgotten what
K'vokiNon is.DO
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He pulled his pants up with one hand
and the toilet chain on the water box over-

head with the other. He opened the door.

Chief Deputy Sweets stood before him, a
complaint slip in his hand.

"Dang it. Sweets!" said the sheriff. "I told

you never to bother me in there. It's the hot-

test Thursday -in the history of Texas! You
woke me up out of a hell of a dream!"
The deputy waited, wiping sweat from

his forehead. There were two big circles,

like half-moons, under fhe arms of his blue

chambray shirt.

"I was fourteen, maybe fifteen years old,

and I was a Aztec or a Mixtec or some-
thin

1
," said the sheriff. 'Anyways,

I was buck
naked, and I was standin' on one of them
ball courts with the little bitty stone rings

twenty foot up one wall, and they was pre-

sents me to Moctezuma. I was real proud,

and the sun was shinin', but it was real still

and cool down there in the Valley of the

Mexico. I look up at the grandstand, and
there's Moctezuma and all his high muck-
ety-mucks with feathers and stuff hangin'

off 'em, and more gold than a circus wagon.
And there was these other guys, conquis-

tadors and stuff, with beards and rusty hel-

mets, and Malian priests with crosses you
coulda barred a livery-stable door with.

One of Moctezuma's men was explainin'

how we was fixin' to play ball for the gods
and things. I knew in my dream I was cap-
tain of my team. I had a name that sounded
like a bird fart in Aztec talk, and they men-
tioned it and the name of the captain of the

other team, too. Well, everything was goin'

all right, and I was prouder and prouder,

until the guy doing the talkirr let slip that

whichever team won was gonna be pa-

raded around Tenochtitlan and given
women and food and stuff like that; and
then tomorrow a m. they was gonna be cut

up and simmered real slow and served up
with chilis and onions and tomatoes.

-"Well, you never seed such a fight as
broke out then! They was a-yellin', and a
priest was swingin' a cross, and spears and
axes were flyin" around like it was an Irish

funeral. Next'thing I know, you're a-bangin'

on the door and wakin' me up and bringin'

me back to Pachuco County! What the hell

do you want?"

"Mr De Spain wants you to come over

to his place right away"
"He does, huh?"

"That's right. Sheriff. He says he's got

some miscreants he wants you to arrest."

"Everybody else around here has des-
peradoes. De Spain has mis-creants. I'll

be so danged glad when the town council

gets around to movin' the city limits fifty

foot the other side of his place,
I won't know

what to do! Every time anybody farts too

loud, he calls me."

Lindley and Sweets walked back to the

office at the other end of the courthouse.

Four deputies sat around with their feet

propped up on-desks. They rocked for-

ward respectfully 'and watched as the

sheriff went to the hat pegs. On one of the

dowels was a sweat-stained hat with
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turned-down points at front and back. The
side brims were twisted in curves. The hat

angled up to end in a crown that looked
like the'business end of a Phillips screw-

driver. Under the hat was a holster with a
Navy Colt .41 that looked like someone had
used it to drive railroad spikes all the way
to the Continental Divide. Leaning under
them was a ten-gauge pump shotgun with

the barrel sawed off just in front of the fore-

grip. On the other peg was an immaculate
new round-top Stetson of brown felt with a

snakeskin band half as wide as a fingernail

running around it.

The deputies stared.

Lindley picked up the Stetson.

The deputies rocked back in their chairs

and resumed yakking.

"Hey, Sweets!" said the sheriff at the door.

"Change that damn calendar on your desk.

It ain't Wednesday, August seventeenth: it's

Thursday. August eighteenth,"

"Sure thing, Sheriff."

'And you boys try not to play checkers

«• He drew
a bead and pulled the trigger.

It sounded like

dynamite had gone off in their

ears. The wobbling

pole snapped in two halfway

up. The top end
flopped around and into the pit3

so loud you wake the judge up, okay?"
"Sure thing, Sheriff."

Lindley went down the courthouse steps

onto the rock walk. He passed the two
courthouse cannons he and the deputies

fired off three times a year—March sec-

ond, July fourth, and Robert E. Lee's birth-

day. Each cannon had a pyramid of orna-

mental cannonballs in front of it.

Waves of heat came off the cannons, the

ammunition, the telegraph wires over-
head, and, in the distance, the rails of the

twice-a-day spur line from Waxahachie.
The town was''still as a rusty shovel. The

forty-five-star United States flag hung like

an old, dried dishrag from its stanchion.

From looking at the town you couldn't tell

the nation was about to go to war with Spain

over Cuba, that China was full of unrest.

and that five thousand miles away a crazy

German count was making airships.

Lindley had seen enough changes in his

sixty-eight years. He had been born in the

bottom of an Ohio keelboat in 1830; was in

Bloody Kansas when John Brown came
through; fought for the Confederacy, first

as a corporal, then a sergeant major, from

Chickamauga to the Wilderness; and had

seen more skirmishes with hostile tribes

than most people would ever read about
in a dozen Wide-Awake Library novels.

It was as hot as under an upside-down
washpot on a tin shed roof. The sheriff's

wagon horse seemed asleep as it trotted,

head down, puffs hanging in the still air like

brown shrubs made of. dust around its

hooves. There were ten. maybe a dozen
people in sight in the whole town. Those
few on the street moved like molasses, only

as far as they had to, from shade to shade.

Anybody with sense was asleep at home
with wet towels hung over the windows, or

sitting as still as possible with a funeral-

parlor fan in their hands.

The sheriff licked his big droopy mus-
tache and hoped nobody nodded to him.

He was already too hot and tired to tip his

hat. He leaned back in the wagon seat and
straightened his bad leg {a Yankee sou-

venir) against the boot board. His gray suit

was like a boiling shroud. He was too hot

to reach up and flick the dust off his new
hat. He had become sheriff in the special

election three years ago, to fill out Sander-
son's term when the governor had ap-

pointed the former sheriff attorney gen-
eral. Nothing" much had happened in the

county since then.

"Gee-hup," he said.

The horse trotted three steps before

going back into its walking trance.

Sheriff Lindley didn't bother her again
until he pulled up at De Spain's big place

and said, "Whoa, there."

The black man who did everything for

De Spain opened the gate.

"Sheriff," he said.

"Luther," said Lindley, nodding his head.

'Around back, Mr. Lindley."

There were two boys—raggedy town
kids, the Strother boy and one of the poor
Chisums—sitting on the edge of the well.

The Chisum kid had been crying.

De Spain was hot and bothered. He was
only half dressed, with suit pants, white

shirt, vest, and stockings on but no shoes
or coat. He hadn't macassared his hair yet.

He was pointing a rifle with a barrel big as

a drainpipe at the two boys.

"Here they are, Sheriff. Luther saw them
down in the orchard. I'm sure he saw them
stealing my peaches, but he wouldn't tell

me. I knew something was up when he
didn't put my clothes in the usual place next

to the window where
I
like to dress. So I

looked out and saw them. They had half a

potato sack full by the time I crept around
the house and caught them. I want to

charge them with trespass and thievery."

"Wejl, well," said the sheriff, looking down
at the sackful of evidence. He turned and
pointed toward the black man. "You want
me to charge Luther here with collusion and
abetting a crime?" Neither Lindley's nor

Luther's face betrayed any emotion.

"Of course not." said De Spain. "I've told

him time and time again he's too soft on
filchers. If this keeps happening, I'll hire

another boy who'll enforce my orchard with

buckshot, if need be."



De Spain was a young man with eyes

like a weimaraner's, As Deputy Sweets

said, he had the kind of face you couldn't

hit just once. He owned half the town of

Pachuco City. The other half paid him rent.

"Get in the wagon, boys," said Lindley.

'Aren't you going to cover them with your

weapon?" asked De Spain.

"You should know by now, Mr. De Spain,

that when I wear this suit I ain't got nothin'

but a three-shot pockel pistol on me. Be-

sides"—he looked at fhe two boys in the

wagon bed
—

"they know if they give me
any guff, I'll jerk a bowknot in one of 'em

and bite Ihe olher'n's ass off."

."I .don't think there's a need for profan-

ity," said De Spain.

"It's too damn hot for anything else," said

Lindley. "I'll clamp 'em in tUejuzgado and
have Sweets run the papers over to your

office tomorrow mornin'."

"I wish you'd take ihem out one of the

rural roads somewhere and flail the tar out

of them to teach them about property

rights," said De Spain.

The sheriff tipped his hat back and
looked up at De Spain's three-story house
with the parlor so big you could hold a ro-

deo in it. Then he looked back at the busi-

nessman, who'd finally lowered the rifle.

"Well,
I know you'd like that," said Lind-

ley. "I seem to remember that mosl ol the

fellers who wrote the Constitution were

pretty well off, but some of the other rich

people thought fhey had funny ideas. But

they were really pretty smart. One of the

things they were smart about was the Bill

of Rights. You know, Mr. De Spain, the rea-

son they put in the Bill of Rights wasn't to

give all the little people without jobs or

money a iot of breaks with the law. Why
they put that in there was for if the people

without jobs or money ever got upset and
turned on them, they could ask for the same
justice everybody else got."

De Spain looked at him with disgust. "I've

never liked your homespun parables, and
I
don't like the way you sheriff this county."

"I don't doubt that," said Lindley. "You've

got sixteen- months, three weeks, and two

days to find somebody to run against me.

Good evening, Mr. De Spain."

He climbed onto the wagon seat.

"Luther,"

"Sheriff."

He turned the horse around as De Spain

and the black man took the sack of

peaches through fhe kitchen door into the

house.

The sheriff stopped the wagon near the

railroad tracks where the houses began to

deviate from the vertical.

'Jody. Billy Roy." He looked at them with

eyes like chips of flint. "You're the dumbest
pair of squirts that ever lived in Pachuco
City! First off, half those peaches were still

green. You'd have got bellyaches, and your

mothers would have beaten you within an
inch of your lives and given you so many
doses of Black Draught you'd shit over ten-,.

rail fences all week. Now listen to what I'm

sayin', 'cause I'm only gonna say it once. If
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I ever hear of either of you stealing any-

thing, anywhere in this county, I'm going to

put you born in school."

"No. Sheriff, please, no!"

"I'll put you in there every morning and
come and get you out seven long hours

later, and I'll have Ihe judge issue a writ

keeping you there till you're twelve years

old. And if you try to run away, I'll follow you

to the ends of the earth with Joe Sweeper's

bloodhounds, and I'll' bring you back:"

They were crying now.

"You git home." They were running be-

fore they left the wagon.

Somewhere between Ihe second piece

of corn bread and the third helping of snap

beans, a loud rumble shook the ground.

"Goodness' sakes!" said Elsie, his wife

ol twenly-three years. "What can that be?"

"I expect that's Elmer, oui by the creek.

He came in last week and asked if he could

blast on the place. I told him it didn't matter

to me as long as he did it between sunup

47'hey

looked up at the sky. Coming
down was a large,

cound, glowing object throwing

off sparks in ail

directions. They watched as it

sailed down and
into the horizon to the norths

and sundown and diclnt d : ow his whole
family of rug rats and yard apes up.

'Jake, down at the mercantile, said El-

mer bought enough dynamite to blow up
Fort Worth ii he'd a mind to—all but the last

three sticks in the store. Jake had to reor-

der for stump-blowin
1

time."

"Whatever could he want with all that

much?"
"Oh, that damn fool has the idea the vein

in that old mine that played out in '83 might

start up again on his property. He got to

talking with the Smith boy, oh, hell, what's

his name—?"-

"Leo?"

"Yeah, Leo, the one that studies down in

Austin, learns about stars and rocks and
all that shit. . .

."

"Watch your language, Bertram!"

"Oh, hell; anyway, that boy must have

put a bug up Elmer's butt about that
—

"

"Bertram!" said Elsie, putting down her

knife and fork.

"Oh, hell, anyway. I guess Elmer'll blow

the side off his hill and bury his house be-

fore he's through."

The sheriff w;-is 'etidirg a week-old copy
of the Waco Herald while Elsie washed up

the dishes. He sure missed Brann's Icon-

oclast, the paper he used to read, which

had ceased publication when the editor

was gunned down on a Waco street by an

irate Baptisi four months before. The Waco
paper had a little squib from London, Eng-

land, about there having been explosions

on Mars ten nights in a row last month, and
whether it was a sign of life on that planel

or some unusual volcanic activity.

Sheriff Lindley had never given volca-

noes (except those in the Valley of the

Mexico) or the planet Mars much thought.

Hooves came pounding down the road.

He put down his paper. "Sheriff, sheriff!"

he said in a high, mocking voice.

"What?" asked Elsie. Then she heard the

hooves and began to dry her hands on the

towel on the nail above the sink.

The horse stopped out front; bare feet

slapped up to the porch; small fists

pounded on the door.

"Sheriff! Sheriff!" yelled a voice Lindley

recognized as belonging to either Tommy
or jimmy Atkinson.

He strode to the door and opened it.

"Tommy, what's all the hooraw?"

'Jimmy. Sheriff, something fell on our

pasture, tore it all to hell, knocked down
the free, killed some of our cattle. Tommy
can'l find his dog, Mother sent

—

"

"Hold on! Something fell on your place?

Like what?"

"I don't know! Like a big rock, only sparks

was flyin' off it, and it roared and blew up!

It's at the north end of the place, and
—

"

"Elsie, run over and get Sweets and the

boys. Have them go get Leo Smith if he
ain't gone back to college yet. Sounds to

me like Pachuco County's got its first

shootin' star. Hold on. Jimmy, I'm comin'

right along. We'll take my wagon; you can
leave your pony here."

"Oh, hurry, Sheriff! It's big! It killed our

cattle and tore up the fences—"
"Well, I can't arrest it for thai," said Lind-

ley. He put on his Stetson. 'And I thought

Elmer'd blowed hisself up. My, my, ain't

never seen a shooting star before. . .

."

"Damn if it don't look like somebody
threw a locomotive through here, " said the

sheriff. The Atkinson place used to have a

sizable hill and Ihe la \es\ tree in the county

on it. Now it had half a hill and a big stump
and beyond, a huge crater. Dirt had been
thrown up in a ten-foot-high pile around it.

There was a large, rounded, gray object

buried in (he dirt and torn caliche at the

bottom. Waves of heat rose from it, and
gray ash. like old charcoal, fell off it into the

sh'mmering pit.

Half the town was riding out in wagons
and on horseback as tne news spread. The
closest neighocrs were wa king over in the

twilight, wearing their go-visitirg clothes.

"Well, well," said the sheriff, looking

down. "So that's what a 'meteor looks like."

Leo Smith was in the pit, walking around.

"I figured you'd be here sooner or later."

said Lindley.

"Hello, Sheriff." said Leo. "It's still too hot
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to touch. Part of a cow's buried under the

back end."

The sheriff looked over at the Atkinson

family. "You folks is danged lucky. That thing

coulda come down smack on your house
or, worse, your barn. What time did it fall?"

"Straight up and down six o'clock," said

Mrs. Atkinson. "We was set tin' down to

supper. I saw it out of the corner of my eye;

then all tarnation came down. Rocks must

have been falling for ten minutes!"

"It's pretty spectacular. Sheriff," said Leo.

"I'm going into town to telegraph off to the

professors at the university. They'll sure

want to look.at this."

'Any reason other than general curios-

ity?" asked Lindley.

"I've only seen pictures and handled lit-

tle bitty parts of one," said Leo, "but it

doesn't look usual, They're generally like

big rocks, all stone or iron. The outside of

this one's soft and crumbly. Ashy, too."

There was a slight pop and a stove-

cooling noise from the thing.

"Well, you can come back into town with

me if you want to. Hey, Sweets!"

The chief deputy came over.

'A couple of you boys better stay here,

tonight, keep people from falling in the hole.

I guess if Leo's gonna wire the university,

you better keep anybody from knockin'

chunks off it. It'll probably get pretty

crowded. If I was the Atkinsons, I'd start

chargin'a nickel a look."
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"Sure thing, Sheriff."

"I'll be out here tomorrow mornin' to take

another gander. I gotta serve a process

paper on old Theobald before he lights out

for his chores. If I sent one 'a' you boys,

he'd as soon shoot you as say howdy."

"Sure thing, Sheriff,"

He and Leo and Jimmy Atkinson got in

[he wagon and rode off toward the quiet

lights of town far away.

There was a new smell in the air.

The sheriff noticed it as he rode toward

the Atkinson ranch by the south road early

the next morning. There was an odor like

when something goes wrong ai the tele-

graph office. Smoke was curling up from

the pasture. Maybe there was a scrub fire

started from the heat of the falling star.

He topped the last rise. Before him lay

devastation the likes of which he hadn't

seen since the retreat from Atlanta.

"Great gawd ahmighty!" he said.

There were dead horses and charred

wagons all around. The ranch house was
untouched, but the barn was burned to the

ground. There were crisscrossed lines of

burnt grass that looked like they'd been
painted with a tarbrush.

He saw no bodies anywhere. Where was
Sweets? Where was Luke, the other dep-

uty 7 Where had the people from the wag-
ons gone? Whaf had happened?

Lindley looked at the crater. There was

a shiny rod sticking out of it, with some-

thing round on the end. From here it looked

like one of those carnival acts where a guy
spins a plate on the end of a dowel rod,

only this glinted like metal in the early sun.

As he watched, a small cloud of green

steam rose above it from the pit.

He saw a motion behind an old tree up-

rooted by a storm twelve years ago. It was
Sweets. He was yelling and waving the

sheriff back. Lindley rode his horse into a

small draw, then came up into the open.

There was movement over at the crater.

He thought he saw something. Reflected

sunlight Hashed by his eyes, and he thought

he saw a rounded silhouette. He heard a

noise like sometimes gets in bob wire on a

windy day. He heard a humming sound

then, smefled the electric smell real strong.

Fire started a few feet from him, out of no-

where, and moved toward him.

Then his horse exploded. The air was an

inferno, he was thrown spinning

—

He must have blacked out. He had no

memory of what went next. When he came
to, he was running as fast as he ever had
toward the uprooted tree.

Fire jumped all around. Luke was shoot-

ing over the tree roots with his pistol. He
ducked. A long section of the trunk was
washed with flames and sparks.

Lindley dove behind the root tangle.

"What the dingdong is goin' on?" he

asked as he tried to catch his breath. He



Homosexuals are

born, not made, claims one physician,

who says he has

proof positive that sexual orientation

is sealed in the womb

SEXUAL
DESTINIES

BY LINDA MURRAY

G ter Dorner and his

wife were watching the Ballet of Vienna on television, when
he had a sudden revelation lhat would throw Ihe field of

biology and gender into turmoil, "There were some homo-
sexual dancers with typical female behavior," says Dorner,

who is director ot the Institute of Experimental Endocrinol-

ogy at Humboldt University in East Berlin. What does he
mean? "Gestures that couldn't possibly be performed by
heterosexual males," he replies quickly. 'And there I had the

idea that there must be a biological basis to homosexuality."

What kind oi gestures? A pointing loot, a hand sweeping
forward and upward? "They were graceful. All their move-
ments together—the whole body. But I don't think that's im-

portant. While they danced, they were behaving more like

females than like heterosexual men. I know most male ballet

dancers are homosexual. And because they are homosex-
ual, they are especially capable of dancing."

DSrner is reluctant to talk about this incident, lo explain

how—and why—he divined this. When questioned, he
seems impatient with the obvious; his intuition is enough.
Although he is convinced, other members of the scientific

community are not swayed so easily. Indeed, to many, his

assumption borders on the preposterous.

For 20 years now. Dorner has been antagonizing col-

leagues with his dogmatic siance that sexual orientation is

sealed in the womb and not influenced by early environ-

mental (actors, Although sex researchers had entertained

the idea lhat homosexuality is- biologically determined, no
one had tried to prove it. Enter Dorner. Homosexual males,

he insists, are born, not made—the products ol maternal

PAINTING BY GEORGE TOOKER



androgen deficiency, a lack of masculin-

izing hormones during a critical period of

fetal brain development. In some cases,

Dorner states, the hormonal imbalance re-

sults from stress in the pregnant mother

He claims he can tell, based on amniotic

fluid samples, if the fetus is at risk for being

born homosexual, and he can "correct the

abnormal" condition in the uterus by in-

jecting supplementary androgens, or

masculinizing hormones. Furthermore,

Dorner has announced [hat in the near fu-

ture he may be able to turn adult gays inlo

straights with an experimental drug.

As evidence for his theory that homo-
sexuality is biologically Governed, Dorner

points to the LH (luteinizing hormone) pos-

itive teedback effect. At puberty a girl will

begin ovulating. This is because estrogen

has triggered a surge oi a brain hormone
called LHRH (luteinizing hormone-re Ieas-

ing hormone), which in turn causes the re-

lease of luteinizing hormone. Without the

LHRH, the brain cannot instruct the ova-

ries to begin ovulation. Both hormones,

however, can be touched off artificially with

an injection of estrogen. But give a hetero-

sexual male a shot of estrogen and his LH
levels fall or stay flat; there is simply no

positive feedback response.

Dorner argues that the brains of male

homosexuals become feminized before

birth due to a deficiency of androgens, es-

pecially testosterone. According to Dor-

ner's reasoning, gay men should respond

to estrogen injections the same way fe-

males do. In fact, when he performed the

LH lest on a group of homosexual men, the

men's LH levels rose as if the shot of estro-

gen were signaling a phantom ovary. Dor-

ner contends this is proof that sexual ori-

enlalion is decided in the womb.
An American team has backed him up.

Their findings, published in the prestigious

journal Science in 1984, confirmed a rise

in.LH levels in male homosexuals injected

with estrogen. "Our evidence shows there

is some biological element !o sexual ori-

entation," comments chief investigator

Brian A. Gladue, assistant professor of

psychology and director of the Program in

Human Sexuality at North Dakota State

University. Bui Gladue is not sure he agrees

with Dorner "on what that element is. "It

could be prenatal hormones, or it could be
something else entirely," he says.

Single-handedly, Dorner has touched off

the most provocative debate in the field of

sex research. Simply put: Is there a biolog-

ical underpinning to human sexual orien-

tation'' In the process by which a baby girl

or a baby boy is created, the genes at first

reign supreme. Sex is decided at the mo-
ment of conception by either an X-chro-

mosome-bearing sperm, for a female, or a .

Y-chromosome-bearing sperm, for a male.

Sometime around the sixth week of preg-

nancy, if the embryo is female, the chro-

mosomes instruct the gonads—collec-

tions of germ ceils—to develop ovaries, the

womb, Fallopian tubes, and the upper two

thirds of the vagina. II the embryo is male,
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however, the Y chromosome oversees the

development of testicles, which secrete two

crucial masculinizing hormones—includ-

ing the major one, testosterone.

The brain, too, is prenatally influenced

by hormones. Dorner contends that when
a male embryo is deprived of high levels

of testosterone and is influenced by ovar-

ian estrogen, the brain becomes femin-

ized and the boy becomes homosexual.

But when the right amounts of testosterone

are available, Dorner states, the brain is

masculinized and the boy becomes a het-

erosexual. When a female embryo is ex-

posed to a high level of testosterone, the

brain becomes masculinized and the girl

becomes lesbian. "

The day before he is to make a presen-

tation to the International Academy of Sex
Research in Amsterdam, Dorner is relaxed

and affable. We talk at La Rive restaurant

in the gracious old Amstel Hotel because
the press has been barred from the meet-

ings. If this article were in a question-and-

'•There is some
suspicion that Dorner has

already embarked on

human experiments, sheltered

. by the cloak of

secrecy of the Iron Curtain.

Dorner angrily

denies the accusation.^

answer format, which qualifies as an "offi-

cial" interview, Dorner would need to get

permission, he tells me as we cross the

drawbridge over the river Amstel. Ddrner's

employer, the German Democratic Re-

public (GDR), funds his work and issues

visas for him to travel to the West.

At fifty-seven, Dorner is youthful looking

despite a contradictor ysnock of white hair

A short, stocky man with twinkling eyes
behind his linfed glasses, he is very much
in his professional prime. Three texts on

hormones and behavior plus some 250
professional-journal articles attest to his

productivity. Ddrner's latest contribution, a

text entitled Systemic Hormones. Neuro-

transmitters, and Brain Development—of

which he is one of three editors—was is-

sued in October by the Swiss publishing

firm S. Kragar. Back home, Dorner is also

editor in chief of the journal Experimental

and Clinical Endocrinology, in which he has

published many of his own studies.

Dorner was only thirty-three when he in-

herited the post of director of the Institute

of Experimental Endocrinology, a position

equivalent to that of a university depart-

ment chairman in the United States. But

Dorner's interest in hormones and behav-

ior had been sparked long before. As a

medical student, he wrote his M.D. thesis

in internal medicine on the effects of estro-

gen. Then he performed two residen-

cies—the first in obstetrics and gynecol-

ogy, the second in pathology, Later he
returned to medical school for a second
degree, this one in endocrinology.

In charting his medical career, Dorner

was very much on his own. The son of a

bakery supplier, he received little support

from his family. At the end of World War II,

they were living in Silesia in eastern Ger-

many. Dorner was then sixteen
—

"young
enough so I didn't have to go to war."

After his family migrated from Silesia to

Halgarstad, Dorner began medical school

in Berlin. In 1958, he married Hildegard

Pesalla. They have no children
—

"unfortu-

nately," Dorner adds.

As he sips his predinner orange juice, it

is clear he would rather talk science and
medicine than eat.

"We must prevent prenatal stress." Dor-

ner says, speaking rapidly and with a heavy

German accen. "VVc have shown that ma-
ternal stress results in predisposition to ho-

mosexuality." -He states this matte r-of-factly.

But it's hardly an established fact.

What .we do know is that the adrenal

glands are responsible for our reactions to

stress. In one of his many experiments,

Dorner observed that in pregnant rats,

stress inhibited testosterone in the male fe-

tus and produced permanent neurochem-
ical changes jn the hypothalamus of the

brain. If the embryo was female, stress

stimulated the adrenals to produce an

overabundance of androgens—male hor-

Slress in a pregnant rat—electric shock,

bright light, and food deprivation—isn't

necessarily comparable to the human psy-

chological experience. It remained for

Dorner to devise a study that might link

emotional strain during pregnancy with

human homosexuality. Suppose, Dorner

thought, that more male homosexuals were

born during the stressful period of World

War II than either before or after. He
checked the records kept ir Germany dur-

ing the time at what he calls "clinics of sex-

ology." Out of 865 homosexual males, more
were born during the war and early post-

war period, between 1941 and 1947, than

before or after.

Then he tracked down 60 homosexual
war babies and 40 bisexual ones and
asked them to ask their parents about
stressful events during the mother's preg-

nancy. One third of the mothers reported

severe stress—most often from such war-

related conditions as bombardments and
extreme anxiety about the father being

killed. Significantly, undesired pregnan-
cies ranked second highest, accounting for

23 percent of the severe stress. For an-

other third, moderate stress was reported.

Among 100 heterosexual male war ba-

bies, Dorner found no instances of severe

maternal stress. Only 10 percent of the



mothers had suffered even moderate
strain. This led him to the unprecedented

conclusion that "prevention of war and un-

desired pregnancies may render possible

a partial prevention of the development of

sexual deviations,"

Domer's logic seems flawed. Based on

his theory, there oughtJo be a "gay war

bubble" in the populalions of all the coun-

tries affected by World War II— similar to

the baby-boomer bubble in the United

States. No one has documented such a

phenomenon. Considering the wide-
spread effects of war, why weren't there

even more gay babies? Why would Ger-

man women be affected by the stress of

war, but not French, Italian, or British

women? Are the children born in war-torn

countries such as Vietnam and Lebanon

prone to homosexuality?

In 1982 the German Society for Sex Re-

search, based in West Germany, found fault

wilh Domer's warlime study. In a public

statemenl, the society pointed out that the

only gays Dbrner considered were those

who had reported lo venereal disease clin-

ics. More fundamentally, the society ob-

jected to Dorner's reducing war—"an ex-

ceptional slate of mental, social, and
societal emergency"—to the effects of

hormone activity. Dorner's arguments, the

society states, were examples of crude and

irrational reasoning.

The society has gone further and con-

demned Dbrner, accusing him of advo-

cating "endocrinological euthanasia of

homosexuality"—a policy that would erad-

icate homosexuality. The society stated, "It

becomes particularly evident how closely

all Dorner's experiments on the subject of

homosexuality collude with the social prej-

udice that demands the restriction and
control of homosexuality."

The attack has not deterred Darner in

the slightest. He tested his theory on les-

bians, suspecting that stress might again

play the pivotal role. In the past year, he

has compared a group of 55 lesbians with

150 heterosexual women, although these

subjects were not war babies. The lesbi-

ans were palienis of one psychologist and
volunteered to participate in Dorner's study,

which has not been published yet. Dorner

collected personal case histories from the

women' and came to the remarkable con-

clusion that "lesbian women are born sig-

nificantly more often as undesired children

than heterosexual women are.

"We don't know exactly why unwanted
pregnancies should predispose toward

homosexuality," Dbrner admits over din-

ner. "But in most cases it appears to be the

major risk factor. Today, with abortion and
contraception available, we have many
fewer undesired pregnancies. So there

must be other factors involved." Dorner

won't speculate on what those might be.

Regardless of the reasons homosexu-
ality occurs, Dbrner believes the condition

can be altered in utero. "When you have

erratic levels of hormones—abnormal for

males and females—fhen you have a clear-

cut malfunction that must be corrected,"

he says emphatically. "This is not manipu-

lation. This is merely changing a biologi-

cally abnormal state to one that is normal."

Dbrner has gone out on a limb and

claimed that there are ways of correcling

homosexuality in the womb by giving the

mother supplementary androgens. At his

International Academy presentation. Dbr-

ner reveals what he calls an "exciting new"

finding, an experimental drug he has tested

on rats that may turn adult gays into

straights. "I thought it might be possible to

find drugs that would reverse sexual be-

havior," he says. Now Dbrner is animated.

"Today we have such a drug," He pauses

dramatically, "It is called lisuride. When we
inject it into adult male 'homosexual' rats,

we find a clear-cut, significant increase in

malelike sexual behavior. They mount fe-

males and show defensive behavior

against other males. And we find simulta-

neously a clear-cut, significant decrease

in femalelike behavior.

"It has an even stronger effect than psy-

chosurgery in rats," he reports. "We see

the conversion of femalelike sexual orien-

tation to malelike sexual orientation in

adulthood. Now we have to go beyond the

rat experiments and look at the human." To

remain straight, however, homosexuals

would have to be maintained on the drug

—

probably for life Dorner adds.

Until very recently, no one had chal-

lenged Dbrner. Richard Green, director "of

the Program in Psychiatry, Law, and Hu-

man Sexuality at the University of Califor-

nia. Los Angeles (UCLA), and a member
of the American loa-" :ha" verified Dorner's

research, says he doesn't know why Dbr-

ner went unchallenged for so long. But

Dutch endocrinologist Louis Gooren of the

department of internal medicine at Am-
sterdam's Hospital of the Vrije Universiteit

has thrown down the glove: In the classic

test of a scientific (heory, Gooren has tried

to replicate Dorner's work on luteinizing

hormones and failed. His results directly

contradict the East German's.

Gooren could not document the LH ef-

fect consistently in either homosexual or

transsexual men. More amazing, he did find

the response in some heterosexual males.

"It's -not possible to identify homosexual

men in adulthood by giving them a shot of

estrogen and watching their LH response,

as Dbrner has claimed." he says in the

empty meeting room of the Royal Acad-

emy of the Netherlands. "That's my main

message." And he adds. "I think I proved

Dorner wrong."

Gooren contends that Dorner has over-

looked a key variable. "If you find differ-

ences in LH response among men—and
it doesn't matter if they are homosexuals or

heterosexuals—they can be explained in

terms of theirtestes' function." The number

Of Leydig cells, which are located in the

testes and secrete testosterone, vary widely

depending on a variety of conditions. Ag-

ing, alcohol, infections, viruses, and sex-

ually transmitted diseases reduce the



numbers ol these cells. Then there are

simply natural differences among males

—

some have larger testes with more Leydig

cells ihan others do V subjects are not

screened for these vana tiles, t is easy to

see how the LH-response results might

become skewed. Gooren thinks it is un-

likely that there would be a principal differ-

ence between the testes of homosexual

and heterosexual, men that would account

for the discrepancy in LH response.

He points out that no discrepancy oc-

curs in males without ":es"es. Moreover, he

adds, if ovaries a 'osu'C/ca.ly implanted in

male monkeys, there s a fen-alelike surge

in LH production. "My hypothesis is that a

hformone or some other substance pro-

duced in the testes—and not the brain it-

self—somehow determines Ihe lype of LH
response," Gooren says. "I do not believe

that the hypothalamus is sex-differentiated

in the human brain. It is in the rat, for sure.

That's why Dorner is right when he talks

about rats but wrong when he talks about

humans.

"I am struggling w : th Dcr ner to do away
with potentially Harmful ideas." he adds.

"He claims we now have the instruments

to prevent homosexualily. I find lhal a po-

tentially very dangerous implication based

on some very weak theoretical counts."

Dorner has accused Gooren of not du-

plicating his methodology in the number
and frequency of estrogen injections, the

type ofeslrogenad'nmsiorod. the number

cnarge Dorner says ihe work o
:

the Amor
icans proves his case. What he does not

realize is how surprised the American re-

searchers were by Iheir own findings. They

sef out specifically to disprove his iheory.

but replicated Ddrner's results.

Attne-Amsteraarnmooling an American

scjentist. He no Mover Bah'bi.rg. an asso

cafe professor of clinical psychology at

Columbia Umve'sr.y College ol Phys cmns
and Surgeons, in New York, proposes a

resolution: He will conduct an impartial re-

view of all the raw data from the three stud-

ies. Dorner, Gooren, and Gladue accept.

"There are discrepancies." Meyer-Bahl-

burg explains later. "Each group used
somewnat oifte'en: procedures.

I
will ex-

amine all three sets of data." He hopes to

have some results this spring.

Meanwhile, Dorner is unconcerned. In

fact, he seems to delight in the contro-

versy. "They will see that I am right," he

says simply.

Experiments in psychoneuroendocri-

nology are extremely difficult to design.

Perhaps :ha; is one reason this areaot re-

search has been neglected for so long.

Also, it is entrely possible that sex hor-

mones have a greater etfect on physical

and behavioral development hi^eciately

after birth than before birth. "There's a rise

in testosterone within the first week or two
after bkth n males when l reaches almost

adult levels," says June Reinisch. psycho-

biologist and diroctor of Ihe Kinsey Insti-

tute in Bloomtnglon, Indiana. "The levels of

testosterone fall after a few months and do
not rise again until the boy reaches pu-

berty. Mo one knows why."

There are many agents other than pre-

natal hormones or differences in testicular

function that might be responsible. "The

human letus is vulnerable to all kinds of

substances that pregnant women take,"

points out Roge.- Gorski chairman .of the

UCLA School of Medicine's anatomy de-

partment. "Barbilurates, for example, are

known to demasculinize." Actually, Ihey

counteract the elfect of androgens in ani-

mals. "Still, there's enough evidence in

Ddrner's research—and in my own re-

search—to preclude someone from stat-

ing that there are no hormonal effects on
the human brain," Gorski says. "We don't

know whai they mean for adult behavior."

Ddrner's crilics accuse him on a num-

ber ol counts—that he draws hasty con-

clusions from rat research, that he relics on

anecdotal evidence and a. ocrson's ability

to remember a past event, and that he's

politically biased against homosexuality.

Dorner proceeds from rats to humans in

one jump, bypassing the traditional route

of experimentation with primates. Every-

one agrees that Dorner's observations are

correct where rats are concerned. But to

make conclusions about humans by ex-

trapolating from the rat experiments, some
say, is a reckless overextension of his da:a.

Even in conversation Dorner himself slides

easily from rat research into human behav-

ior, making his observations quite confus-

ing at times.

"To leap directly from rats as the model

of the human is premature," says Gorski.

"Studies of rat sexual behavior in no way
relate to human homosexual behavior."

Dorner patiently rep ics "We always try

to do some human studies. We have be-

gun with retrospective work." As far as a

prospective study is concerned, there is

one way that Dorner could prove his the-

ory. Repugnant to many, it is an experi-

ment that for ethical reasons could never

be performed here in the United States.

As Gorski outlines the study, "He would

have to take a group of pregnant women
whose offspring might develop homosex-
uality/based on his prenatal test, and give

hall androgens and the other half nothing.

Then he would have to show that those who
didn't receive the androgens produced
homosexual offspring."

It's a risky business. John Money of

Johns Hopkins University, the leading
American expert on gender identity, points

out that the androgens would induce deep
voices and facial hair in the mothers. Fur-

thermore, he says, "nobody knows about

the possible long-term carcinogenic ef-

fects. We already have the example of DES.

We should have learned a lesson."

There is some suspicion that Dorner has

already embarked on just such an experi-

ment, sheltered by the cloak of secrecy of



6He is a very

imaginative man. I have

no doubt that he

believes he's telling the truth$

Communion; A True

Story, by Whiiley

Strieber, is not the first

book to claim that

nonhuman beings are

visiting the earth. II is

not even the first book

whose author claims

to have met the visi-

tors personally. Yet

while other such ef-

forts have been writ-

ten by individuals of

sometimes dubious
backgrounds, Com-
munion is the work of

a highly regarded nov-

elist of impeccable
personal reputation.

Strieber's previous

books include such
best-selling novels as

The Hunger. The Wol-

(en, and Warday.

Strieber claims that

he first became aware

of his relationship with

"the visitors" late on the night of December 25, 1985, in a

cabin he owns In a remote area of upstate New York Strie-

ber says he was awakened from sleep by a strange noise,

followed by the appearance of an eerie, hurhanoid figure.

He was taken oul of his cabin and Into a wooded area, and

from there Into what he thinks was the interior of a UFO,

where humanoids gave him a physical exam.

This traumatic event—which Strieber insists was not a

dream—triggered a series of apparent memories ol other,

similar encounters. For instance, he says, in 1957, when he

was twelve, he and family members were abducted by al-

iens. And in 1968, while traveling through Europe, he expe-

rienced a period of "missing time." Two to six weeks van-

ished, though odd fragments of memory made sense to him

when compared with his other abduction experiences.

"I'm sure something extremely strange happened to me,"

Strieber says, "and I am positive it has no conventional psy-

chological explanation. But it is too early to assert opinions"

UFD UPDATE

about the precise na-

ture of the experi-

ences In his view the

least "outlandish" ex-

planation is that the

visitors were extrater-

restrial. "Even if they

were creatures of my
unconscious, they

had a physical reality

in the outside world—
and that's even more
fantastic. That flies In

the face of all scien-

tific knowledge."

Indeed, in an effort

to prove his sanity and
sincerity, Strieber has
undergone a series of

psychological tests,

neurological tests,

and even a polygraph

examination. Psychi-

atrist Donald Klein, di-

rector of research for

the New York State

Psychiatric Institute,

declares that Strieber "is not hallucinating in a manner char-

acteristic of psychosis. I also see no evidence of an anxiety

state, mind disorder, or personality disorder."

Science-fiction writer Orson Scott Card, who notes that

Strieber's book drew a million-dollar advance, says, "There's

too much money in it tor me lo believe in his sincerity." But

author Peter Straub, who calls Strieber "reliable," admits he

is "very curious" about the affair. "Whitley is a very imagi-

native man, as novelists have to be," says Straub. "He got a

big kick in the bottom from his unconsciousness, which pro-

voked his Imagination in this way. I have no doubt that he

believes he is telling the truth."

Strieber himself is calm about the controversy his book

will ignite. "My friends In the media know me to be honest,"

he explains "Of course I'll be kicked around, but I will have

to live with it." Anyway, "the public knows this is happening.

Only the followers of the religion ol scienfism consider the

idea of extraterrestrial visitation a heresy—JEROME CLARK



II was a terrifying dream:

Her son appeared in her

kitchen, claiming he was lost

in a swamp but had come
home to see her once more.

Two days later, she received

a letter from the young
On the night she dreamed
about him, he had been lost

in a swamp during army
maneuvers, his worst fear had

been the possibility ol never

seeing her again.

Was this dream justa

bizarre coincidence? Not

according to University of

Massachusetts psychologist

Edward Taub-Bynum After

studying dreams reported by

family members, Taub-

Bynum says he's found that

families are bound bymore
than genetic, social, and
emotional ties. There are also

fields ol energy, he asserts,

that may be expressed in

psychically charged dreams.

What's more, he says, "these

dreams can be madecom-
prehensible by examining

parallels to phenomena
in contemporary physics."

Taub-Bynum, author of The

Family Unconscious (Quest

Books}, asserts that one

day the energy fields within

families may be tapped

for physical healing, 'Atthe

temples of ancient Egypt and
Delphi, sick people would

be Induced through hypnosis

and other means to have

healing dreams. Often those

dreams would affect their

bodies in healthy, Iherapeutic

ways," he says, "Eventually

we will be able to do that

by tapping into different levels

of the psyche, including the

energy thai emanates from

the family itself

"
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of York University in Toronto,

a member of the executive

committee of CSICOP (Com-
mittee for the Scientific

Investigation of Claims of the

Paranormal), is skeptical of

Taub-Bynum's theory. "It

fits in nicely with the age-old

supernatural belief that our

minds radiate energy that

carries information others can

pick up," Alcock says. "But

there is absolutely no empiri-

cal evidence whatsoever

to back it up,"

Taub-Bynum. however, if

undeterred. He is collecting

dreams of family members
for his research. Interested

participanls can reach him at

127 Hills North, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst,

MA 01003.—Sherry Baker

"Dare I to accept what

happened in my fantasy

while I slept? Am I where I

seem to be? Yet why
coniecture, no one challenges

me. here."

—Calderon



Safari and Jesus have had

their differences over the

centuries. But recently Jesus

decided tc get serious; He
filed a lawsuit against the

Devil himself

The suit, which asked the

court to bar schools from

observing Halloween, was
filed by Ralph Forbes of

London, Arkansas, on behalf

of Jesus Christ, your

dren, and himself Forbes,

who losl bids to become Ar-

kansas's lieutenant governor

and a senator, named a

local school district, secular

humanists tr

Satan as detendants

As it that weren't enough.

Little Rock lawyer John Wes-
ley Hall says he's the Devil's

attorney and has filed a

motion to dismiss the case,

citing the fact that Satar

has nol been shown to do
business or own property in

Arkansas "I was thinking

about frivolous things, and it

came to mind that Satan

had been sued and that he

needed a lawyer," says Hall

"I filed a motion to dismiss

on behalf of Satan, and we're

awaiting the judges ruling."

According to Hall, Forbes

asked for an miunction

against Halloween obser-

vance bui tailed to request a

bearing. Consequently,

Halloween wen! off as

scheduled Hall says he

expects the suit to be dis-

missed. If it is not, he says, he

will continue with the case.

"If the motion to dismiss is

denied," Hall says, "we'll have

to attempt to contact Satan

to learn whether he wants

to defend."—Rick Boling

"The Devil would be the best

way out as an excuse for God
but even so. one can hold

God responsible for the

sxistence o! the Devil.

"

—Sigmund Freud

According to the traditions

ot the East, it is only in our

last moments that we relin-

quish our bodies and our

personal attachments, seeing

things clearly for the first

time. In Tibet this profound

philosophy has long been the

basis of a breathing tech-

nique that eases the putney
into death And now a hand-

ful of terminal patients in

Boston-area hospitalsare

receiving instruction in the

mystical technique, known as

co-me dilation.

The Western version of the

technique comes from Rich-

ard Boerstler. a onetime

insurance investigator who
for years felt haunted by

clients' anxiety about

death Later, after he became
a psychotherapist, Boerstler

met a woman from the

Buddhist Clearhght Society.

"She learned the seCret

technique from a lama,"

Boerstler says, "and passed
it on to me " Boerstler coined

the term co-meditation and
began giving demonstrations

Soon he was instructing

the dying in nearby hospices

and hospitals.

"There is a positive, one-

to-one relationship between
breathing and what Eastern-

ers call the spinning mind,'

"

Boerstler says "The rapid,

shallow, or erratic breathing

characterizing grave illness

produces anxious thoughts,

and anxious thoughts speed
up and interfere with breath-

ing, trapping the patient in

a cycle of pain and fear.

In co-meditation, a guide

breathes with the patient,

helping to reduce the respi-

ration rate to as little as

two or three breaths a minute,

ultimately calming the mind."

"The technique helps in

extreme times, when medical

intervention may no longer

be effective." says registered

nurse Caroline Jo Dorr, who
helped found the first hos-

pice in Massachusetts.

"People [who are dying]

become more open and
gentle," says registered nurse

Helen Kornfeld, director ot

a support center in Lincoln,

Massachusetts. "They seem
less afraid of death

"

Adds Boerstler, "Family

members can become co-

meditation guides It gives

them something to do be-

sides wringing their hands in

the next room

"

—Tracy Cochran



Using a computer lo ski|

letters as it scans an ancit

Hebrew Bible, a group of

Israeli researchers claim

they've discovered messages
proving the book was super-

naturally inspired.

The researchers pro-

grammed a computer to skip

every twenty-sixth and
fiftieth letter of the Masoretic

text, a version of the Old
Testament dating from the

tenth century. Moshe Katz, a
biochemist at the Technion

Institute in Haifa, explains that

those two numbers were
selected because of their

significance to Jews: When
the Hebrew name for God,
Yahweh, is transposed Into

numbers, he says, it becomes
26. There are 50 days be-

tween Passover and Shavuot.

two important holidays; and
under ancient Hebrew law,

farmers were told to rest their

land every 50 years.

What messages did the

computer find? When the Fif-

tieth letters from the begin-

ning and ending of the first

tour books of the Bible were
put together, the word Torah

emerged, Katz says. In

Leviticus and Genesis, a

Hebrew name for God—Elo-

him—was found more than

150 times. And in one section

of Genesis, the words Jeru-

salem and Moriah (the

mountain on which the Tem-
ple was eventually built)

were discovered.

One of the most startling

findings was uncovered
In the section of Deuteronomy
where God warns Moses
that his descendants will be
punished for breaking the

law. Piecing together every
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fiftieth letter yielded the word
holocaust. And amid the

story of the Jews, the re-

searchers found the Hebrew
date for 1946—the year in

which ten Nazis were hanged.
Katz, Technion computer

scientist Fred Weinter. and
Hebrew University mathema-
tician Eliyahu Rips believe

the messages prove the

Bible was inspired by God.

But not every Bible scholar

agrees. John Priest, religion

Erofessor at Florida State

nlversity. points out that the

Bible is not one book but a

compilation of several docu-
ments. "The Israeli research."

he says, "doesn't seem to"

take that into account.''

Rips, however, insists that

scholars must study the

messages in a serious fash-

ion. "Our work will be signifi-

cant," he says, "when all

the details are known."

—Sherry Baker

7f is the unknown that excites

the ardor o! scholars, who,

in the known alone, would
shrivel up with boredom."

—Wallace Stevens

So what's all this hoopla

about Michael Jackson
sleeping in an oxygen cham-
ber as part of his plan to

live to be 150 years old? Well,

it's just that
,

. hoopla.

It all started last October,

when The National Enquirer

ran a cover story and photo-

graph of the singer "sleep-

ing" in a chamber recently

acquired by the Michael

Jackson Burn Unit of Brotman

Memorial Hospital In Califor-

nia. It was part of Jackson's

plan, the article claimed,

to extend his life.

"But it's all a bunch of

crap," says plastic surgeon
Richard Grossman, head of

the renowned Sherman
Oaks Burn Center and the

doctor who treated Richard

Pryor after he accidentally

set himself on fire in 1930.

"I seriously doubt that

Michael has ever been in the

chamber while it was turned

on
,

" says Judy Johnson,

product manager for Sechnst

Industries. Inc., the manufac-

turer of the hyperbaric oxy-

gen chamber in which Jack-

son was photographed.

"In the picture," Johnson says,

"you see that he's in street

clothes and his hair has
oil on it. That is not allowed
The patient must be wearing

cotton gown and have
;lean hair with no oils or

trays—you're dealing with

pure oxygen under pressure,

and that can be a very vola-

tile situation."

Indeed, Grossman, who
is been using hyperbaric

ambers since 1972 to

ivide burn patients with 10

15 times more oxygen
than normal, fears that 'Jack-

son's publicity stunt" will

cause someone to get sick or

even die. "The idea that

someone could sleep all night

in one of these chambers is

completely absurd," says

Grossman. "It's unconsciona-
ble to keep anyone in a

chamber for longer than an
hour and a halt, because the

patient would go into seizure."

But there's not much
chance of Jackson's getting

hurt. "When Jackson's peo-
ple asked about purchasing a
machine,

1

' says Johnson,

"they requested one that

would be nonoperating and
nonlocking. They even
wanted us to drill holes in the

hull so that no one could

get hurt." Sechrist refused to

sell the $65,000 machine
to Jackson, Johnson declares.

When Omni called Michael

Jackson for a comment, his

press agent said he was
no longer taking calls on the

subject But Johnson says,

"Jackson's people told me this

was just part of a promotion

campaign for an upcoming
tour."—A.J.S. Rayl



LET THERE BE LIFE

the glider emerged from Conway's law,

Fredkin believes thai the entire universe—
from clouds to protons and quarks

—

emerges from some other simple rule run-

ning at unimaginable speeds on an infinite

number of cells.

When it is suggested "o I redkin that this

sounds a little weird! he observes that if

sounding weird is lo be the test of science,

most of the ideas in contemporary physics

are in worse trouble than his.

Fredkin finally decided i' was time to set

up a research group in which cellular au-

tomata would be promiren! research tools.

He met with resistance from colleagues,

who insisted lhat the field had been devoid

of productivity since the days of Von Neu-
mann and, moreover, that there wasn't

anything left to produce. "A very influential

person who was a lull professor [at MIT]

said to me, A test ol basic intelligence

would be, Does a person understand that

cellular automata is a dead area or not?'

"

Fredkin remembers. "But they humored me.

A professor who wants to do something
badly enough is fairly hard to stop."

Fredkin hired a young researcher named
Tom Toffoli and started what is now called

the Information Mechanics Group, de-

voted to the relationship between compu-
tation and physics. On a recent visit I paid

to the group, Toffoli, who has a round lace

and tousled, black hair, showed me some
examples of what had been found. Chew-
ing gum at an Olympic pace, he ran the

demonstration by typing on a keyboard
connected to a cellular automaton simu-

lator, referred to, by some, as a universe

synthesizer. In essence. Toffoli's synthesiz-

er is a circuit board installed in an IBM PC.

Each automaton rule yields its own distinct

physics, he explained, and is in that sense
a separate universe.

'A medical researcher might investigate

a substance by injecting it into many dif-

ferent animals," he said. "We investigate

such physical concepts as the conserva-

tion of energy and matter, or the passage
of time, by watching how they work in dif-

ferent universes."

As Toffoli dimmed the lights, his "uni-

verses" emerged on a wide-screen dis-

play. In one, torrents of mustard- colored

rain streamed stepwise over an invisible,

terraced terrain; in another, a complex ge-

ometry of surfaces shimrr.ered, as though
al a delicate boil; in athird, entities passed
through one another, as though made of

gas. In a world made of what looked like

acoustic phenomena, colored fields spread

out like the reverberations of a great bell,

A factory transoortec mar.cnals around an

assembly line, and Hindu universes cycled

from creation to death and back.

These days the group is particularly in-

terested in universes that compute. "If we.,

can understand the ways that nature be-

haves computationally," notes group
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member Norm Margolus, "then we could

drastically improve our computers by al-

tering their design to fit lhat mold.

"For. example." Margo'us says, "it is well

known that in nature, energy can be
changed from one form to another but can
never be destroyed. It is less well known
that information is sirmarly inviolate; There
is always enough information in the pres-

ent state of the universe, at least in princi-

ple, to tell us wha: he state was at anytime
in the past." Today's computers, however,

depend heavily on irreversible operations.

We cannot look at the present state of the

computer and tell what state it must have
been in just a moment before.

Recently, however. Fredkin, Toffoli, and
group member Charles Bennett have in-

vented ways to do compUahon in reverse,

"With this program," Margolus says, "cal-

culations can aiways be "an backward, and
you never lose information."

This is an example of a computation

scheme more closely matched with phys-

4He has

tried to interest a textile

designer

in using an automata

generator

to create endlessly different

patterns

on fabrics and wallpaper3

ical. law. This rnoce- is important because
whenever you remove information from a
computer, you're also removing energy
from the system in the form of heat. It no
information were removed, then theoreti-

cally at least, the computer would run with-

out using up any energy at all. "In real life,

with real physical systems, some energy
will always be required." Margolus aeds.

"What Bennett, Toffoli, and Fredkin showed
was that in the future the computer's en-

ergy consumption could be very low."

Another scientist, meanwhile, has be-

gun using automata to fathom the nature

of the universe, too. "I first got interested in

automata as a way of looking at how the

galaxies formed," says Stephen Wolfram,

head of the Center for Complex Systems
Research at the University of Illinois. "Sup-
posedly the universe began as a homo-
geneous ball of gas and therefore In a per-

fectly disorganized slate. The law of

thermodynamics suggests lhat systems
should evolve toward greater levels of dis-

organization. Yet somehow the universe has

managed to organize itself into these com-
plex structures. I was interested in how that

might have come about. .

"I went througn a whole senes of ways
of representing the prob cm. a;ways look-

ing for something simpler. Finally I was
down to looking at the self-organizing be-

haviors that took place in a row of cells on
a single line [like heoxar-pleor page44].
That was how I came to automata, though
I didn't even know their name."
Convinced that automata could model

the gamut of complex systems. Wolfram
eventually used the programs to help him
understand chaos—a slate of complete
disorder, perhaps the condition tor which
equations are least suited. He has even
tried to interest a textile designer in using

an aulomata generator to create endless

patterns on fabrics and wallpaper. While

his study ol automata has not yet looped
back to the galaxy problem, he is still con-
vinced they teach a relevant lesson. "The
most important fact about automata," he
observes, "is that they show complex be-

havior can have a simple cause."

It's this belief that has convinced some
scientists thai automata might ultimately be
used to create that most complex of be-
haviors— life. Von Neumann proved lhat

automata could take on one essential at-

tribute of living things—the ability to repro-

duce. And nof long ace computer scientist

Christopher Langton of the Center for Non-
linear Studies at Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory picked up the thread. "Biochemis-

try studies the way in which life emerges
from the interaction of inanimate mole-

cules," Langton says, "Both Von Neu-
mann's and Conway's automata were much
too complicated to ever emerge sponta-

neously from these sorts of random pat-

terns. I wanted to see if it was possible to

build something so simple that you could

imagine its emerging from the automata
equivalent of a prebiotic soup."

Langton admits that his creature is

probably still too complicated to pass that

test, but it seems to be the first reproduc-

ing automaton simple enough to view on
an ordinary computer screen. To under-

stand the Langton automaton, imagine a
four-sided figure with an extended arm:

Langton's rule, too elaborate to repeal

here, causes the extended arm to expand
into another four-sided figure. The two
shapes then separate, and each sprouts a
new extended side:

"Life is probably not a property that is

particular to any specific sort of matter, like

carbon," Langton contends. "I think that lite



is defined by a certain sort of logic and

anything having that logic is alive."

Langton's dream is to decipher that logic

and then design automata that work that

way as well. When and if he does this, he

feels, it will be appropriate to refer to the

form on the display tube as alive, two-di-

mensional Ihough it may be.

But Langton will have to do a whole lot

more than thai before his automata resem-

ble life as we know it today. For not only do

living organisms reproduce, they also

evolve. Eventually, when computers get fast

and powerful enough, it should be possi-

ble to set populations of replicating autom-

ata loose on the same screen and see just

how they compete. Depending on the pro-

gram environment, a particular population

might dominate, change its structure, or

become extinct.

"It is no doubl true that on a large enough
scale LIFE would generate living configu-

rations." Conway says. "Genuinely living.

Evolving, reproducing, squabbling over

territory. Writing Ph.D. theses. On a large

enough board there's no doubt in my mind

this sort of thing would happen."

Please be cautioned: All the excitement

over cellular automata is anticipation. No
one is yet using them in a routine way to

make predictions of how physical systems

will behave. "There are iwo reasons why
cellular automata are not practical so far."

says Stephanie Zaleski, a professor .of

mathematics at MIT. "The first is the incon-

venience of having to search for a new rule

every time you want to change the physics

of the situation a little bit—for instance, to

look at a fluid with a slightly different vis-

cosity. And to really model physics in depth,

we will need computers much faster and
more powerful than those we have now."

Nevertheless, hopes are high. In the

summer of 1986 Toffoli, Wolfram, and Ben-

nett hosted a conference at MIT on cellular

automata. There were presentations on the

use of automata in economics, materials

research, neurophysiology, art and de-

sign, science education, organizational

theory, pattern recognition, parallel com-
puting, urban development, mathematics,

circuit design, learning, .evolution, and
many issues in physics. Fredkin, who has

drifted away from MIT in the last decade,

could be seen in the halls, looking dis-

tinctly pleased, as well he might. Perhaps

he though' flco*
: ngiyOi the nte'ligencetest

that had been proposed to him years ago.

Certainly a basic test of whether a person

was a dodo would be whether he could

walk through that conference and doubt

that the field was exploding with vitality.

Automata were being looked at by every-

body. A virologist mighl sil down to lunch'

and find himself in the company of a cos-

mologist, an artist, a geographer, and a

psychologist. And everywhere, in the halls

and exhibition room—wherever there was
an electrical outlet and a table for a com-
puter—the automata themselves, in all

shapes and forms and colors, seethed and

pulsed and tumbled and bloomed.DO

AT JACK DANIEL'S DISTILLERY, deep in

Tennessee, a man needn't rush to do a job right.

Two of our barrelmen have some whiskey to

unload in a nearby warehouse. But first they're

taking time to chat about crops and e_
taxes and where good fish can be

found. You see, both of these

gentlemen know it takes years and

years for a batch ofJack Daniel's to

gain maturity. If it's five minutes

late to the warehouse, there's not

much cause for concern.

SMOOTH SIPPIN '

TENNESSEE WHISKEY



GHOST LEMURS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 51

it out with the squawking goose of where
and the bread of when, fading into a great,

extinct, flightless bird in a swampy pool.

Mission knows the stone temple is the

entrance to the biological Garden of Lost

Chances. Pay and enter. He feels an im-

pact of sadness that stops his breath, a
catching, tearing grief. This grief can kill.

He is beginning to learn the coinage here.

He remembers the pink pig creature, lost

in passive weakness, slumped hopelessly

against the wall, and the black simian

against the far wall by the entrance, very

still and very black, a blackness that glows.

And the gentle deer lemur, extinct for two
thousand years, the Ghost that shares his

pallet. He moves forward through the roots

that trail from the ancient stone arch,

Somehow the black monkey creature is in

front of him, and he looks into his eyes,

completely black. He is singing a black

song, of a blackness too pure to survive in

time, It is only compromise that survives,

and that is why Homo sap is such a mud-
dled, unsightly creature, precariously and
hysterically defending a position that he

knows is hopelessly compromised.
Mission moves through a black tunnel,

opening on a series of dioramas: The last

deer lemur falls to a hunter's arrow. Pas-

senger pigeons rain from the trees to sal-

vos of gunfire and plump down on the

plates of fat bankers and politicians with

their gold watch chains and gold fillings.

They belch out the last passenger pigeon.

The last Tasmanian wolf limps through a
blue twilight, leg shattered by a hunter's

bullet. And the almosts, the might-have-

beens, who had one chance in a billion and
lost. Seeing the planet as an organism, it

is obvious who the enemies of the planet

are. Their name is legend. They dominate
and populate the planet. "The deceived
and the deceivers who are themselves de-
ceived." Did Homo sap think other animals
were there just for Him to ear? Apparently.

Bulldozers are destroying the rain forests,

the cowering lemurs and the flying foxes,

the singing Clos gibbons, who produce the

most beautiful and variegated music of any
land animal, and the gliding colugo le-

murs, who are helpless on the ground. All

going, to make way for more and more de-
valued human stock, with less and less of

the wild spark, the priceless ingredient-

energy into matter. A vast mud slide of

soulless sludge.

Doom and sadness hangs with the gray
mist in these damp cages. It's there in every

face, and any kid cracks up and starts

screaming I CAN'T STAND IT will get

slapped by John Wayne. It's Zoo City here.

Strange dream animals roam the ghost

midways and sideshows. Margaras slinks

into the White Cat bar—"Seen any black

cats lately?"—"Not lately, Whitey, they all

got bleached out like you, got the light in-

side, you might say, and they lit up with a
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pure white flame. Wasn't nothing I could do
to prevent it."

Margaras turns up the silvery light, the

silvery white light, searing moonlight flood-

ing in shredding flesh to silver film flakes

—

let go and let it happen, let yourself flake

on out flake on out like snow it's all raining

down behind you all your past life breaking

loose and raining down in chunks of ma-
levolence and joy and fear and the pure
killing purpose, little scenes like soap bub-
bles bursting in air. Whose flag was still

where? Everything is fading, falling to

pieces behind you as you move and now
ahead of you as well—where who are you?
Who were you why? It has no reality, it

leaves nothing behind save the observer.

Observe the observer observed.

As indris can give eyes to see another

reality, it can also, in the hands of a skilled

sorcerer, impose tunnel vision in his native

victims: 'A man appeared and said they

were bad people and had to be killed."

While Captain Tew waited at his lonely, dis-

tant cove, in the dead of night two huge
bands of Malagasy natives swept down
upon Libertatia and wiped out the colony.

Lieutenant Caraccioli died in this attack,

and Mission escaped with only forty-five

men and two sloops. In time he found his

way to Captain Tew's remote harbor, and
the two men decided to retire to America,

where they were both unknown. In a great

storm off Cape infantes. Captain Mission's

sloop was lost beneath the waves.

Author's note: Now, in 1987, the lemurs
ol Madagascar are threatened with extinc-

tion. When humans first arrived on the is-

land 1,500 years ago, there were some 40
species; now only 22 remain, and ail are

considered endangered. In some parts ol

the island the natives hunt the slow lemurs
tor their meat, although in other places they

are protected by a taboo. The human pop-
ulation is growing rapidly and may reach
12 million by the year 2000, and the on-

going forestry and slash-and-burn agri-

culture have destroyed 90 percent of the

forests, the lemurs' habitat. It is projected

that the lemurs ol Madagascar may be
gone in a hundred years—the legacy of 60
million years destroyed in our lifetimes.

In an B,300-acre forest near Durham,
North Carolina, the Duke University Pri-

mate Center maintains a colony of more
than 600 prosimians, mostly lemurs. This

colony was started at Yale in 1958 and
moved to Durham in 1968. When a rufled

lemur gave birth in that year, it was the first

birth in captivity anywhere in 40 years.

More than 300 lemurs have been born at

the primate center since then. Director Ei-

wyn L Simons has established good rela-

tions with the Malagasy government and
was able to bring nine wild-caught sifakas

to the Duke compound last year.

The Duke University Primate Center
needs financial support from concerned
individuals. Write to DUPC, Duke Univer-

sity, Durham, NC 27706.DQ
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ONA LIMB
to treat hypertension. What other medi-

cines remain to be discovered in the 99

percent ot tropical forest plants that are still

chemically unknown?

The tropical forest is the deepest gene

pool on Earth, the- widest reservoir of spe-

cies diversity. Farmers in search of insects

as biological controls for pests, crop

breeders looking for genes with which to

fortify new strains of food plants, have no

better place to look than the tropical for-

ests. An irony of our recent progress in ge-

netic engineering is that as rapidly as that

' new technology advances, its raw material

is disappearing. The tropical forest pro-

duces a substantial portion of the planet's

oxygen. Slashed and burned, it sends up

carbon dioxide, contributing to the green-

house effect. Rain forests capture rain,

slowing runoff and preventing floods. It is

certain that they influence global climate,

though no one knows by how much.

The week belore Halle's team arrived in

French Guiana, two Greenpeace climbers

unfurled a banner, world bank destroys

tropical rain forests, from a building op-

posite the bank's Washington headquar-

ters. The next day 100 people, many o!

them dressed as rain forest animals,

marched on the bank. More important in

the long-term than this sort of theater Halle

believes, will be the lucidity oi the case sci-

entists make for the tropical forests as a

resource. Much of that resource is in the

canopy, and it continues to vanish at an

unparalleled rate.

The launch site was a patch of savanna

20 meters from the edge of the forest. A
circle of savanna grass was going flat al-

ready, under the traffic of human feet.

Among the gathering that greeted the Land

Rover when we arrived were several bot-

anists; an entomologist; and a small, dark

man with a heroic Gallic nose, a trim mus-

tache, and a quiet, self-contained pres-

ence. It had struck me earlier that the

members of the expedition all looked their

parts, and I
picked this man as the balloon

pilot. I was right, as it turned out. He was
Dany Cleyet-Marrel, the third of the three

principals in the creation of the raft. Cleyet-

Marrel is thirty-eight, lives in Lyons, and is

the foremost hot-air balloonist in France. He
has ascended Mont Blanc, crossed the

Sahara, and explored Spitzbergen by bal-

loon. Here in French Guiana he would not

be going for altitude or distance. His job

on this maiden flight would be to pilot the

raft vertically off the savanna, fly it in a kilo-

meter or so over the forest, then set it down
exactly on those tree crowns that Halle in-

dicated. Cleyet-Marrel had designed the

raft's structure, and he owned the balloon

that would raise it.

We opened the tailgate of the Landflover

and unloaded a yellow portable generator,

a heavy sack containing one of the de-

flated pontoons for the raft, and the brO-

lear, the gas burner for the hot-air balloon.

We added these to the piles of gear al-

'eaoy lying on the savanna.

With an electric pump Gilles Ebersolt

began inflating the pontoons he had de-

signed. The correct word for these in

French was barre, Halle told me. but every-

one here called them boudins, "sau-

sages." The boudins were of red rubber,

some ol them 12 meters long, some nine

meters, some six. The pump whined, and

the sausages grew in little lurches each

time sufficient pressure built up. One by

one they unrolled across the savanna, like

the tongues of gargantuan chameleons in

superslow motion.

Cleyet-Marrel and Professor Halle bolted

the bruteur to its platform. Cleyet-Marrel lay

underneath, turning the wrench while Halle

knelt on top and gripped the screwdriver

two-handedly. The platform was to be the

center ol the raft. It was about eight leel

across, made o- lightweight carbon fibers,

and notched all the way around with little

docks into which the inner tips of the ra-

diating sausages would berth and be

lashed. The eight notches gave the plat-

form the shape of— of what? Of a Maltese

cross that has undergone mitosis and is

about to divide. Of a thick asterisk on the

stubbly green text of the savanna.

The raft, like the balloon that lifted it,

could sail only with the wind and at the

wind's speed: no aerodynamic refinement

of shape was of any use to it. The "prow"

was an extension necessary for laying out

the balloon when it came lime to inflate it

again and lilt off from the treetops.

The red rubber of the sausages was
stenciled with the names of sponsors: ato-

chem and AEfiOSCOPE in big black letters,

servair in gold. The team now unrolled

more stencils, smoothed them onto the

rubber, and with spray paint added cimo-
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gaz and several mote. They were running

put of blank rubber. They stood around lor

awhile trying to figure how to fit elf antar-
:.:. onto one sro.-i sausage', the only space

that was left to them.

"Do you see how much lime we spend
doing this?" Gilies Ebersolt asked me. He
made a big.. half-comic Galic gesture oi

irritation and dismissal.- "We have no time

to put the raft together.':

Professor Halle gazed wryly down at the

rail, as heavily endorsed now as a race car

at Le Mans, and he glanced sidelong at

me. "Sponsors' jungle. Tncy are ail fighting

to have their names as o g as possible."

'I saw the point and laughed. There, in

the corporate clash oi trademarks, was the

real jungle, if I wanted jungle. At the same
lime I

thought Hal e era Ebersolt were pro-

testing too much. I
sensed that everyone

here was secretly tickled, in some adoles-

cent part of his being, by the raft's resem-

blance to a race car at Lo Mans.

We returned to camp for lunch—cold

chicken; cold beef with sauce; potato salad

with good, greasy sausage in it; pate: sev-

eral round loaves ol French bread with but-

ter from Normandy; Kronenbourg beer from

Strasbourg; and afterward, clouds of cig-

arette smoke from Gauloises and from

Camels with the filters deliberately broken

off. The news aboul nitrosamines, tar, and
nicotine has yet to reach France, appar-

ently, or the French have chosen to ignore

it. These might be botanists, but they were

no vcgelartans. They saw nc reason to sut-

ler gasironomically just because they were

in the bush.

Trie-next morning, in the windjessness

of tropical dawn—good flying weather

—

Dany Cleyel-Pv'ai.'el unoac-.ed a one-man
balloon and unrolled il across the savanna
in the direction of the forest. The balloon, a

Sky Chariot of English make, had a volume

ol TOO cubic meters. Jt was to be a sort of

dinghy to the Radeau des Cimes; it Would

be liny beside the 3.400-cubic-meler bal-

loon that would raise the rait. In the small

balloon, Cleyet Man.'.': intended to scout out

a level spot in the canopy. He gave one
long blast on the bruleur, and the Sky

Chariot was rising.

Halle stood underneath, like a climber

belaying the leader, leaning back slightly

on ihe line that would fetch the balloon in

again, smiling upward. I became a be-

liever. The" balloon was right; ill
1 the forest.

It was such a simple, elegant solution. It

rose so quickly and quietly to the level of

the'treetops. Not periectly quietly, for at ir-

regular intervals came the sirocco of the

bruleur. The sound punctuated the still-

ness of the forest deepening ".hat stillness

in the interludes between blasts—sus-

penony trie or slowing it.

Cleyel-Marrel, pointing to some spot in

the interior canopy invisible to us below,

shouted down to Halle that there—a spot

identified by the o'o-esso;' earlier. :n a flight

by ultra! ght plane—was indeed ihe place

"Dave! How arc things nvur in genaiics?"

for the raft. Then the pilot pulled the red

cord that released air from the top of the

baioci The balloon descended. Cleyet-

Marrel's seat lightly ticked the crown of a

tree, and he plucked a bunch of leaves.

Before the Sky Chaiiothac touched earth

again, Professor Halle relieved the pilot of

his handful o
-

leaves. Beaming. Halle slud-

ied and identified them. In his exc foment

over this demonstration of the utility of the

balloon, the English common name—if this

plant had one—eluded him. "The vine you

can drink," he told me. Itwasastapleof /a

jungle anematograohiaue. one of those li-

anas that pour water when you slash them

with your machete. Halle trotted to the Land

Roverwithhispiizc. tri-jn-phanl. like a foot-

ball player making off with the game ball.

The morning after the reconnaissance

by the Sky Chariot, on October 11, 1986,

the raft was to have its first flight. It was to

be the equivalent of a static test of a

rocket—the balloon was Only' to lift the raft

a meler or two above the ground—bul

Ebersolt dressed \o- the occasion in a blue

dress shirt and tie. He was only half re-

splendent. The shirt, in considerable need
of ironing, was lucked inlo the same baggy
and muddy shorts he had been wearing

all week; and he wore the same jungle

boots and the same once-white, crush-

able hat. In Ebersolt's dress, as in every-

thing else he does, Ihere is an element of

the comic and experimental.

Ebersolt's grandfather cesigned artifi-

cial hips: his father designs ship propellers

and manufactures boats. Gilies himself has

a degree in architecture and designs in-

flatable structures of various sorts: He is

president of his own company, Aeroscope
(one of the project's sponsors), and is

manager and erne" engneor. loo he is the

sole full-time employee. He manufactures

an airy, pyramidical buoy called Bouee Te-

traflot, composed of rubber sausages ar-

ranged in triangles and rented out at sail-

ing races as a camera platform and
advertisement marquee. His La Monlagne
Molle, "The Soft Mountain," is an undulanl,

2.000-cubic-meter. inflated plastic moun-
tain that he rents to city parks. His snow
raft is an inflatable ugc the size oi a hump-
back whale. And La Bailule, a plastic

sphere- suspended within a sphere, lets

passengers roll over grass or snow or wa-

terfalls. La Bailule was featured on the

American television show friar's Incredi-

ble. A model of La Bailule six meters in di-

ameter would comfortably negotiate Ni-

agara Falls, Ebersolt assured me,

"It's poetic research." he sad ol his work.

"I like sailing. Why should sailing be just for

sailors? I want to find new supports. Water

is a support. Ground is a support. Air is a

support. Trees are a support,"

One of Ebersolt's first designs, oddly

enough, was for a treetop raft. The idea

came io him when he was seventeen. He
had heard nothing about he decimation of

tropical forests or the need for a technol-

ogy to sfudy their canopies. He was think-
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ing more of a giant sled in which to ride

down European slopes ol pine. For a num-
ber of years he collected money and ma-
terials for the experiment; and finally, in

1985, at the edge of a French plantation of

spruce—small trees of uniform size—he
held a demons! rat ion. He had lost enthu-

siasm for the.sled idea and was interested

now in a static platform. The raft was a giant

triangle composed of smaller triangles, and
it was lilted into place by helicopter. There

was an audience ot ten, among Ihern a tall,

blond botanist from Montpellier and a short,

dark balloonist from Lyons. The test went
very well, except for one bad moment in

which the fronl of the raft, having broken

the tops of a number of pines, suddenly
sank. Nevertheless, the botanist and the

balloonist were impressed. They informed

Ebersolt that his raft, powered by balloon,

was the answer to a problem they had.

"It's curious," Ebersoft lotd me, taking a

break from the test preparations in French

Guiana. "Usually all the people around me
say I'm a little bit crazy, but now I'm the one
who says to go slow. We haven't enough
research about the support. All this orga-

nization was very quick. In 1985 there was
just the balloon, no raft. I think for this first

time we should make a more quiet try

somewhere in France."

It was indeed a curious reversal. The
scholar, Halle, in his concern over the rate

of decline of the forest, was pushing the

experiment harder than the inventor was.

Before the morning was over, it seemed
that Ebersolt's fears might be justified. The
raft's first flight was like one of those early

aborts in NASAc rocket program, only less

pyrotechnic. The ratt had come only three

quarters off the savanna when the prow
swung up hke half a drawbridge and im-

pinged on the big balloon. From his station

at the bruleur, Cleyet-Marrel saw it rising

and made a surprised and futile gesture,

as if to wave it back down. When the prow
refused to obey, he laughed. No one
worked harder than Cleyet-Marrel to see
that the raft experimenl succeeded, and
no one was more amused when some-
thing went wrong.

The pilot supervised a number of ad-

justments in the lines between raft and bal-

loon, then tried twice more to get the raft

off the ground. Both times the prow swung
up with a will of its own and Hipped over

backward on top of the raft. On the second
of these attempts, as the net floor of the

prow rose fo vertical, Halle and one ol the

expedition's entomologists climbed like

marines up the net, hoping that their weight

would force the prow down. As the sau-

sages of the prow came past vertical, the

entomologist was the first to scramble down
and away. Halle hung on for a moment.
"Vite, Francis!" Cleyet-Marrel shouted,

laughing. Halle dropped from the net and
rolled off the raft an instant before being

sandwiched by his own creation.

They calledlt a day. The pilot and the,

professor conferred, and Halle, agitated by
all their ideas for improvements, borrowed
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my notebook and pen to jot down a list of

additional gear they would need.

"If Ihis technique fails, we won't have an
alternative by the end of the century," the

professor said at the camp table that night.

'And this means that the tropical lorest will

die. We have to go very fast."

From down the table, a botanist asked
Halle what would happen if he were not

successful. "If it fails I will be very sad be-

cause I gave a lot of myself for this project.

But I will be sad also because
I have no

olher idea of what to do next. Wo idea."

For the professor, it seemed, the raft had
become a kind of ark, a giant vessel for the

salvation of the rain forest.

The French word for the landing of an
aircraft is atterrissage. In the peculiar case
of the treelop raft, the root word terra was
wrong, so Francis Halle coined arbrissage,

"tree landing."

L'arbrissage was set for October 13. On
that morning an audience of 20 gathered

on the savanna: a number of black Gui-

6// ft fails

I will be very sad because I

have no idea

. what to do next, " said the

professor. The

raft had become his ark, a

giant vessel for the

salvation of the rain forest.^

anese, descendants ot the escaped slaves

who had populated the three Guianas;

several pale Frenchmen; and a few tan lo-

cals of mixed race. A French Army helicop-

ter crew sfood by in their fatigue uniforms,

and the crewmen of two French documen-
tary-film companies let their cameras roll.

Switching on the eleciric fan, Cleyet-

Marrel blew air into the 3,000-cubic-meter

balloon. The big balloon was predomi-
nantly blue, with sections of red. white, and
yellow in it. Cleyet-Marrel moved about in-

side the enormous, billowing blue cham-
ber, shouting orders fo botanists, straight-

ening interior lines, and tugging at heavy
folds of fabric. I ran around to the front of

the raft, found the vent at the top of the

balloon, and stuck my head into the blue

light. Scatfered holes in the panels above
had teen repaired with patches in the form

of stars. From here the blue interior seemed
like a planetarium. It was morning outside

on the savanna, but inside the planetarium

there was a luminous, tropical midnight.

Cleyet-Marrel evacuated the balloon of

botanists and began firing blasts of the big

bruleur into its mouth. With each blast,

waves of convection rippled upward

through the balloon's fabric, dissipating to-

ward the top. The balloon came vertical.

The pilot continued blasting, and as the

fabric filled and tightened, the waves of

convection diminished in amplitude.

Then the raft was airborne and sideslip-

ping across the savanna, three feet.off the

ground. It was eerio to_see a structure so
large grow suddenly weightless, to watch
it slip so smoothly and silently sideways.

The bruleur roared and roared again, and
the raft was gaining altitude Cleyet-Marrel

and Halle were (he only crew. The res! of

us, according to the plan, woutd ascend lo

the raft on ropes by means of mountain-

eering jumars, when and if we located the

raft in the fores!.

Through the net floors we could see the

two men: the professor seated forward.

straddling a pontoon; the pilot standing

calm and motionless aft. Dany's hand was
on the remote control for the bruleur. He
was leaning back against his safety line,

gazing up like a seaman at the multicol-

ored, spherical sail ol the balloon.
I felt an-

other surge of belief in the raft. There was
something fine and timeless in the pilot's

pose. He might have been Huck on an
ethereal Mississippi, as seen from below
by the fish. Except for the big Gallic nose
he might have been some Polynesian god
sailing in from heaven to impart naviga-

tional secrets to man.
I ran for the forest. Ebersolt, wearing a

backpack jammed with climbing gear and
carrying a machete, was sprinting just

ahead of me; and I entered the forest

shadows on his heels. We dodged and
ducked through the saplings and bultress

roots and vines and palm fronds of the un-

derstory. Glancing up from time to time, we
were able to keep the raft in sight through

the lacework of the canopy. We crossed a

dry streambed, jumped a wei one, then re-

alized that the raft had ceased moving
through ihe treetops ahead

—

l'arbrissage

had been achieved. We were the first to

arrive underneath. The raft looked good
.up there. It seemed to be riding lightly on
the canopy. It might have been some sort

of giant arachnid fallen atop the forest.

We could hear the pilot and the profes-

sor calling back and forth from on high as

they prepared to deflate the balloon, if they
'
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would buffet if, tugging the raft about, pos-

sibly even dislodging it. There came an

occasional groaning ot boughs and snap-

ping of twigs as the raft settled. Now and
then we heard the squeak of rubber as

someone moved about on a pontoon. The
disturbance of the raft was generating a

false autumn of falling leaves in ihe un-

derstory, and an artificial rain.

"There are two good points of support,"

Ebersolt said, looking up. He pointed to the

stern and the starboard side, both of which
seemed to have robust crowns under them.

He worried about Ihe prow, where the sau-

sages were only lightly touching Ihe

branches of a single tree. Un fortunately, in

this appraisal he proved lo be wrong. Forty-



five minutes at:er arbnssage. with Ihe bal-

loon safely defiaieo. there came the loud,

squeaky creak and crack of rubber and
branches under stress. 'Cleyet-Marrel,

moving sternward to shu: o't a movie cam-
era mounted there, had overweighted thai

end. The stern dropped under him, and he

tell from Ihe rafl.

The rubbery screams ol Ihe pontoon and

the snapping of branches had no! quite

ceased when Dany. dangling on his safety

line 60 feel above the floor of the forest,

laughed loudly. The laugh was delighleo.

straight from :he diaphragm: and Ihe lorest

resounded Dany hauled himself up and in

and shut off the camera. He was fine ex-

cept for a rubber bum from the pontoon.

An hour later Ihe pilot rappelled to earth.
' He released his rope tram the descender
and looked back up. "The shame of it is

that the forwa'o pari is superb," he said in

French. Halle, touching down, minutes later,

repeated those sentiments. 'Tout le pont

avant est absolument superbe," he said.

The professor looked tired but happy. I re-

alized, with some surprise, that this was to

be the party line: I'arbrissage was going to

be treated as a modest success.

It was another instance of the old saw:

The optimist, looking up into Ihe canopy,

saw a tree raft half afloat: ihe oessunist saw
it half sinking. The trouble, it seemed to me,

was that if this was Ihe test to prove the

proposition, Ihe world was sure to view it

pessimistically. The eye of an uninvolved

party just natural y sti ayed :o the fallen stern

of the raft.

"I think this problem can be corrected,"

Halle told me. "We have to be careful with

pioneer trees—with Irees like these from

secondary forest. They look strong, like a

cushion, but there is nothing inside.

"The flight was perfect, exactly perfect.

Very easy. Light and very soft. We have
chosen the wrong place: i must admit this.

.But we have chosen the place, and Dany
managed to land exactly on this point. A
problem was lh.e yellow net, because
through the yellow net I was not able to

identify the tree, if I were able to see that it

was this bloody morototo, then I wouldn't

have chosen this spot. The morototo is not

a strong tree."

The yellow, he explained, had been too

close to Ihe canopy's greens. On one of

the yellow triangles of net, the name of a

sponsoring company had been spray-
painted in black, and through those black

letters the passing canopy had been per-

fectly legible. That fragmentary, alphabet-

ical view of the I
rocs had rot been enough

for navigation, unfortunately.

Late that afternoon, Ebersolt and I

paused as we lelt the forest. We took a last

look up at the twisted triangles of netting

and pontoons, "Since four or live months
ago, I have worried about something like

this happening," the inventor admitted,

nodding up. The triangles of the raft's

structure sprawled like- broKcn wings over,.

a sixth of an acre of canopy. I
felt serious

tremors now in my belief in Ihe raft. It looked
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less like a gar:: 'ru'etop arachnid than like

a piece of hubris— like Icarus fallen to Earth

in French Guiana.

Eight days later, on October 21. 19B6
;
a

big tropical cumulonimbus stood high

above the forest. The cumulonimbus turned

pink with dawn, and the big balloon, filling

on Ihe savanna below it began to echo Ihe

shape of Ihe cloud. This was to be the sec-

ond attempt at arbrissage. The raft had
been pulled off the trees by a French Army
helicopter several days before.

Again Cleyet-Marrel and Halle were the

crew and took up their stations. "Cartes de
vaccination'?" Dany yelled as the raft be-

gan to lift off. "Passeports pour Suri-

name?" (Vaccination cards7 ^assporls lor

Surinam?] This was a worst-case estimate.

Surinam was 200 kilometers away.

"Pas de morototo!" someone shouted

from below when the rait was 20 feet above
the savanna. No more morototos seemed
a good idea.

This lime I ran for the forest a little ahead

itfhe men
spent the night in the canopy

watching the

Southern consteliations,

singing, and
talking about dirigibles—

possibly their

next experimental vessel.^

of the raft.
I was better now al iogg'rg

through the jungle while looking up, and I

was able to keep pace with it. Occasion-

ally the vegetation grew thick and difficult,

but each time I was iieo in glance up again,

[here—directly aoove. moving wilh me, fill-

ing half the sky—was the enormous, silent,

geometrical vessel, the red spokes of "its

pontoons slowly I'eewhoeling.
I lelt like a

boy running through the forest in a Spiel-

berg movie.

Arbrissage on this second .try was nearly

perfect. "Pas mat, " said Ebersolt, on arriv-

ing underneath.

"Pas' mat, " said one of the botanists, Hu-

bert de Foresta, on arriving himself a few
minutes later.

Not bad indeed. Le Radeau des Cirnes

had come lo rest on the canopy almost as

levelly as if had. in the hopeful drawings of

Halle's prospectus A day lalor when things

were organized on the raft, I accompanied
Lbersol; by jumarupto it,

"it's, absolutely incredible," the inventor

said, surveying the lay of Ihe raft. "Abso-

lutely incredible. It's like a challenge in

mathematics."

That night Ha Id. who wanled very much

to sleep on his rail, swung olf his pack and
paused underneath. The bright light of the

entomologist's insect trap was burning

above, and shafts of white light radiated

down among the trunks of the forest. Pro-

fessor Halle found it extraordinarily beau-
tiful. Hauling himself by jumar up toward

Iheradianl vessel, he I bought ot Close En-

counters ol the Third Kind.

Halle, Ebersolt, and the entomologist

Patrick Bleuzen spent the early hours of

the night watching the Southern constel-

lations, singing, and talking. They spoke,

among other things, of dirigibles. One great

flaw in the balloon-powered rafl. a short-

coming that both arbnscages had empha-
sized, was its undirectable flight. The diri-

gible idea had crossed everyone's mind
early in the project, but dirigibles are ex-

traordinarily expensive. Halle had dis-

missed any thought of them until a recent

dinner conversation at camp, when Cleyet-

Marrel informed him that an English com-
pany was coming out soon with a small,

reasonably priced dirigible Halle was full

of excilemenl al the possibilities. In Sep-
tember 1988. when Ihe raft men plan the

second series of experiments. Ihe hot-air

locomotive for the raft may well be blimp-

shaped and have the capability to sail

against the forest winds. The talk sub-

sided, and Eborsoll played experimentally

on his trumpet. The inventor plays Irag-

ments of pieces, seldom bothering to fin-

ish anything.

Al midnighl the entomologist switched

off his light trap. The mosquitoes ceased
swarming around the light and began
swarming about the men. The three

donned beekeeper head nets, but the

frustrated hum of massed squadrons of

mosquitoes, inches from [heirfaces, made
sleep difficult. At dawn the mosquitoes de-
parted, and the raft was attacked by phle-

bolomus Hies. Halle had contracted the skin

disease leishmaniasis from these tiny sand
flies in 1974 in Brazil, and a scar the size

of a ten-franc piece remains on his fore-

head. The mesh of the head nets was too

large lo exclude the flies, and they flew right

in. Halle paid little attention to his old an-

tagonists. Up at last among the tiles and
shingles in the architecture ol "he forest, he
was having a wonderful time.

The tropical cumuli turned pink. The sun
kindled on the horizon, and the treetops

were illuminated by the light of a new day.

The canopy under the raft was continuous

and tightly woven ol a hundred different

greens. From nowhere on the raft— except

by the stern, where a hole had been
cleared for the ropes—was it possible to

see through to Ihe ground. The crowns of

the forest stood all about the professor,

c/est'iig like waves arrested in mid-roll, and
through thai unmoving sea his raft made
lis rnolionlcss progress. These were the first

swells of a green, still-great ocean that

stretched away to the south, over the

Guiana Plateau, across the Amazon Basin,

and beyond. The raft was just out of har-

bor. Perhaps it was not too late alter all.DO
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DESTINIES

the Iron Curtain. The German Society for

Sex Research has accused himot "putting

his ideas inlo practice." Darner flatly de-.

nies the accusation. "That's nonsense," he

says angrily. "I don't know what that means."

Some scientists think Dorner is too smart

to suppose human experiments would

work. "The'idea that you can manipulate

the fetus to come out with the desired gen-

der orientation is extraordinarily simplis-

tic," says Brian Gladue. "It's fundamentally

unscientific. It brings homosexuality back

into the medical model scheme as a prob-

lem that can be treated. It sounds like

something out of the Thirties."

When Dorner calls rats "homosexual,

colleagues react strongly. Louis Gooren is

one of those scientists. He believes Dorner

equates the femalelike sexual behavior of

male rats with adult human male homosex-
ual behavior and equates malelike sexual

behavior of female rats with human lesbian

'

behavior. "I have a problem with that,"

Gooren says. "The rat has a very stereo-

typed sexual repertoire. That's nottrueior

humans. Dorner can't explain, for exam-

ple, why two gay males enjoy sex together.

That's because he starts from a reproduc-

tive model that by nature requires sexual

dimorphism—a sharp differentiation be-

tween male and female functioning. He
forgets that human homosexual behavior

is so flexible that it changes from hour to

hour, minute to minute. At one instant, one

partner might want to penetrate. In the next,

he might want lo be penetrated."

Dorner retorts, "It is complete nonsense

to say that I have equated the female rat's

proffering of her sex organs (o male ho-

mosexual behavior' in humans. I have never

done that."

Dbrner's proposal for endocrine inter-

vention in the womb may be a speculative

stance he assumes for complex political

reasons. "Societies have views about
transsexualily and homosexuality," says

June Remisch, "They are even stronger in

Iron Curtain countries, where there is so

much control over people's lives. There are

a number of ways in which governments

can influence the research environment.

The best way is through funding. This hap-

pens in our own country as well. The way
Dorner interprets his findings needs to be

seen in the context of his political milieu."

If it should turn out that the amount of

prenatal androgens is one of the major fac-

tors in at least some cases of homosexu-
ality, what are' the moral implications of in-

fluencing prenatal life? "That has to be
discussed in each culture," Reinisch says.

Some sociobioiogica: t'ioo'ios suggest that

homosexuality is beneficial to society be-

cause gays and lesbians art; less likely to

have children and more likely to invest in

the children of their siblings. By not repro-

ducing, they can make more resources

available for olhers.

"We don't know the consequences ol

eliminating homosexuality," Reinisch points

out. "We might raise the aggressiveness of

the human species to the point where we
wipe each other out. From my own work

I

know that Ihe level of prenatal androgens

is related to aggressiveness. It's a biolog-

ical correlation. If you add more andro-

gens, you'll get more aggressiveness in fe-

males as well as males."

But if Dorner is right—if it is possible to

change sexual orientation in the womb-
he could usher in a brave new world. There

seems little hope of an AIDS vaccine or

treatment drug in the foreseeable future.

Assuming the disease continues to spread,

it may become possible to say with cer-

tainty that many homosexual males will be

at high risk of dying young. Will parents opt

for a prenatal test that could predict sexual

orientation so they can then choose either

to abort the fetus or accept the risk of an-

drogen supplementation to try for a het-

erosexual male?

When it becomes available, the prenatal

test should be performed, Dorner says, in

the event of an unwanted pregnancy. The

solution is then up to Ihe mother. "I think

the mother has the responsibility to decide



whelher she warns an abortion and whether

she wants to bear a homosexual or hetero-

sexual child," he explains. "With the cur-

rent AIDS .crisis. I can't imagine a mother

would say, 'I'm noi concerned it my child

is homosexual.' It can't be."

Will Ihe decision be left up to parents at

all? What if socioiy or govcnment decides

it wants to "cure" homosexuality in the

womb—perhaps as a desperate measure

to control ihe spread of AIDS? Regardless

of whether society has the "right" to make
this decision, is it too farfetched to envision

that Dorner's theories may be seized by

right-wing extremists to promote "endo-

crinological eut'ianasia o; homosexuality."

just as the German Society for Sex Re-

search in West Germany so feared7

As for homosexuals Ihemselves, Dorner

says he's never known a homosexual who
disputes his theory. "Never," he under-

scores. Furthermore, he takes credit for

helping to legal ze homosexuality in the

GDR and New Zealand, based on his ex-

peri testimony that it is biologically deter-

mined. In the mid-Sixties, the GDR be-

came the first socialisl counlry to legalize

homosexuality, doing so before West Ger-

many and even most states in the United

States. But according to gay activist and
writer Hugh Murray, who spent a number
of years teaching at an East German uni-

versity, the genera oopulation remains

bigoted about homosexuality.

Gay psychiatrist Ronald Hellman of New

York, the third auihoi on ihe Science article

that replicaled Dorner's findings on the LH
positive feedback effect, is neither threat-

ened nor offended by Dorner's claims.

"It depends on what 'you do with this

knowledge," he says. "It could be used in

a number of positive ways. It might be a

good idea, for example, for some parents

to choose a heterosexual baby over a ho-

mosexual one, in cases where the parenls

would have tremendous conflict in ac-

cepting a gay son or a lesbian daughter.

That can't do the child any good.

"On the other hand, it may place respon-

sibility on the shoulders of gay people for

raising thenexl gay generation." he adds.

To some, though, Dorner's research po-

liticizes a complex human phenomenon.
'Anytime I hear of research on the biologi-

cal roots of homosexuality, I wince," says

Urvashi Vaid, public information director for

the National Gay Task Force in Washing-

ton. "I know ihis sort of research will be

used lo do what Dorner is talking about, to

prevent your kid from becoming homosex-
ual. It's dangcous in the cli'nate we live in

today. The fara-ical cements of the sq-

called Christian right say that gay people

need somehow to be made non-gay."

As with most other human conditions,

whether it's mental illness or juvenile delin-

quency or creative genius, there is no sin-

gle, simple factor lhal explains the phe-

nomenon. "When you discuss something

as complex as human sexuality, it's sim-

n putting you on everything.

"

plisticto ignore inborn constitutional, early

experiential, or later sociological influ-

ences," says UCLAs Richard. Green. 'All

children are not created equal." According

to Green, some children are born inter-

ested m activities that our culture labels

"sex-typed"—a boy who plays with dolls,

a girl who likes rough-and-lumble play.

These children will have a different rela-

tionship with their peer group, with each
parent, and with the larger society as they

develop. Green notes. 'As my own recently

published, fifteen-year study, 'The Sissy

Boy Syndrome' and' the Development of

Homosexuality [Yale University Press,

1987], demonstrates, there is a complex
developmental root to male homosexual-

ity. It begins in early childhood, when cer-

tain boys with specific behavior and ex-

periences can be identified as having a
very high probability of later homosexual

or bisexual behavior."

There's no doubt that Dorner's polemics

have cost him. Discussions of his work

among his peers become so emotionally

charged that they find it difficult to be ob-

jective. Recently, when several scientists

met to plan a major American conference

on the brain and behavior, Dorner's inclu-

sion became a subject of debate. In the

end, he was invited. But one wonders how
many have simply opted to exclude him.

As Brian Gladue points out, "The only

way progress is made in science is by tak-

ing stances at opposite poles. By being an

extremist, Dorner has caused a commo-
tion in the field. He came up with an idea,

experimented lo evaluate it and held it up

for others to scrutinize. He rattled the cage
and got people to consider the idea even

though he die so in an antagonistic way."

Because Dorner has stuck with his opinion

and put up with a lot of abuse, we know a

lot more today aboU bo ogical influences

on sexual orientation than we did a few

years ago. "His work on the LH positive

feedback effect demonstrates that sexual

orientation is not simply a learned, cultural

phenomenon. There is definitely some-
thing biological going on," Gladue adds.

In the nature-versus-nurture debate,

Dorner is the unabashed champion of na-

ture. And he just might be right. "Based on

my own experiments at UCLA with rats, I

believe Dorner may be correct," says Roger

Gorski. "The mammalian brain is basically

female. To become male, it must be ex-

posed to testicular hormones pehnatally

—

both before birth and during the first week
of postnatal life.

"In animals, hormones determine brain

function. This process must apply to hu-

mans as well. The question is, What does
that hormonal change mean? It's possible

thai hormones alter the neural subslrate that

is then acted on by environmental factors.

I'm willing to guess that if you could pin-

point just the right critical period and just

the right level of androgens, you could

probably reduce the incidence of homo-
sexuality As complex as we are, we are

still mammals."DO
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CYBER JAMMING
Even Ihose who can't carry

a tune in a proverbial bucket

can now produce bucketfuls

of music, thanks to two

remarkable new computer
composition programs. Both

programs compose listen-

able music from minimal

human input and do not

require musical ability.

M and Jam Factory are the

first products of Intelligent

Music, a company headed by

electronic music pioneer

Joel Chadabe, who calls the

programs "intelligent musical

instruments." Traditional

musical instruments, says
Chadabe, respond to

human actions only in the

simplest ways. But with

the combination of an
electronic synthesizer driven

by a computer running

Chadabe's software, human
players interact with a
machine capable of making
its own musical decisions.

The programs compose
music using complex formu-

las, which the player controls

by plugging in dozens of

variables. Mean create

melodies and rhythms from a
range of designated notes.

Jam Factory not only impro-

vises on melodies you give it

but also offers three more
cybernetic playing partners

that can accompany the

human player's lead. From
hard-driving rock themes to

subtle and lilting jazz lines,

some of the music is so
clever that it's difticult to

believe it is machine-made.
—Timothy Onosko

Access: Both programs,

which are aimed at serious

musicians as well as novices,

require an Apple Macintosh -

computer and a synihesize;'

that uses the MIDI digital

interface standard. M costs

$150; Jam Factory, $120.

From Intelligent Music, Box
8748, Albany, NY 12208.

REAL MEN DON'T
USE...

Thanks to good secre-

taries, nept iingers, or just the

prejudice that real rri'en

don't use keyboards, many
executives have never
learned to type—a serious

snorxoming when it comes to

working a.computer.

Now, as a result ot a new
technology called Execu-
View, executives can get what
they need—information

critical to running their

businesses—simply, quickly,

and without knowing how
things work (or even knowing
how to type).

Execu-View combines a

touch-screen computer
terminal— using icons, small

pictures of items like

telephones or tile folders

—

with traditional management
reporting systems.

By simply pointing to a

picture ol a salesman, the

executive views the latest

ssies results. Touching the

screen again instantly

converts the sales numbers
into a color-bar chart reveal ng

the company's underlying

sales trends.

As a result of the pictures

and the touch screen, execu-
tives can use computers
directly, without typing on a
keyboard, reading documen-
tation, or taking any train-

ing.— Dick Richards

Access; Chris Kelly,

Cornshare, Inc., 3001 South
Stale, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104.

Phone: 1-800-922-7979.

TALKING HEADS
A Florida inventor by the

name of Jeff Machtig has

designed mannequins that

"X give the term talking

heads new meaning.

Tnetwenty-eight,

year-old Machtig has

developed a process called

contour optics, which creates

amoving, talking face by

projecting a filmed image
through the back of a

plastic head, which has
the same shape as the

face on the film. His first

creations—two larmers

n red and blue plaid

shirts—entertained crowds
the 1984 World's Fair in

New Orleans. His other

prototypes include a female
scientist who talks about a
pharmaceutical company's
latest products, a gangster,

and a cowboy.
Machtig has set his sights

even higher: "We could put

Cheryl Tiegs in every store

lhat sells her line of clothes."

To create the image, an

actor or actress is filmed

reading a script. The film is

then sent to New York City for

c;eve:opme-nt and transferred

to an 8mm, continuous-

loop cartridge. When the

buyer gets his mannequin,
he dresses it appropriately

and plugs in the lilm cartridge.

Personal Inc., a Boca
Rritor based company, is

now marketing a customized
Personal II model, in which
the head iurns and the eyes
follow the viewer.

—Michael Dale

Access: Prices range from

$7,000 to $12,000. Personal

Inc., 5400 North Dixie High-

way. Boca Raton, FL 33431.

Phone: (305) 994-6366.
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THE MICROWAVE
CLOTHES DRYER

Researchers at the Univer-

sity of Tulsa are experiment-

ing with a household appli-

ance of the future: a

microwave clothes dryer.

"Theoretically, microwave
dryers should be (aster

and much easier on fabrics,"

says university psychologist

Mary Ellen O'Connor, an

expert on the biological/be-

havioral effects of microwave
radiation. "In a regular dryer

you heat the air, which heats

the clothes. Then the water

evaporates, and you have to

get rid of it. But microwave
radiation eliminates one
whole step of the process,

You heat the water, not the air,

directly. Clothes will come
out much cooler."

O'Connor, electrical

engineer Robert Strattan, ,

and mechanical fiiSK^S.

engineer Ms"''

James Sorem recently devel-

oped a working prototype

of the dryer, and tests are

currently under way to pin-

point how microwaves will

affect the various fibers,

metals, and plastics found in

modern garments.

The Tulsa-based firm

Micro-Dry, Inc., is funding

research on the dryers; and if

current experiments are

successful, the company will

have them on the market in

a tew years. "They'll look

very much like .conventional

dryers," says O'Connor.

"and, I hope, they'll be priced

competitively."

—Sherry Baker

Access; O'Connor says

the dryer may be commer-
cially available by Ihe summer
of 1988. For further infor-

mation, contact Mary Ellen

O'Connor, Psychology
Department. University of

a-. Tulsa, Tulsa. OK 74104.
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ADJUSTABLE
BREASTS

You've always dreamed of

centerfold-quality breasts,

but God didn't make you that

way Make me a 34B," you

tell your plastic surgeon.

But two months later you have

second thoughts. You'd

reaiiy like .o be a 36C. Or

maybe a 32B. And now
it's loo late. You're stuck with

the breasts you just paid for.

" But now women undergo-

ing breast-augmentation

surgery can change their •

minds many times for up to

three months after surgery,

thanks to Dr. Hilton Becke-'s

new invention. As a plastic

and reconstructive surgeon n

Wesl Palm Beach, Florida,

Dr. Becker had noticed

that most of his patients were
dissaiisfied after breast

enhancement.

So Becker devised the

adjusiable breast, essentia: y

a silicone sack that can be

expanded (or reduced)

gradually over several weeks
by adding (or removing)

saline through a thin tube that

Iminates in the armpit. First

used for breast reconstruc-

>n following mastectomy, the

Becker prosthesis has

now brought happiness

to several hundred
cosmetic-surgery patients,

according to its inventor.

Given the chance, he

claims, "about a hundred

percent" of breasi-augmen-
:,?.! on paten:-; change Iheir

minds. Typically, women start

out too small, fearful of

turning into Dolly Partons,

then long for more ample

curves a month or two later.

. "If patients suddenly

change Irom a 32AA to a

36C, it's too much of a
shock," he adds. "But when
they can make the change
gradually, they become
cor!" -'or

l
able with larger and

larger breasts."

—Judith Hooper
Access; The Becker

prosthesis is marketed by the

Mentor Corporation, 600

Pine Avenue, Goleta, CA
93117. For information about
si. 'goons in your area who
i_.se i" telephone the Tissue

Exoansoi hfrrmalion Bureau

at 1-800-221-5517.

ARTIFICIAL
GOOSE
Some years ago the Army

discovered, much to its

horror, that the price of natural

goose down was creeping

toward the $30-a-pound

mark, and began casting

about for a new insulating

material that would be both

light and warm enough to

replace down in its line

of severe-weather arctic gear.

It had previously dismissed

a vast array of already avail-

able synthetics, far cheaper



at less than $5 a pound,
on the grounds that they

couldn't match goose leather

on a weight-to-warm!h bas;s.

The search ended at

Albany International Research

(AIR) in Dedharn, Massachu-
setts, where James Donovan
had invented just what the

Army was looking for—

a

polyester alternative to goose
down whose other compo-
nents he declines to discuss

because the Army and AIR

share the patent rights on the

insulation material, which
eventually could have a

Iremendous impact in the

civilian markelplace.

Donovan, who envisions

such uses as sleeping

coio-wearhc yea- 'or hirers

and. backpackers, high-

fashion winter clothes, and
comforters, says his down
has one big advantage

over the real thing: "When
goose down is wet, it

co lapses. It becomes water

and leathers." Not so the

synthetic, which he says "will

be used at the same thick-

ness and-density as real

down." --George Nobbc-
Access: Available in

approximately two years.

BRAS THAT
REMEMBER
The first commercial prod-

ucts made of nltlnol, or

memory metal, are finally

hitting the market.

Nitinol, comprising equal
parts nickel and titanium,

can remember, so to speak,

i:s factory-trained shape
and will return to it, no ma'.lcr

how badly deformed it might

become, when it is heated

to its "transition temperature."

Niiinol products now
ava iabie irc.lL.de eyeglass

frames (at right) and a bra with

memory-metal wire support.

Robert Y Newell, vice presi-

dent of Beta Phase, a Menlo
Park, California, company
that manufactures compo-
nents for the eyeglass frames,

says the following nitinol

pTjdjcts .vil soon hit the

market: low-cost, high-

performance electronic

connectors: compact, intra-

venous fiuid-dclivsry systems,

including a disposable I.V.

set; and an implantable

inconl nence-conirol device.

Also under development
elsewhere are artificial limb

joints; implants to surgically

correct scoliosis; sheaths

to reinforce an artery at Ihe

site oi an aneurysm; and
roboiic lingers hat move as

electric currenl is switched

on and off.—George Nobbe
-Access; Nitinol eyeglass

frames are available from

Universal Optical, 1 Universal

Drive. East Providence, Rl

02915. Nitinol bras are avail-

able wherever lingerie with

good memory s sold. Some
of the other products

mentioned above are

expected to be. online in

1988; others will take longer.

A WOMB WITH A
PHONE
What started out as a gag

gift for a baby shower has

turned two Santa Barbara,

Cai taenia, women into super-

baby entrepreneurs.

Dawn Hodson and Ricki

Strandfeldt, encouraged
by some of the latest rescaron

in the field of "fetal aware-

ness," have created a simple

device, called Ihe

"rega- phone, to allow people

to talk to an unborn baby. .

Researchers have now
estao ished that the baby
w;thin the womb can hear

sounds by ihe sixth month of

pregnancy. A separate

sli.dy conducted by Califo"iia

prenatal specialist Rene
Van de Carr reveals that

children who were
spoken :o in the

womb scored sig-

nificantly higher than

other children in tests

dealing with early speech
and use of compound words.
The Prega-phone (shown

above] is essentially an

stethoscope that

:

sail. i res a soft, sunshine-

yellow vinyl tube with a

mouthpiece at one end and
a funnel on the other.

The idea, according lo the

product's instructions, is to

"speak softly . . .
tell ihe baby

who you are . . . whisper

the endearing words your

baby wants lo hear .
.

. recit

poetry . . . sing nursery

rhymes and lullabies . . .

offer words of encour-

agement as delivery

time nears."

—Michael Dale'

Access: Available

in select maternity

or baby shops
nationwide, or

by mail order

from P

CA 93190. The ~'4

phone costs

£11.95, plus $2 "^j

for shipping and
handling

Or call (805)569-1730.



NIGHTOH COOTERS

still had his new hat on, bul his britches

and coal were singed and smoking.

"God damn, Bert! I don't know," said

Sweets, leaning around Luke. "We was out

here all night; it was a regular party; mosl

of the lime we was up on the lip up there.

Maybe thirty or forty people comin
1

and
goin' all the time. We was all talking and
hoorawing. and ihen we heard something

about an hour ago. We looked down, and

I'll be damned if the whole top of that thing

didn't come off like a mason jar!

"We was watching, and these damn
things started coming out—they looked like

big old leather balls, big as horses, with

snakes all out the front
—

"

"What?"

"Snakes. Yeah, tentacles Leo called

them, like an ocly-puss. Leo'd come back

from town and was here when them boog-

ers came out. Martians he said they was.

fhings from Mars. They had big old eyes,

big as your head! Everybody was pushing

and shoving; then one of them pulled out

one of them gun things, real slow like, and

just started burning up everything in sight.

"We all ran back for whatever cover we
could find— it took 'em a while to get up

the dirt pile. They killed horses, dogs, any-

thing they could see. Fire was everywhere.

They use that Ling jusl life ihe volunteer

firemen use them water hoses in Waco!"

"Where's Leo?"

Sweeis pointed to the draw that ran di-

agonally to the west. "We walched awhile,

finally figured they couldn't line up on the

ditch all the. way to the rise. Leo and the

others got away up the draw—he was
gonna feiegraoh the university about it. The
bunch that goi away --.as supposed to send

people out to the town road to warn peo-

ple. You probably would have run into ihem

if you hadn't been coming from Theobald's

place. Anyway, soon as them things saw
people were gettin' away, they goi mad as

hprneis. Thai's when they lit up the Atkin-

sons' barn."

A flash of fire leap! in Ihe rools of Ihe

tree, jumped back thirty leet into the burnt

grass behind them, then moved back and
forth in a curtain of sparks.

"Man, that's what 1 call a real smoke
pole,

'
said Luke.

"Well," Lindley said. "This won't do. These

things done attacked citizens in my juris-

diction, and they killed my horse."

He turned lo Luke.

"Be real careful, and get back to town,

get the posse up. Telegraph the Rangers

and tell 'em to burn leather gettin" here.

Then get aholt of Skip Whitworlh and have

him bring out The Gun."

' Skip Whitworih sat behind the tree trunk

and pulled ihe cover from the six-foot rifle

OF A SECRET
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at his side. Skip was in his late fifties. He
had been a sniper in the War for Southern

Independence when he had been in his

twenties. He had once shot at a Yankee
general just as the officer was bringing a

forkful of beans up to his mouth. When the

fork got there, there were only some shoul-

ders and a gullet for the-beans to drop into.

That had been from a mile and a half

away, from sixty feel up a pine tree.

The rifle was an ,80-caliber octagonal-

barrel breechloader that used two and a

half ounces of powder and a percussion

cap the size of a jawbreaker for each shot.

It had a telescopic sight running the entire

length of the barrel.

"They're using that thing on the end of

ihat stick to watch us," said Lindley. "I had
Sweets jump around, and every time he

did. one of those coolers would come up
with thai fire gun and give us what-for."

Skip said nothing. He loaded his rifle,

which had a breechblock lever the size of

a crowbar on it, then placed anoiher
round—cap, paper cartridge, ball—next

to him. He drew a bead and pulled the trig-

ger. It sounded like dynamite had gone off

in [heir ears. The wobbling pole snapped
in two halfway up. The top end flopped

around back into the pit.

There was a scrabo no noise above the

whirring from the earthen lip. Something

round came up.

Skip had smoothly opened the breech,

put in the ball, torn the cartridge with his

teeth, put in the cap, closed the action,

pulled back ihe hammer, and sighted be-

fore the shape reached the top of the dirt.

Metal glinted in the middle of the dark

thing. Skip fired. There wasasqueech; ihe

whole top of the round thing opened up; it

spun around and backward, ihings in ils

Iront working like a daddy longlegs thrown

on a roaring stove.

Skip loaded again. There were flashes

of light from the crater. Something came
up shooting, fire leaping like hot sparks

from a blacksmith's anvil, the air full of

flames and smoke. Skip fired again.

The fire gun flew up in the air. Snakes
twisted, writhed, disappeared.

It was very quiet for a lew seconds.

Then there was tno renewed whining of

machinery arc: noises like a pile driver, the

sounds of filing and banging. Steam came
up over the crater lip.

"Sounds like a steel foundry in there,"

said Sweets.

"I don't like it one bit," said Lindley. "Be

danged if I'm gonna let 'em gei the drop

on us. Can you keep them down?"
"How many are there'?" asked Skip.

"Luke and Sweets saw four or five be-

fore all hell broke loose this morning. Prob-

ably more of 'em than thai was inside."

"I've got three more shots. If Ihey poke

up, I'll get 'em."

"I'm goin' to town, then out to Elmer's.

Sweets'll stay with you awhile. If you run

outia bullets, light up out ihe draw. I don't

want nobody killed. Sweeis, keep an eye

out for the posse. I'm telegraphing the
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Rangers again, then goin' to get Elmer and

his dynamite. We're gonna fix their little red

wagon for certain."

"Sure thing, Sheriff."

The sun had just passed noon.

Leo looked haggard. He had been up

all night, then at the telegraph office send-

ing off messages lo the university. In-

quiries had begun to come in from as far

east as Baton Rouge. Leo had another, from

Percival Lowell out in Flagstaff, Arizona

Territory. "Everybody at the university thinks

it's wonderful," said Leo.

"People in Austin would," said Lindley.

"they're sure these things are con-

nected with Mars and those bright flashes

of gas last month. Seems something's

happened in England, starting about a

week ago. No one's been able to get

through to London for (wo or three days."

"You telling me Mars is attacking Lon-

don, England, and Pachuco City, Texas?"

asked the sheriff.

"It seems so," said Leo. He took off his

glasses and rubbed his eyes.
" 'Scuseme, Leo," said Lindley. "I got to

get another telegram off to the Texas
Rangers."

"That's funny," said Argyle, the tele-

graph operator. "The line was working just

a second ago." He began tapping his key

and fiddling with his coil box.

Leo peered out the window. "Hey!" he

said. "Where's the 3:14?" He looked at the

railroad clock. It was 3:25. In sixteen years

of rail service, the train had been four min-

utes late, and that was after a mud slide in

the storm twelve years ago.

"Uh-oh," said the sheriff.

They were turning out of Elmer's yard

with a wagonload of dynamite. The wife and

eleven of the kids were watching.

"Easy, Sheriff," said Elmer, who, with two

of his boys and most of their guns, was
riding in back with the explosives. 'Jake

sold me everything he had. I just didn't no-

tice till we got back here with that stuff that

some of it was already sweating."

"Holy shit!" said Lindley. "You mean we
gotta go a mile an hour out there? Let's get

out and throw the bad stuff off."

"Well, it's all mixed in," said Elmer. "I was
sorta gonna set it all up on the hill and put

one blasting cap in the whole load,"

"Jesus. You woulda blowed up your

house and Pachuco City too."

"I was in a hurry," said Elmer, hanging

his head.

"Well, can't be helped. We'll take it slow."

Lindley looked at his watch. It was six

o'clock. He heard a high-up, fluttering

sound. They looked at the sky. Coming
down was a large, round, glowing object'

throwing off sparks in all directions. It was.

curved with points, like the thing in the cra-

ter at the Atkinson place. A long, thin trail

of smoke from the back end hung in the air

behind it. They watched in awe as it sailed

down. It went into the horizon to the north

of Pachuco City
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"One," said one of the kids in the wagon,

"two, three
—

"

Silently they took up the count. At twenty-

seven there was a roaring boom, just like

the night before.

"Five and a half miles," said the sheriff.

"That puts it eight miles from the other one.

Leo said the ones in London came down
twenty-four hours apart, regular as clock-

work." They started off as fast as they could

under the circumstances.

There were flashes of light beyond the

Atkinson place in the near dusk. The lights

moved off toward the north where the other

thing had plowed in, _

It was the time of evening when your eyes

can fool you. Sheriff Lindley thought he saw
something that shouldn't have been there

sticking above 'the horizon. It glinted like

metal in the dim light. He thought it moved,

but it might have been the motion of the

wagon as they lurched down a gulley.

When they came up, it was gone.

<mMi six

of the tentacles shot straight

up into the air, and
it took off like a man running

, with his arms

above his head. It staggered

through one side of

the house and out the other3

Skip was gone. His rifle was still there. It

wasn't melted but had been crushed, as

had the three-foot-thick tree trunk in front

of it. All the caps and cartridges were gone.

There was a monstrous series of foot-

prints leading from the crater down to the

tree, then off into the distance to the north

where Lindley thought he had seen some-

thing. There were three footprints in each

series. Sweets ha: had been mashed along

with Skip's gun. Clanging and banging still

came from the crater.

The four of them made their plans. Lind-

ley had his shotgun and pistol, which Luke

had brought out with him that morning,

though he was still wearing his burned suit

and his untouched Stetson.

He tied together the fifteen sweatiest

sticks of dynamite he could find.

They crept up, then rushed the crater.

"Hurry up!" yelled the sheriff to the men
at" the courthouse. "Get that cannon up

those stairs!"

"He's still coming this way!" yelled Luke

from up above.

They had been watching the giant ma-
chine from the courthouse since it had

come up out of the Atkinson place, before

the sheriff and Elmer and his boys made it

into town after their sortie.

It had come across to the north, gone to

the site of the second crash, and stood

motionless there for quite a while. When it

got dark, the deputies brought out the night

binoculars. Everybody in town saw the flash

of dynamite from the Atkinson place.

A few moments after that, the machine

had moved back toward there. It looked

like a giant water tower with three legs. It

had a thing like a teacher's desk bell on

top of it, and something that looked like a

Kodak roll-film camera in front of that. As

the moon rose, they saw the thing had ten-

tacles like thick wires hanging from be-

tween the three giant legs.

The sheriff Elmer, and his boys made it

lo town just as the machine found the de-

struction they had caused at the first land-

ing site. It had turned toward town and was
coming at a pace of twenty miles an hour.

"Hurry the hell up!" yelled Luke. "Oh,

shit— !" He ducked. There was a flash of

light overhead. The building shook. "That

heat gun comes out of the box on the front!"

he said. "Look out!" The building glared

and shook again. Something down the

street caught fire.

"Load that son of a bitch," said Lindley.

"Bob! Some of you men make sure every-

body's in the cyclone cellars or where they

won't burn. Cut out all the damn lights!"

"Hell, Sheriff. They know we're here!"

yelled a deputy. Lindley hit him with his hat,

then followed the cannon up to the top of

the clock-tower steps.

Luke was cramming powder into the

cannon muzzle. Sweets ran back down the

stairs. Other people carried cannonballs

up the steps to the tower one at a time.

Leo came up. "What did you find, Sher-

iff, when you went back?"

There was a cool breeze for a few sec-

onds in the courthouse tower. Lindley

breathed a lew deep breaths, remember-

ing. "Pretty rough. There was some of them

still working after that thing had gone. They

were building another one just like it." He
pointed toward the machine, which was fir-

ing up houses to the northeast side of town,

swinging the ray back and forth. They could

hear its hum. Homes and chicken coops

burst into flames. A mooing cowwas stilled.

"We threw in the dynamite and blew most

of them up, One was in a machine like a

steam tractor. We shot up what was left

while they was hootin' and a-hollerin'. There

was some other things in there, live things

maybe, but they was too blowed up to put

back together to be sure what they was, all

bleached out and pale. We fed everything

there a diet ol buckshot till there wasn't

nothin' left. Then we hightailed it back here

on horses, left the wagon sitting."

The machine came on toward the main

street of town. Luke finished with the pow-

der. There were so many men with guns
on the building across the street it looked

like a brick porcupine. It must have looked

this way for the James gang when they



were shol up in Northfield, Minnesota.

The courthouse was made ot stone. Most

of the wooden buildings in town were

ched or already afire. When the heat

gun came this way, it blew bricks to dust,

played flame over everything. The air

above the whole town heated up.

They had put out the lamps behind the

clockfaces. There was nothing but moon-
light glinting ofi the three-legged machine,

flames of burning buildings, the faraway

glows of prairie iires. It looked like Pa-

chuco City was on the outskirts of hell.

"Get ready, Luke," said the sheriff. The
machine stepped between two burning

stores, its tentacles pulling out smoldering

horse tack, chains, kegs of nails, then

heaving them this way and that. Someone
at the end of the street fired off a round.

There was a high, thin ricochet off the ma-
chine. Sweets ran upstairs, something in

his arms. It was a curtain from one of the

judge's windows. He'd ripped it down and
tied it to the end of one of the janitor's long

window brushes.

On it he had lettered in tempera paint

come and take it. There was a ragged, ner-

vous cheer from the men on the building

as they read it by the light of the flames.

"Cute, Sweets," said Lindley, "too cute."

The machine turned down Main Street.

A line of fire sprang up at the back side ol

town from the empty corrals.

- "Oh, shit!" said Luke. "I forgot the wad-
ding!". Lindley took off his hat to hit him

with". He looked at its beautiful felt in the

mixed moonlight and firelight.

The thing turned toward them. The sher-

iff thought he saw eyes way up in the bell-

thing atop the machine, eyes like a big cat's

eyes seen through a dirty windowpane on

a dark night.

"Goldang, Luke, it's my best hat. but I'll

be damned if I let them cooters burn down
my town I"

He stuffed the Stetson, crown first, into

the cannon barrel. Luke shoved it in with

the ramrod, threw in two 35-pound can-

nonballs behind it, pushed them home, and
swung the barrel out over Main Street.

The machine bent to tear up something.

"Okay, boys," yelled Lindley. 'Attract its

attention." Rifle and shotgun fire winked on

the rooftop. It glowed like a hot coal from

the muzzle flashes. A great slather of rico-

chets ilew off the giant machine.

It turned, pointing its heat gun at the

building. It was fifty feet from the court-

house steps.

"Now," said the sheriff.

Luke touched off the powder with his

cigarillo. The whole north side of the court-

house bell tower flew off, and the roof col-

lapsed. Two holes you could see the moon
through appeared in the machine: one in

the middle, one smashing through the

dome atop it. Sheriff Lindley saw the lower

cannonball come out and drop lazily to-

ward the end of burning Main Street.

All six of the tentacles of the machine
shot straight up into the air, and it took off

like a man running with his arms above his

head. It staggered, as fast as a freight train

could go, through one side of a house and
out the other, and ran partway up Park

Street. One of its three legs went higher

than its top. It hopped around like a crazy

man on crutches before its feet got tan-

gled in a horse-pasture fence, and it went

over backward with a shudder. A great

cloud of steam came out of it and hung in

the air. No one in the courthouse tower

heard the sound of the steam. They were

all deaf as posts from the explosion. The
barrel ol the cannon was burst all along the

end. The men on the other roof were jump-

ing up and down and clapping each other

on the back. The come and take it sign on

the courthouse had two holes in it, neater

than you could have made with a biscuit

cutter. First a high whine, then a dull roar,

then something like normal hearing came
back to the sheriff's left ear. The right one
still felt like a kid had his fist in there.

"Dang it, Sweets!" he yelled. "How much
powder did Luke use?"

"Huh?" Luke was banging on his head
with both his hands.

"How much powder did he use?"

"Two, two and a half cans," said Sweets.

"It only takes half a can a ball!" yelled

the sheriff. He reached for his hat to hit Luke

with, touched his bare head. "I feel naked.

Come on, we're not through yet. We got

fires to put out and some hash to settle.

"

Luke was still standing, shaking his head.

The whole town was cheering.

It looked like a pot lid slowly boiling open,

moving just a little. Every time the end un-

screwed a little more, ashes and cinders

fell off into the second pit. There was a piled

ridge of them. The back turned again,

moved a few inches, quit. Then it wobbled,

there was a sound like a stove being jerked

up a chimney, and the whole back end
rolled open like a mad bank vault and fell

off. There were one hundred eighty-four

men and eleven women all standing be-

hind the open end of the thing, their guns
pointing toward the interior. At the exact

center were Sweets and Luke with the other

courthouse cannon. This time there was
one can of powder, but the barrel was filled

to the end with everything from the black-

smith-shop floor—busted window glass,

nails, horseshoes, bolts, stirrup buckles,

and broken files and saws.

Eyes appeared in the dark interior.

"Remember the Alamo," said the sheriff.

Everybody, and the cannon, fired.

When the third meteor came in that eve-

ning, south of town at thirteen minutes past

six, they knew something was wrong. It

wobbled in flight, lost speed, and dropped
like a long, heavy leaf.

They didn't have to wait for this one to

cool and open. When the posse arrived,

the thing was split in two and torn. Heat

and steam came up from the inside.

One of the pale things was creeping for-

lornly across the ground with great diffi-

culty. It looked like a thin gingerbread man



made of glass with only a knob for a head.

"It's probably hurting from the gravity,"

said Leo.

"Fix it, Sweets," said Lindiey.

"Sure thing, Sheriff,"

There was a gunshot.

No fourth meteor fell, though they had

scouts out for twenty miles in all directions,

and the railroad tracks and telegraph wires

were fixed again.

"I been doing some figuring." said Leo.

"If there were ten explosions on Mars last

month, and these things started landing in

England last Thursday week,. then we
should have got the last three. There won't

be any more."

"You been figurin', huh?"

"Sure have."

"Well, we'll see."

Sheriff Lindiey stood on his porch. It was
sundown on Sunday, three hours after an-

other meteor should have fallen, had there

been one.

Leo rode up. "I saw Sweets and Luke

heading toward the Atkinson place with

more dynamite. What are they doing?"

"They're blowing up every last remnant

of them things—lock, stock, and ass hole."

"But," said Leo, "the professors from the

university will be here tomorrow, to look at

their ships and machines! You can't de-

stroy them!"

"Shit on the University of Texas and the

horse it rodein on," said Lindiey. "My juris-

diction runs from Deer Piss Creek to Bue-

nos Frijoles, back to Olatunji, up the Little

Clear Fork of the North Branch of Mud River,

back to the creek, and everything in be-

tween. If I say something gets blowed up,

it's on its way to kingdom come."

He put his arms on Leo's shoulders.

"Besides, what little grass grows in this

county's supposed to be green, and what's

growing around them things is red. I really

don't like that."

"But Sheriff! I've got to meet Professor

Lowell in Waxahachie tomorrow.
. .

."

"Listen, Leo. I appreciate what you done.

But I'm an old man. I been kept up by Mar-

tians for three nights, I lost my horse and
my new hat, and they busted my favorite

gargoyle off the courthouse. I'm going in

and get some sleep, and I only want to be
woke up tor the Second Coming, by Jesus
Christ himself."

Leo jumped on his horse and rode for

the Atkinson place.

Sheriff Lindiey crawled into bed and went

to sleep as soon as his head hit the pillow.

He had a dream. He was a king in Bab-
ylon, and he lay on a couch at the top of a
ziggurat, just like the Tower of Babe! in the

Bible. He surveyed the city and the river.

There were women all around him, and men
with curly beards and big headdresses.

Occasionally someone would feed him a

large figjrom a golden bowl. His dreams
were noi interrupted by the sounds of dy-

namiting, first from one side of town, then

another, and then another.DQ
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EX's "phone home" inventor speaks;

after 20 years a puzzle is cracked

By Scot Morris

Henry Feinberg makes
gizmos. Some would call

them Rube Goldberg de-

vices, bul he prefers to call

them Feinbergs. The most fa-

mous Feinberg is the tele-

phone that E.T. uses in the

movie to "phone home."

When Stephen Spielberg

had his little alien build a

device that would send a sig-

nal to its home planet, he

wanted to combine house-

hold objects, following logic

an eight-year-old child could

understand. But Spielberg

also wanted this contraption

to work according to sound,

scientific principles, so he

hired Henry Feinberg. then at

Bell Laboratories, to design

the telephone.

Feinberg combined a

child's Speak & Spell game,

a record turntable, hairpins, a

saw blade, a walkie-talkie

speaker, a microwave oven,

a coffee can, and a golf

umbrella to serve as E.T.'s

phone link to the outer limits.

The coffee can acts as a

resonator of microwave fre-

quencies; and the signal,

tunneled into the golf um-
brella, is" transmitted into

space. Although the phone
(shown with its inventor at top

right) is a fictional creation,

it is scientifically plausible

— it could make a mes-
sage, encode it, and then

transmit it.

Recently we asked Fein-

berg—now the head of

corporate exhibits for AT&T

—

to build an expression of

his creative thinking by em-
ploying everyday objects

in ways they weren't meant to

be used. The result is The
Eye Opener, shown at right.

When the alarm goes off,

the winding slem pulls a
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string attached to a wire that

tips two Alka-Seltzer tableis

off a platform and into a

glass of wafer. The air pres-

sure from the bubbles forces

water from the center bottle

to flow into the cup, where'

instant coffee is waiting. The
cup is on a scale, and as ft

fills with water, the scale's

needle, tips, triggering a mer-

cury switch. This turns on

the electricity, activating the

heating coil. The operation

takes about 20 seconds.

The Eye Opener is decid-

edly low-tech, but it has a

certain flair. We especially like

the way the Alka-Seitzer's

effervescence drives the cof-

fee maker.

All of this leads us to

announce Competition #43,

for creative contraptions.

Design and build a new ma-
chine along the lines of

E.T.'s phone or The Eye
Opener. Our first prize-winner

will receive an NEC Digital

HQ Hi-Fi VCR, Model DX
2000, with digital video noise

reduction, valued at £800.

Second prize is "The Hornet,"

a radio-controlled off-road

buggy kit worth $250 and
made by Model Rectifier

Corporation. Eight others will

get $25 each and an Omni
subscription or an extension

to an existing subscription.

RULES

Henry Feinberg has agreed

to assist us in judging the

finalists. Entries will be judged

on creative thinking, function-

ality, and aestheiics. It is

important that the objects in

your contraption (unction

in ways they weren't originally

intended to. In the judging,

we will favor linearity (one

thing happening at a time)

and brevity (after setup,

the machine should do its job



as quickly as possible).

tf your gizmo is simple

enough to send, we'd like lo

see it, but we won't be able

to return entries. If you don't

want to part with your ma-
chine, send us pictures or a

videotape of it in action

and explain how it works.

Include an address and
phone number where we can
reach you if we need more
information about your model.

CONTEST WINNERS

The Rifle Puzzle, described

in January 1986, has finally

been solved. The winners are

Rongjia Tao and Fa Y Wu,
both professors of physics at

Northeastern University in

Boston. In a 20-page proof,

consisting almost entirely

RIFLE PUZZLE:ANSWERS,:
Entries Answer Percent

23 Me . 36.79 .

15 (5/6)
G , 33.'49

if N even p/ioiD

1 it N odd
3 1/4 25

7

o

100
7 1/3 33.33

5 1/2 50 •

1/6 16.67.

4 1/16 6.25

3 (3/4)' . .
31.64

3 (4/5f 32.77 :

of formulas, they applied

themselves to this mathemat-

ical problem: N riflemen

are distributed at random

spots in a bounded region on

a plane. At a signal, each

one shoots at and kills his

nearest neighbor. What is the

expected number of riflemen

left-alive? Tao and Wu's

answer; 28.4051 percent.

This problem was first

posed almost 20 years ago

and has stumped the sharp-

est mafhematical minds

—

until now. A one-dimensional

version isn't difficult to figure

out: If you have randomly

spaced birds on a wire, each

one watching its nearest

neighbor, how many birds will

remain unwatched? In this

case, 50 percent of the birds

will be watched by one
bird, 25 percent will be looked

at by two, and the rest will

be left unobserved.

In two dimensions, the

problem is tougher. "Distrib-

uted at random" means
that the probability a rifleman

is in a given area equals

the ratio of that area to the

whole of the bounded region.

If the region is rectangular,

an equivalent definition is that

the two coordinates of the

rifleman's position are uni-

formly distributed.

Of the 171 entries received

before Tao and Wu submit
ted their paper, the answers
ranged from to N. The
most popular answers, usu-

ally stated as a fraction of

N, are shown at left.

Although we were looking

for a theoretical proof, many
readers ran computer simu-

lations. These are interesting

because, while they don't

constitute proof, they give an

approximation of the correct

answer. A program selects

N points at random, calcu-

lates the distances between
them, -and marks a kill on

each point's nearest neighbor.

This is repeated as many
times as the computer pro-

gram allows, and the results

are averaged.

Our judge for this contest

was Friend H. Kierstead,

Jr., a computer programmer
for Goodyear Aerospace

Corporation in Akron, Ohio.

Kierstead combined his

own computer simulations

with those sent in by 13

readers to get the following

approximations:

Survivors: 28-29 percent

Shot once: 45-47 percent

Shot twice: 21 -22 percent

Shot three times:

3-4 percent

Shot four times:

Fewer than 1 percent

The simulations told us that

the correct answer must be
between 28 and 29 percent.

The best of the simulation

studies was submitted by

Steven Den Beste ol Salem,

Massachusetts.

The most common wrong
answer was !/e, where e

is the base of natural loga-

rithms, or2. 718. . . .All

23 readers who gave this

answer had essentially the

same argument: Let A be
one of the riflemen and B be

any other rifleman. The
probability that B will shoot A
is 1/(A/-1), since B has

N - 1 potential targets; and
the probability that B will

nofshootAis1-1/{N-1).
Therefore the probability that

none of the other riflemen

will shoot A is [1-1/
(W-1)]"- 1

. Now, it is well

known that W^cc [1 - 1/

{N— 1)]"
-

' is exactly equal to

1/e, where e = 2.718. . . .

Therefore the probability that

A will survive is 36.79 percent.

The fallacy of this argu-

ment is that it never once
uses the fact that B shoots at

his nearest neighbor. It

gives, in fact, the survival

rate if each rifleman selects

his target at random.

The next most common
answers, (5/6)

e and (3/4)
1

,

arise in similar ways from the

mistake of considering the

riflemen equally spaced in a

hexagonal or square array.

Actually, the probability of

being so distributed is small.

Eleven readers started

with the premise that if B is

A's nearest neighbor, then A
must be B's nearest neigh-

bor, so that the riflemen

eliminate each other in pairs.

They therefore concluded

that there would be no survi-

vors if N is even and one
survivor if N is odd. Unfortu-

nately, this premise happens

to be incorrect.

After receiving more than

150 entries in this contest

and still no correct answer,

we prepared a column saying

the Rifle Puzzle had not

been solved and the £500
prize we were offering was
still available. But when
Tao and Wu's paper arrived,

projecting that 28.4051

percent of the riflemen would

survive, it was clear we had
to stop the presses and
Start rewriting.

Tao and Wu have given the

puzzle a new title, which we
like—The Vicious Neighbor
Problem. They will have
presented their paper on The
Vicious Neighbor Problem

at the American Physical

Society meeting in New York

City, in March, where they

were scheduled to receive

their $500 check from Omni.

Their article on the problem

will appear in a forthcoming

issue of the British Journal

of Physics A: Mathematical

and General. Friend Kierstead

is preparing an article on
the judging of the Omni Rifle

Puzzle contest, which will

appear in a forthcoming issue

of the Journal of Recreational

Mathematics.QQ
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